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Abe tract 

The MARK i n detector operating at the SPEAR storage ring has recently 

acquired a sample of 2.7 X 10* produced ^(3097)'s. These events are used to 

investigate the radiative decays of the Ji to two meson final states. Such decays 

are of topical interest because of the unusual QCD laboratory they provide—of 

particular interest is the possibility of observing 'glueball' states. 

The process t(i — I T " 1 " * - is studied. The /(1270) tensor meson is observed 

and the helicity structure of its production is measured. The data indicate that 

helicity 2 is suppressed, in disagreement with lowest order QCD calculations. 

Evidence is presented for the first observation of the J(1700) in the ir+ir - final 

state. The strong, but not complete, suppression of this state in the xa- channel, 

combined with the absence of a Je = 2 + signal in a recent MARK III analysis of 

i> -* IPPi suggest a very mysterious nature for the f(1700). Additional structure 

in the 2 GeV jr+jr~ mass region is also discussed. 

The process V -* 7K + K~ is also studied. The /'(1515) tensor meson is 

observed with a branching ratio In agreement with the 5J/(3) symmetry prediction 

for the standard two gluon radiative decay diagram with no mixing corrections. 

The helicity structure of the /'(1515) is measured for the first time, and is found 

t i be similar to tint of the /(1270). The observation of helicity 2 suppression in 

both /(1270) and /'(1515) is difficult to explain by gluonic admixtures Sn their 

wave-functions. 

The 0(1700) is observed with high statistics. Its spin and parity are 

measured, with the result that Jp = 2+ is preferred over JF = 0 + at the K.B% C.L. 

The helicity amplitude ratios for this state indicate approximately equal amplitudes 

for helicity 0 ,1 and 2. This is in marked contrast to the results for the /(1270) and 

/'(1515) meson states. 
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In addition, evidence it presented for a remarkable narrow state, designated 

the £(2220). Its parameter! are measured to be: 

m = 2.218 ± 0.003 ± 0.010 GeV , r < 0.040 GeV at 95« C.L., 

BR(V> -+ -rf (2220))BR(£(2220) - • K+K") = (S.7 ± 1.0 ± 1.4) x 1 0 - 5 . 

The statistical significance of the lignal u ~ 5c, but the number of events obierved 

is too small to allow a determination of the ipin of the f tate. A signal ii also teen 

in the KgKg channel with ~ 2tx statistical significance, and limits are placed on the 

observation of the ((2220) in other final states. Several plausible interpretations for 

this state exist, but none are compelling. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1 CHARM AND THE OZI RULE 

A fourth quark, possessing 3. large m m , r u a theoretical ipecnlatioc long 

before it Lucame an experimental fact. The idea was proposed by Bjcrker. and 

Glashow,1 who invented the name 'charm', in 1864, at as extension of the highly 

•uccessful 'eightfold way' of Gell-Mann and Ne'eman. The charmed quark found its 

first real application in the classic 1B70 paper of GUshow, Hiopoulos and Maiani.3 

They showed that a fourth quark provided a natural mechanism for suppressing 

strangeness changing neutral currents. This was very desirable; the presence of 

neutral currents was essential fo) a gauge theory of weak interactions, but processes 

involving strangeness changing neutral currents were known to be very small. An 

example of such a process is: 

HL — / I " V **«" B R ( K L - » / * + p _ ) ~ 1 0 - * . 

In a four quark model, this branching ratio is proportional to C%{ml - mj). A 

calculation of this process by Gaillard and Lee 8 suggested a mass scale of 1 - 2 

GeV for the charm quark. A similar calculation for the KL • Ks mass difference 

suggested the same mais scale. 

Thus, the stage was set for the remarkable discovery of the JH> (hereafter 

referred to as the ^(3097)) at both SPEAR ai.d Brookhaven.'' This was followed a 

mere ten days later by the discovery of a second state, the ^'(3685), at SPEAR. 

These slates were remarkable for their very narrow width, and were confirmed 

to have J r 0 = 1 ~ and I = 0. They were associated with the l s 5 i and the 

2 Si bound states of the el arm system. Subsequent studies, conducted largely at 

3 

e*e colliding beam machines, have explored the rich structure of the cc system. 

Figure 1.1 shows a diagram of the levels as they are currently measured. 

The previously know? s £ ; states are the p[770), the u(7B0), and the 

#(1020). These states consist of u, d, and « quarks. The p and the u are isospin 

eigenstates rather than pure uu or di states. However, the S(/(3) nonet containing 

these states is almcst ideally mixed and hence the 1(1020) is almost a pure s i state. 

The #(1020) lies just above the threshold for decays to open strangeness, but it is 

a narrow resonance because there is very limited phase space available for its decay 

to strange particles. In the charm system, the dynamics is such that the V*(3C95) 

and the V>'(3685) both lie below the threshold for open charm production. Thus, 

these states embody a previously unknown situation—they are narrow because their 

strong decays are all OZI suppressed. 

The OZI mechanism was Erst proposed by Oiubo 5 in 1965 to explain the 

suppression of ^(1020) decays to non-strange final states. In its original form, the 

OZI rule was a statement about the SU(3) structure of the Hamiltonian for decays 

like tf -» 3T. This form Is indicated diagraramatically is Zwelg's original pictorial 

notation in Fig. 1.2(a). In this figure, mesons or 'deuces' are represented by pairs of 

quarks or 'aces'. In the decay # - . K+K", it is possible for the 'aces' to annihilate, 

leaving the vacuum projected onto itself. In the decay 4 — P+r~< "™ annihilation 

is not possible and the matrix element vanishes. In this form, the OZI rule allows 

4*->3ir only to the extent that the u mixes with the 4, and introduces non-ttrange 

quarks into the f The OZI rule acquired a more refined definition through quark 

line diagrams. Is this form, it is a statement that diagrams with 'detached' quark 

lines are suppressed, as shown in Fig. 1.2(b). Finally, within the framework of QCD, 

OZI suppression is described in terms of gluon counting and the relative smallness 

of a„ the strong coupling constant. In this language, the decays of the ^(3097) are 
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expected to proceed predominantly through the OZI auppretaed strong diagrams 

shown in Fig. 1.3(c) and 1.3(d), and the electromagnetic decay diagrams shown 

in Fig. 1.3(a) and Fig. 1.3(b). Due to the strength of the OZI suppression, the 

electromagnetic decay rate of the (i(3097) to hadrons ii only a factor of S smaller 

than its strong decay rate to hadrons—a remarkable situation for a meson with a 

mass of 3 GeV. 

Assuming that the strong decay mechanisms for the ^(3097) are those 

shown in Fig. 1.3(c) and Fig. 1.3(d), it becomes possible to calculate the decay 

rates in the context of perturbative QCD. This was first done for QQ -* 3y, just 

prior to the discovery of tbe i/>, by Appelquist and Politier.8 Chanowiti added tbe 

calculation of VJ -• tig? The results are: 

where tq is the charge of the charm quark and #(0) is the radial wave-function at the 

origin. These calculations, when added together with those for the electromagnetic 

decays in Fig. 1.3(a) and Fig. 1.3(b), should give the total width of the V>[3097). 

Using the measured total width for tbe ^(3057), this allows a determination of the 

strong coupling constant:8 

o.(M^) = 0.19. 

This value is somewhat smaller than would be expected from other sources. 

Improved calculations, including tbe next order in a„ have been done by Mackensie 

and Lepage." Their results also indicate a small value for a,. 

(0 
hadrons 

T-84 4B19*54 

Figure 1.3. Tbe ^(3097) decay mechanisms, (a) shows the electromagnetic decay 
to a leptos final state, (b) shows the electromagnetic decay to a badron final state, 
(c) shows the QCD strong decay diagram, (d) show* the QCD strong radiative 
decay diagram. 
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1.2 RADIATIVE DECAYS OF THE 10(3097) 

The calculations juit described predict a value for the relative rate for the 

radiative decays of the ^(3097): 

I W - 7 2 j ) _ 3 6 , a f 2.1a. ] 

This value includes higher order corrections from Brodilty tt of.10 Substituting 

the previous a, value gives a value of 0,1.4 for the ratio. Correcting for the 

electromagnetic decays of the ^(3097) gives: 

BR(V> - • T2g) ~ 0.09. 

Thus, a substantial fraction of all <f decays are expected to proceed through the 

radiative decay diagram. The badronic final state* which axe produced from the 

two gluon system will have C = + and / = 0. 

The inclusive photon spectrum for this decay can be calculated in analogy 

with the Ore-Powell calculation11 for positronium decay to 37. The result 1 2 is a 

spectrum which increai?« almost linearly with 1-, = 2E1/m^ = 1 - m\/irS,. where 

my is the n u i of the two gluon system. The spectrum is shown in Fig. 1.4(a). This 

spectrum does not include the effects of resonances in the mass region displayed. It 

has been argued that the effects of resonances should agree, on the average, with the 

smooth field theoretic calculation. This goes under the 'ibel of 'duality', since the 

resonance and QCD-partoo languages are viewed as complementary descriptions of 

the same phenomena. The inclusive photon spectruu has oeen measured,11 and 

the data indicates a softer dependence as xn - » 1 than does the lowest order QCD 

calculation. This serves as an indication that lowest order QCD calculations in 

the V1 region should not be taken too literally. Nevertheless, such calculations may 

offer insight and lead to a qualitative understanding of the features of «> radiative 

...._,.... ,..-,_ 1 1 1 1 I > 

( a ) -

rJX 
T5 - _ 

1 1 , , 1 1 1 *N» 

0.2 0.4 0.6 O.B 1.0 

»2 
M; 

M.1 

ill 

-
1 1 

<b) -

/ 

/Total 

^ 2 " N . 

-

/ o*Vr^— 
u* -r i 

t.o 2.0 
(GeV) 

3.0 
4BIM52 

Figure 1.4. The photon spectrum for «>(3097) radiative decays, (a) shows the 
distribution in recoil mass expected for the decay 1> - » i X . (b) shows the relative 
contributions to the spectrum from different spin-parities. 
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decays. A further step in this direction ia a calculation performed by Billoiie ti al.li 

They carried out a spin-parity anily..* of the produced two gluon system and found 

the result! shown in Fig. 1.4(b). (Beware of the Jacobian ~ mx when comparing 

dN/dm^ in Fig. 1.4(a) and dfi/dmx in Fig. 1.4(b)). The interesting features are 

the strong pretence of JPa - 0 + + , 0 ~ + , and 2 + + final states. The suppression 

of JPC = 1 and 1 - + occurs because of the assumption of masclest gluons—the 

coupling of Jp = 1~ states to two musless vectors is forbidden by YangV theorem. 

More complete calculations, including the effects of virtual gluons, indicate that the 

vector states may not be totally suppressed. 

The discussion up to this point has concerned the perturbative regime, 

where the world is viewed as consisting of QCD partons—quarks and gluons. 

However, eventually these partons interact strongly and End themselves, with unit 

probability, as the mesons and baryons observed in the final state. This process is 

non-pertt-rbative and very poorly understood, but one would like to describe some 

of the expected features. 

The majority (if not all) of the observed meson spectrum appears to be well 

explained as bound states of j j . This spectrum is described remarfcably well 5»y the 

quark model, which contains no gluon degrees 01 freedom. Hovever, one of 'he more 

interesting consequences* of QCD is the prediction that gkeballs, flavorless states 

of bound gluons containing no valence quarks, should exist. The possibility that 

* The question of understanding to what extent observable glueballs are 

predicted by QCD is a subtle one. Perhaps the most rigorous evidence is that in 

SU{3) lattice QCD without fermions, gluons are confined and there appears to be 

a 'mass gap', i.e., a separation between the vacuum and the first gluonic bound 

state. 1 5 One then needs to argue that the presence of fermions in the theory may 

quantitatively change the spectrum, but will not affect the qualitative features. 

10 

such bound states could exist was first discussed by Fritisch and Gell-Mann18 in 

1972, when QCD was just being created. It was not until 1977 that Brodaky it al.11 

made the suggestion that radiative t/i decays, because of their gluon content, were 

an excellent place to look for such unusual state*. Since then, similar suggestions 

have been made by numerous other physicists. In addition, as Close 1 7 has pointed 

out, the kinds of resonances which may appear in radiative «) decays are not limited 

to j j states and glueballs. Figure t.S shows four different resonant configurations 

where the 'hard' perturbative physic: is represented by explicit parton lines and 

the 'soft' non-perturbative physics is represented by a blob. Besides finding the 

usual q$ meson states, one would expect to see: glueballs—also known as gluonium 

or gluonic mesons, q$g states—also known as hermaphrodites, meiktons or hybrid 

mesons, and four quark states. It appears that the gluon rich channel f -* iX 

provide* fertile ground for exploring unusual bound states. 

One can then discuss what the expected characteristics of these unusual 

bound states might be. This is a controversial subject. It will be summarised 

here, and will be presented at greater length in a later chapter. The theoretical 

pfcture of glueballs has been widely studied, and will be briely reviewed here. The 

discussion for hybrid mesons and four quark states is at least as controversial and 

will be deferred until later. The mass spectrum for (lueballs cannot be calculated 

rigorously, but there are several models for estimating it. The most popular among 

these models ase: lattice Monte Carlo models, bag models and potential models. 

These models il' point to the conclusion that the lowest lying glueball states* 

* Lattice models also suggest the presence of a 1 ~ + exotic 'oddball' among 

the low-lying states. It does not appear in the ground state spedtram of the bag or 

potential models because, in their language, three gluons are required to construct 

it. 
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(0) 

hadrons 

qqg qqqq 

Figure l.S. Different resonant configuration! in radiative «i decay, (a) shows a case 
where a tf atate U produced, (b) allow* a eau where a ja atate la produced, (c) 
•hows a cue where a ojy atate ia produced, (d) ahowi a caae whew a « 5 J atate U 
produced. 

I t 

have Jpc = 0 + +

I 0 ~ +

I J + + and lie in the 1 - 1 GeV n f k » . Thee* are juit the 

ipin-paritiea which, according to Fig. 1.4(b), are expected to have the largeat cross-

section in V radiative decayi. However, thai SUM region m already denie with 

poorly underatood radial and orbital excitation! of the naual »g meaona. Thtt means 

that to iaolate a glueball, one Unit neada to distinguish the atate from possible J? 

excitation!, and then one needa to contend with the problem of mixing with nearby 

itatei with the aame Jp. 

It can be concluded that the maae of a glueball ia not particularly 

distinctive, and there is a need to look for additional ernes. Glueballs are flavorless 

and they should decay in the manner expected for u SU{3) singlet. Thii w netful 

because Nature seems to prefer ideally mixed on nonets, and 5(7(3} singlets are 

unusual. For example, the / K 0 members of an Ideally mixed nonet, «.«., the 

/(1270) and the /'(1515), are neither SU{3) singlet nor 51/(3) octet and they 

decay into either all non-strange or all strangt final (tats*. Unfortunately, the 

simple SU[3) singlet expectation for a glueball can be considerably modified by 

additional dynamics, and probably cannot be relied upon. It has also been predicted 

that glueballs should be narrow, with widths of tens of UeV. This ia because their 

decays are partially OZI suppressed. This argument may fail in the presence of 

mixing with qj states, and has been criticised even for pure glueball states. 

It teems that all the observable characteristics for glueball states appear to 

be somewhat le» than reliably determined. Perhaps the most that can be expected 

is that, on a case by case basis, there will be enough signs pointing in the direction of 

a glueball Interpretation to lead to a definite conclusion. Thii ambiguous situation 

has been described by Gottfried" in the following manner: 

By simply staring at the Hamiltonian of QCD we cannot 

tell whether or not low-lying hadron* will be dominantly staiea 
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with gluoni u eonstituenli, jutt as the structure of solid* is hardly 

evident from a visual inspection ot the Hamiltonian of interact!* g 

electrons, nuclei, and photons. In both cases little headway could 

be made without experimental exploration, though on occasion 

the theoretical priesthood deliver! ittell o! an oracle that proves to 

be a good omen. In our endeavor there U »further problem: While 

a toddler in diapers knows whether an object is solid, it may turn 

out that only those who have gone through a long apprenticeship 

under messianic tutelage will have the wisdom to know a gluonic 

state from a conventional badron. 

With this 'squishy* theoretical situation" in mind, we turn to the current 

experimental situation. 

1.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON RADIATIVE »> DECAYS 

The experimental study of the radiative decays of the «X3W7) n** proven 

to be very fruitful, although somewhat inconclusive. In the previous section, it was 

claimed that Jpc = 0 + + , 0 - + , i + + would dominate the V — -jX final state. The 

best studied final states are those containing two or three pteudotc* art. The two 

pseudoscalar final state (e.g., »r, KR, IJIJ) is accessible to J F C = 0 + + , 2 + + . The 

three pseudoscalar state (e.g., KK», »**•) is accessible to Jpo = 0 " + . 

Thus far, there is no evidence for 0 + + state* in radiative V(30D7) decays. 

The only well established 1 = 0 state is the S*(»76), and it appears to be 

notably absent from radiative decayi. This is somewhat surprising, but could have 

something to do with the possible four quark identity of the S*(»75). 

In the 0 _ + channel, the iswcalar t) and r/ appear with Urge branching 

ratios. The n' is the second largest radiative branching ratio of the «>(30B7). A 
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eurpritiug new state, the t(!440), it alto observed. This state hat been teen in 

the KR» decay mode by both the MARK II experiment90 and the Crystal Ball 

experiment,21 The signal seen by Crystal Ball is shown in Fig. 1.6(a). It currently 

hat the distinction of being the largest radiative decay mode of the ^(3037) to a 

non-charmed final state, in spite of the fact that it hat only been observed in one 

decay mode. It has been suggested that, due to this large branching ratio and the 

lack of strong evidence for the i(M40} in other experiments, it may be a glueball. 

However, the situation is far from definitive. 

In the 2 + + channel, the /(1270) appears very prominently in the FT 

channel. The signals teen by the Crystal Ball experiment22 and MARK II 

experiment" are shown in Fig. 1.8(b), The /'(ISIS) has been seen by the MARK 

n experiment24 in the K + K~ final state, as shown in Fig. 1.7(b). Once again, there 

is a surprising new state observed: the '(1700). This state was first seen in the 

i)7 decay mode by the Crystal Ball experiment,25 at shown in Fig. 1.7(a). It has 

also been seen by the MARK IT experiment,24'2* at ahown in Fig. 1.7(b), Both 

experiments have searched for a *(1700) signal in the *x mode but it it apparent 

from Fig. 1.6(b) that there it no prominent tignal. The ("(1700) hat alto been 

suggested as a glueball candidate, but the situation it murky. 

The phytic* analyses which will be presented here include detailed studies 

of several two pieudotcalar meson channels. The r + * ~ , K + K" and K s Ks channeli 

will be investigated with the goal of improving the present understanding of the 

/(1270) and /'(1515) tensor mesons, as well at the myitcriout J(!700) state. 
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Chapter 2. The Apparatus 

This chapter gives a brief introduction to the apparatus weed to perform 

the experiment. A lightning review of SPEAR is presented, followed by a detailed 

description of the MARK III detector. The individual component! of the detector 

will be discussed in conjunction with the auociated analysis software. Finally, a 

brief chronology is offered. 

2.1 THE SPEAR STORAGE RING 

The SPEAR storage ring is an electron-positron annihilation ring in which 

counter-rotating bunches c i o s in each of two interaction region*. It is a relatively 

email lug , with a bend radius of ~ 32 meters. This gives it a characteristic crossing 

period of 761 nates. The bunches typically contain ~ 10" electrons or positrons 

and produce a peak luminosity of L = (4 - S) x 1 0 w e a " 2 s e e - i at the f(3097). The 

energy spread of the beams is determined by quantum fluctuations and is <r£ ~ 0.7 

MeV at the V>(3097). This is unfortunate because the natural width of the s)(3097) 

is 0.063 ± 0.009 MeV, and so the apparent cross-section is reduced by roughly a 

factor of ten from the true cross-section. The peak hadronic cross-section measured 

at SPEAR is about 2200 nb, corresponding to a ^(3097) production rate of ~ 1 

Hi. This should be compared with the total hadronic cross-section just below the 

1&(3097), which is a factor of 100 smaller. 

The lice of the beams at the interaction point, for the ^(3097) limning 

conditions, is: 

cx ~ 0.4 mm , 0y ~ 0.03 mm , v E ~ 2G nun. 

The horizontal beam size is determined by synchrotron radiation losses and the 

vertical beam eire is determined by the coupling between the horitontat and vertical 
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oscillations in the ring. 

2.2 THE MARK HI DETECTOR 

The MARK HI detector is a general purpose magnetic detector whose 

design has been optimised for the SPEAR energy region. The goal is the complete 

reconstruction of exclusive Gnal states. The mean charged multiplicity, as well as the 

mean neutral multiplicity, is about 4. The momentum spectrum for both charged 

and neutral tracks is very soft, with the average being well below E00 MeV. The 

salient features required of a detector in this energy region are: 

1. Efficient reconstruction for complete final states requires a large solid angle 

for both charged and neutral tracks. The MARK ID has a charged track 

solid angle coverage of 85% of 4* and a neutral track coverage of MX of 4K. 

2. Photon measurements must be made with high efficiency, as well as good 

angular resolution, for low energy photons. The MARK HI shower counter 

is placed inside the solenoidal coil to minimise the material in front of the 

shower counter, and it is finely segmented to provide good angular resolution. 

3. Charged track momentum measurements should be optimised for low 

momentum. This means that the material prior to the drift chamber should 

be kept to a minimum in order to reduce multiple scattering. The MARK 

i n has a beryllium beam pipe and a low mass trigger chamber in order to 

achieve this goal. 

4. Good particle identification is required for the charged track*. There are 

several aspects of the MARK HI which reflect this goal: 

(a) The time of flight system was optimized for the best time resolution, 

providing good r/K/p separation. 
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(b) The shower counter is highly segmented to aid in eleetron/hadron 

separation. 

(c) dE/dx measurements are made in the drift chamber to provide an 

independent means of JT/JT separation. 

(d) There are two layers of steel and muon counter* outside the aolenoidal 

coll for muon/hadron separation. 

The detector design which resulted from these considerations is shown in 

the axial view in Fig. 2.1, and in the transverse view in Fig. 3.2. The coordinate 

system to be need f jr future reference is: the x axis Is in the horisontal plane and 

points towards the center of the ring, the y axis is vertical, and the a axis is along the 

direction of the positron beam in the ring. This Cartesian system has corresponding 

cylindrical and spherical coordinate systems which are more convenient for detector 

and analysis discussions. 

The individual components of the detector have been described in detail 

elsewhere,27 and the current discussion will offer a summary of each detector 

element. An attempt is made to discuss the detector dements on several level* in 

order to emphasise the linkage between the detector hardware, the reconstruction 

software, and the Monte Carlo modeling. 

2.3 T H E DRIFT CHAMBER 

The MARK III drift dumber 2 8 consists of two sections: the trigger 

chamber and the main drift chamber. The main drift chamber is further divided 

into seven separate layers of cells sharing a common gas volume. The chamber is 

immersed in a uniform A kG magnetic field supplied by a conventional solenoidal 

coil. 
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Figure 2.2. The transverse view of the MARK III detector. 

The trigger chamber, also known as layer 1, U shown in an axial view in 

Fig. 2.3(a). The chamber consists of 4 nib-layert, each containing 32 cell* arranged 

in a cylinder 1.10 meters in length. The sense wire* are stainless iteel and allow a 

z measurement using the cuiTent division technique. The cells in alternate layen 

are staggered by one half cell, making the sum of the drift times from two adjacent 

layers approximately constant, as shown in Pig. 2.3(b). This time sum is used in 

the trigger to provide better timing information than would be poeeible using the 

individual times. 

A section of the endplate for the main drift chamber is shown in Fig. 2.3(c), 

indicating the presence of seven layera of cells. Five of these layers are axial and 

two, layers 4 and 6, are stereo, with angles of +7.7° and -0.0° respectively. The 

number of cells in a given layer is 16 times the nnmber of that layer (<.'.?, 48 cells 

In layer 3). There are two types of cells: one type, found in layer 2, contains 15 

Geld wires adjacent to 13 sense wires and 2 guard wires. The other ty;e, found in 

the outer layers, contains 5 Geld wires adjacent to 3 sense wires and 2 guard wires. 

In order to aid in resolving the left-right ambiguity within a given cell, the sense 

wires are staggered about the cell centerliue. This utagger is ±1S0 pm in layer 2 

and ±400 Jim in the other layera. In addition to tlie timing measurements which 

are made on all the sense wires, two other groups of measurements are made. In 

layer 2, the pulse height on each sense wire is measured in order to find the dE/dx 

for the track. In layera 3, 5 ind 7, the induced pulse »n the guard wires is measur"* 

in order to find a r position using the current division technique. 

The drift chamber signals are first discriminated for time measurements or 

amplified for pulse height measurements, and then fed to the next level of electronics. 

This electronics consists of a multi-bit time-amplitude converter (MTAC) or 

a sample-hold module (MSHAM). These modules store the time/amplitude 
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Figure 2.3. The MARK ID drift chamber, (a) shorn the trigger chamber in an axial 
view, (b) shows a detail of the half-cell offset in the trigger chamber, (c) shows a 
section of the endplate of the main drift chamber. 
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information on internal capacitor* which a n buffered and read oat by a mart 

processor, the Brilliant ADC (BADC). Toil processor perform! ilmple quadratic 

corrections to the data and suppresses the un-hit channeb. 

The measured quantities la the (r,(4) plane are drift times. In order to 

produce the corresponding spatial location*, aeveral correction! need to be applied. 

The times are individually corrected for cable variation!, etc., tiling a to subtraction. 

A time to distance conversion function, describing the drift properties of the cell 

in several regions, is then used to find the correct spatial location within the cell. 

Finally, the wire location! are used to produce a true location. The reconstruction 

program next performs pattern recognition on the wire information to assemble 

track candidates. This is done by constructing a direction for each cell in the 

(r,#) plane using the Information from the three sense wires in the outer cells. 

Only the axial layers .are used, and their cell vectors are connected together to 

form tracks. Finally, a search Is made to associate information from the stereo 

cells and the current division with the track candidate In the (r,4) plane. Once 

the three dimensional track candidates) exist, they are fit by a precision helix fitting 

program which includes numerous corrections for. exact wire location!, electrostatic 

deflection of the sense wires, gravitational lagging, multiple scattering, etc. The 

result of this lengthy procedure is a set of tracks whose resolution is given by: 

Cp/p = 0.015 \ / l + p2, p in GeV, 

ff0 = 2 mrad , o> = 10 Lirad. 

This resolution is available over a soiid angle of 85% of At. The spatial resolution 

for individual wires is found to be: 

o-j ~ 300 fim in layers 1-2, 
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a„ ~ 225 um in layers 3-8, 

and the current division information baa o,/z -* \%. 

The modeling of the drift chamber seelcs to take Monte Carlo ^-vectors and 

produce the corresponding raw data In such a Kay that all the measurement errors 

and correlations are correctly embodied. This can be done fairly accurately and 

•imply because, at the level of the raw data (i.e., the time measurements), the drift 

chamber behavior is well modeled by a series of independent measurements with 

Gaussian errors. The influence cf other factors, such as correlated hits or extra hits, 

is relatively small. The procedure Is to perform the inverse of the reconstruction 

process: trace the path of the track in space, convert the spatial points to time 

measurements with the inverse of the time to distance relationship need in the 

reconstruction program, and then smear the time measurements with the proper 

errors. This procedure includes dE/dx losses in the detector material as well as 

multiple scattering, and the result is a Monte Carlo drift chamber model which is 

a good approximation to the real data. 

The agreement with the data ha-.: been checked by using clean samples of 

events, such as $ -* pr and y) ~*(i+fi~. Since subsequent analyses will perform 

kinematic fits, it is important that the Monte Carlo describes not only the efficiency 

an J resolution of the drift chamber, but also that it reproduce the correct correlated 

error matrix for each reconstructed track. This has been studied in detail, and the 

agreement between Monte Carlo data and real data, within the fiducial volume of 

.85 of 4JT, is good. 

2.4 THE TIME OF FLIGHT SYSTEM 

The time of flight system for the MARK UI detector** consists of 48 

scintillation counters, each 5.1 cm thick and 317.5 cm long. The counters cover 
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a total of 80% of is and are made of Nuclear Enterprises Pilot F scintillator. 

The thickness of the counters was chosen to give the best possible resolution. A 

thickness of ~ 5 cm provides a good match between the available phase space in 

the phototube/light-guide system and the scintillator—increases beyond this value 

should give little additional Improvement. The design of the light guides placed at 

each end of the counters was optimised to minimise the time dispersion for the early 

photons which are most important for the time measurement. At the end of the 

light guide, a 2 inch diameter Amperex XP202O phototube is attached and shielded 

from the residual magnetic field by layers of rnu metal and soft steel. The signal 

from the phototube is sent to a discriniinator/time-amplitnde converter/aample-

bold module for measurement. This module makes timing measurements at two 

different discriminator thresholds and also measures the total charge of the pulse. 

These modules are in turn read out >y a smart processor (BADC) which perform* 

quadratic corrections and suppresses un-hit channels. 

The combination of two time measurements and a pulse height 

measurement for each end of the counters allows greater freedom in extracting the 

best TOP measurement, and results in improved resolution. The TOF measurement 

is made relative to a beam pick-off signal derived from an electrode on the SPEAR 

beampipe. The calibration of the electronic* is done using a series of calibrated 

delay cables, and the stability of the entire system is monitored using a nitrogen 

laser coupled to the scintillators by fiber optic cables. 

The reconstruction program for the TOF system it straight forward, 

and consists largely of myriad corrections which must be systematically applied 

to the raw measurements in order to produce the optimal time resolution. 

These corrections are derived using Bhabha events, since they are plentiful and 

monochromatic. The corrections consist of a pedestal subtraction, pulse bright 
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correction* which are polynomial in the measured charge, and * corrections which 

are again polynomial. The application of thil procedure results in tbe distribution 

for the measured time minus the expected time shown in Fig. 2.4(a). This plot 

indicate! the resolution, averaged over all counters, which is obtained for a well-

identified pion sample from the ^(30B7). The resolution is measured to be 190 

psecs for hadrons, and corresponds to the particle separation capability displayed 

in Fig. 2.4(b). Figure 2.4(b) is a scatter plot of the particle velocity measured by 

TOF versus the particle momentum measured by the drift chamber. One finds that 

r/K separation at the la level is possible at momenta -p to 1.0 GeV. 

The modeling of the TOF system would appear to be a simple taslc, but 

it is in fact quite complex. The quantity which needs to be modeled correctly U 

the distribution of measured times. A typical analysis requires that a given track 

be consistent or inconsistent with a given particle hypothesis. In order to ascertain 

the efficiency for such a cut, the tails of the time distribution need to be correctly 

simulated. In addition, the inefficiencies caused by overlapping tracks must be 

accounted for. 

The simulation generates a charge and a time at each phototube for a drift 

chamber track which hits a TOF counter. The charge distribution at the phototube 

is generated using average attenuation lengths and a Gaussian distribution. Th' 

time measurement is more difficult to generate. It is well known that this time 

distribution has non-Gaussian tails, as is apparent in Fig. 2.4(a). There are 

many sources for this effect, Including: anomalous pulse shapes due to energy 

deposition/light collection fluctuations, fluctuations in the time measurement, etc. 

None of these effects are well understood or easily modeled. An additional difficulty 

arises from the location of the TOF counter* in the MARK HI detector. Since 

they are just inside the shower counter, the pubte height which is measured in the 
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Figure 2.4. The performiiiceof the MARK1II TOF system, (a) shows the resolution 
obtained on a pure pion sample, (b) shows the separation of different particle types 
versus momentum. 
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scintillator will often be much larger than that expected for a minimum ionising 

track, due to badueatter from the shower counter. Such an effect is very hard to 

model, especially for interacting hadrons. The effect i* apparent in the data as a 

variation in the time resolution for different incident particle types: electrons, muons 

or hadrons. The solution used by MARK III in to take an empirical distribution for 

the events In the tails, parameterize it and coax the Monte Carlo to reproduce it. 

The model which has been used includes a Gaussian core with additional uniform 

tails. Events are generated with empirically derived weights for each component of 

the model. This gives a Monte Carlo time distribution which has a non-Gaussian 

component in addition to the usual Gaussian component, and models the real data 

fairly accurately. The accuracy of the model has been tested by studying event 

samples, such as <ji -* p* and V* -» M+M~, which can be isolated without using TOF 

information. With such samples, the time distributions can be directly compared 

with the Monte Carlo. A further check has been made using the *i> -» K + K~*° 

channel and comparing the particle identification available from a kinematic St with 

that available from the TOF system. 

2.5 TflE SHOWER COUNTER 

The shower counter for the MARK HI detector" consists of three 

physically separate pieces: two endcap shower counters, encompassing 11% of *r 

between them, and a barrel shower counter covering 76% of 4r. There were several 

stringent criteria which shaped the design of this device. The shower counter was 

to cover as much solid angle as possible with a uniform detection structure. It 

was to be efficient for photons with energies below 100 MeV, and still have good 

angular resolution. It was also desirable to have very fine segmentation to aid 

in separating low energy electrons from pions. The energy resol Men was o> less 

importance because for exclusive analyses, poor energy resolution can be largely 
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compensated for by good angular resolution. Initially, both a lead/sdntUlator design 

and a lead/proportional tube design were considered. The lead/proportional tube 

design proved to be more practical and economical as well as possessing much better 

segmentation, although with some sacrifice in energy resolution. The design which 

resulted was novel in several ways, and U shown schematically in Fig. 2.$. 

The barrel shower counter is a truly cylindrical device with no dead regions 

in azimuth. It is built upon an aluminum spool, using O.S radiation length lead 

sheets sandwiched between thin layers of aluminum for strength. There are 320 

cells per layer, with 24 layers, corresponding to 12 radiation lengths or about 1/3 

of an interaction length, in total. The cells are formed by aluminum I beams which 

are placed between the lead/aluminum sandwiches. These I beams are supported at 

intermediate points by aluminum ribs, as shorn in Fig. 2.5(a). The lead/aluminum 

sheets are attached to the spool, one layer at a time, by stainless steel straps. 

The sense wires are made of stainless steel in order to allow use of 

current division to establish the i position. The wires are read out by integrated 

amplifier/sample-hold electronics (1SHAM) mounted directly on the detector. In 

order to limit the total number of electronics channels, the 24 physical samples 

are reduced to 12 segments. The first 6 segments correspond to individual layers, 

whereas the last 6 segments comet of groups of three layers ganged together. 

Once again, the sample-hold electronics is read out by a smart processor (BADC). 

The data is corrected for non-linearities in the electronics and un-hit channels are 

suppressed. 

The endcap shower counter construction is similar to that of the barrel, 

although much simpler due to the planar geometry. The detailed layout la shown in 

Fig. 2.S[b). The detector again consists of alternating layers of lead and proportional 

tubes. In the eadeap case, the cells are made of extruded aluminum tubes which are 
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Figure 2.5. The MARK ID shower counter, (a) show* the barrel ihower counter, 
(b) shows one of the endcap ihower counter*. 
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glued to the lead sheets. Stainless tteel wires are strong In the tube* and supported 

by feed-througbs in the ends of the tubes. 

When an electromagnetically interacting particle is incident on the shower 

counter, it produces a shower. This shower typically deposits a total pulse height 

in the gas sampling layers which is equivalent to 1 minimum ionising particle per 

10 MeV of incident energy. This pulse height is distributed over a number of cells; 

typically about 35 cells are hit for a 1 GeV shower. The design of the shower counter 

produces two quantities per cell: a current division position measurement znd a 

total energy measurement. When this information is combined with the location 

of the cell, the result is a three dimensional point with an associated energy. This 

'space-point' measurement capability, when combined with the highly segmented 

readout, provides a very powerful pattern recognition ability, since there are no 

ambiguities to resolve. 

The definition of a photon in the shower counter is much more ambiguous 

than that of a charged track in the drift chamber. This is due to the irregular 

and fragmented patterns of energy deposited in the shower counter. It it especially 

true for photons below about 0.5 GeV in energy, where the shower fluctuations 

prevent the formation of the dense core of deposited energy, surrounded by a 

halo of smaller deposited energy, which characterise* high energy showers. For 

this reason, the shower counter reconstruction program is initially concerned with 

making qualitative pattern recognition decisions. The pattern recognition starts by 

associating the input 'space-points' into 'dusters' using simple adjacency criteria. 

In order to obtain the maximum efficiency for low energy photons, the pattern 

recognition procedure uses a very minima] definition for these initial clusters—they 

need only contain two space points, both of which wed to have current division 

measurements. This process will be described in more detail for the barrel; the 
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endcaps are treated ia an identical manner. The chuterfog i* first performed by 

using only the cell Information, corresponding to the I coordinate in the barrel. 

This coordinate haa 'digital* errors, since either a cell is hit or not hit, making the 

clustering simple and unambiguous. The primitive ^ clusters are then explored in 

the current division coordinate, corresponding to x in the barrel. This coordinate 

has 'analog' errors as well as suffering from ambiguities when two tracks hit the 

same cell at different x positions. A not un-common situation ia when two photons 

with different t positions hit the same $ region in the barrel. In this case, there will 

usually appear to be three visible 'clusters' of energy: two at the correct * positions 

for those cells hit by tracks from only oneof the showers, and an intermediate cluster 

from cells hit by tracks from both incident photons. In this case, the intermediate 

points are not allowed to form an independent cluster, but are distributed among 

the two real clusters. Complications such as this make the pattern recognition task 

in the r direction more difficult. 

Once the simple clustering has been performed in («,#), a more complex 

algorithm is used to explore the three dimensional structure of the photon candidate. 

At this state, the pattern recognition problem has several contradictory goals. For 

photons, it will want to separate overlapping showers, but ft will not want to isolate 

fragments of the same photon. For hadrons, the pattern of energy deposit it already 

very fragmentary and further splitting is not desirable. The three dimensional 

algorithm is denned to make use of the shower development process, which proceeds 

radially outward, to make additional decisions about tbe photon candidates. After 

all of these pattern recognition decisions have been made, the remaining clusters are 

fitted to extract the best position and energy measurement for each cluster. The 

positions of the fitted clusters are then compared with the charged track information 

from the drift chamber, and associations are made with these tracks when the 
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dusters are close enough to the charged track entry point. The remaining dusters 

are th»n promoted to the status of 'photons', and it is these objects, with then-

associated measurements, which will be used for further analysis. 

The resolutions and efficiencies for the shower counter system have been 

studied using Bhabhas and photons. Figure 2.6(a) shows a plot of the measured 

photon energy for $ - . pi -* ft***' events versus the energy predicted for one 

of the photons using a kinematic fit. This indicates that the shower counter has a 

linear energy response. The measured resolutions are: 

*E = 0.i&yg(GeV), 

e$ = 7 mrad , a§ = 20 mrad. 

The efficiency of the shower counter versus energy has been determined in * similar 

manner. The plot shown in Fig. 2.6(b) was extracted from f -» p c *° meats by 

studying the energy distribution for the monochromatic r°. This curve indicates 

the single most important feature of the MARK HI shower counter: it has a high 

efficiency for detecting photons with an energy above 50 MeV. When this high 

efficiency is combined with the powerful pattern recognition capabilities and good 

angular resolutions, the result Is the ability to reconstruct exclusive final states with 

up to 5 photons. This is a significant improvement over previous detectors working 

in this energy region. 

Unfortunately, this complex, high performance shower counter haa a price. 

It is extremely difficult to model it correctly. The major problem arises because of 

the gas sampling technique. The density of the gas sampling medium is ~ .1% at 

the density of the lead. This means that the energy measurement is being made 

by sampling a tiny fraction of the total electromagnetic energy. The situation is 

made more difficult by the fact that the proportional tubes are a very Imperfect 
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Figure 2.6. The performance of the MARK HI shower counter, (a) shows a plot 
of the measured verem the expected energy for a highly constrained hadronic final 
state, (b) shows the detection efficiency as a function of energy. 
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sampling device—the energy deposited by a charged track passing through the gas ii 

subject to Landau fluctuations. These fluctuations arise because of the nature of the 

energy loss process ;n a thin sample. The distribution of deposited energy has two 

components. The first is a broad 'Gaussian' body with a width of: FWHM/mean 

~ 50 -100% arising from statistical fluctuations in the number of soft collisions. In 

these soft collisions, the gas atoia as a whole absorbs a virtual photon which in turn 

ionizes the atom. Even in a thin gas sample, there are many such collisions and the 

resulting distribution is well-behaved. The second component is a long tail arising 

from Rutherford scattering off of quasi-free atomic electrons. These hard collisions 

occur infrequently and result in a large energy loss per collision, hence contributing 

a tail of Landau fluctuations to the energy deposition. The energy deposited by low 

energy photons is an additional complication. A single photon with an energy of 10 

KeV can deposit all of its energy in the gas, giving a pulse height equivalent to 5 

minimum Ionizing particles. This means that this 10 KeV photon can produce an 

energy deposit which is as large as that of a SO MeV photon. Such confusion about 

very low energy photons makes the detector more sensitive to complications from 

fragments of hadronic showers. All of these factors combine to give a very complex 

shower counter behavior, not readily simulated. 

The current mode! for the shower counter is limited in scope. There is no 

attempt to create tbe effects of hadronic interactions—only the electromagnetic 

showers are simulated. There are two shower generation procedures, one is 

simple and somewhat empirical while the other incorporates the full EGS3 shower 

simulation package. These two procedures provide a relatively accurate description 

of the shower counter performance in terms of energy and position resolutions. They 

provide a less accurate picture of the low energy photon efficiency, although this is 

a topic cf continued study. The difficulties arise below IO0 MeV, where thephotij 
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efficiency is difficult to measure accurately, and do not affect any of the analyses 

described here. 

The problem with 'hadronic sput-ofis'—detached fragment! of hadronic 

showers—has been encountered previously by detectors such as the Crystal Ball, 

and is enhanced by the large resonant rJV and KN crou-iections that occur at 

low momentum< The confusion about the total energy of very low energy photons, 

when combined with the sensitivity of the shower counter to any photons below 

100 MeV, leads to the presence of extra fake* photons which are not associated 

with electronics noise, but correspond to real, although ambiguous, pbytics in the 

detector. These 'lake' photons are the most difficult problem associated with' this 

shower counter. There presence is not only a problem for detector modeling, but also 

a serious problem for physics analysis. In the absence of any reasonable algorithm 

for dealing with these fake' photons, the approach used is to consider all photons 

in the event analysis. It is then possible to use the kinematics of the event to try to 

decide which are the 'real' and which are the fake1 photons. This process has been 

studied for the large decay mode V< -* P*. The technique is very successful, and 

some statistics on the magnitude of the extra photoa problem are: approximately 

35% of the px events contain an extra gamma with a measured energy of 20 MeV 

or more. If one excludes gammas inside of cones around charged tracks, defined 

so that the angle between the charged track entry in the shower counter and the 

gamma position cos0^_ T > .85, then about 10% of the p* events contain an extra 

gamma. 

2.6 T H E MUON SYSTEM 

Outside of the octagonal steel flux return, there are two layers of 

proportional tubes which serve at muon counters. These counters cover 655S of 

AT and are sensitive to muons above a momentum of ~ 0.7 GeV. 

•8 

2.7 THE TRIGGER AND DATA ACQUISITION 

The MARK M trigger decision is based on information provided by the 

TOP counters and the drift chamber. The trigger bat been described in a previous 

publication,32 and is reviewed here. Due to the short SPEAR crossing period of 781 

nsecs, the triggering system is implemented as a hierarchy of levels, each involving 

a more complex trigger decision. The trigger controls the reset generation for the 

electronics, as well as notifying the on-line computer that a trigger has occurred. 

The lowest level decision, known as level 0, must take place wit Jin one 

beam crossing period to avoid deadtime. The decision must be made by M0 usees 

after the beam crossing to allow time to reset storage capacitors in the sample-hold 

electronics before the next beam crossing. This is a serious limitation because the 

drift times in the outer drift cells are too large to allow their use in this decision. 

Therefore, the decision is based on the time sum from the trigger chamber as well 

as the signals from the.TOF counters. Two parallel triggers are developed at this 

level. The first trigger, known as the y. track' trigger, requires a single TOF counter 

as well at a single in-time cell pair from the tS^er chamber.^The TOF counter 

nquiremtat in this trigger allows the event time to be accurately determined, and 

so a narrow time window of ~ 30 nsecs can be used to reject out of time cosmic 

rays. The second trigger, known a* the '2 track' trigger, requires two in-time cell 

pairs in the trigger chamber, but makes no TOF requirement. This trigger is forced 

to use a wider time window of ~ 80 nsecs to account for the width of the time 

sum calculated from the trigger chamber. This width comes from a combination 

of drill velocity variations in the trigger chamber cello, and variations due to track 

curvature. The level 0 trigger usually runs at — 3 KHf, producing a reduction of 

~ 10 s from the actual crossing rate. 

If there Is a level 0 trifcgt*. then the normal electronics reset sequence is 
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delayed for one beam crowing period whtts the next decision level if considered, 

This decision uses the trigger chamber information from level 0 and extrapolates 

it through layers 3 and 5 in the outer drift chamber to form more complex track 

candidates in the (r,f) plane. This track finding U done very quickly (~ 25 usees) 

by using programmable array logic to form triple coincidences, as shown in Fig. 2.7. 

In order for a layer 3 or 5 cell to participate in this process, it is necessary that 

two of fit three possible sense wires hare hits. The track candidates are counted 

and used to make the trigger decision. The '1 track' trigger requires the presence 

of one level 1 track, whereas the '2 track1 trigger requires two such tracks. There 

is an additional level 2 trigger which searches for tracks in the * projection, but it 

was not required for (&(3097) running. The level 1 trigger typically runs at ~ 3 Hi 

at the ^(3097). 

Once there is a level 1 trigger, the reset sequence is inhibited, and the 

BADC processors start their digitisation procedure. Each BADC is responsible for 

digitising, formatting and correcting 500 - 2000 channels of analog information. 

This process typically takes about IS insect, and it carried out in parallel for all the 

detector systems. While the BADC's are digesting the analog data for the event, 

the on-line computer is interrupted. The on-line computer for this experiment is a 

VAX-760 processor which uses an intelligent I/O processor to implement a powerful 

CAMAC interface. This interface allows largely autonomous acquisition capability 

with very little CPU intervention. When the on-line computer is interrupted, it 

instructs the I/O processor to begin the event read out. The I/O processor first 

reads out the trigger information for the event, since it is available immediately. 

It then in'errogates the BADC's responsible for the smaller detector systems and 

reads them out as they finish their tasks. Finally, after all the BADC's bare been 

read out, the last operation perfoimed is to re-enable the trigger to accept the next 
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event. The on-line computer then take* control again, finishes formatting the event 

and write* it out to tape. 

This completes the immediate responsibility of the on-line computer, but 

In order to inure that the data it free of problems, a large analysis program is also 

executing. This program samples the acquired events ai frequently at the available 

CPU time allows, generating displays, accumulating histograms, and generally 

entertaining the physicists on shift. In addition to these diagnostic tasks, the on

line computer is also uted to perform frequent calibrations of the analog electronic!. 

Such calibrations are performed several timet per day, and the reaults are used to 

update the BADC correction constants and compensate for electronics drifts. This 

on-line calibration and correction is very useful for diagnottlc purposes and also 

assures that the data which is recorded on magnetic tape will require a minimal 

amount* of off-line massaging before being fed to the reconstruction programs, 

2.8 A BRIEF CHRONOLOGY 

In the beginning, there was a proposal. The proposal for the MARK III 

•experiment wu accepted in the Spring of 197B. Construction and checkout occupied 

cevei a! intervening years, and the detector was installed in the West Pit of brEAR 

in the Summer of 1981. The Fall of 19S1 was used for detector checkout with 

colliding beams at SPEAR, and the first real physics running commenced in the 

Spring of 1932. Daring this running period, a sample of ~ 0.9 x 10 s produced «)'a 

was acquired. At this time, there were several known problems with the detector, 

and there w u very little analysis software available. During the Summer of IDS2, 

many of the detector problems were repaired. There was an additional block of 

* The major benefit is that short term variations are largely eliminated, 

allowing off-line calibration procedures to average relatively large blocks of stable 

data. 
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running in the Fill of 1982 at the ^(3685) u d the ^"(3770). A first consistent 

reconstruction of the Spring 1982 data became available In January 1083, bringing 

with it intriguing evidence for new results. Further detector modifications were 

performed, and then a struggle ensued to decide where to run in the Spring of 1083. 

The result was a split of running time between the «>(3097) and the «0"(377O). 

During this run, the detector performed very well, and an additional sample of 

1.8 X 10 s produced «)'i wai acquired. 

The result of this running history it two samples of •> data, taken one year 

apart. Unfortunately, the firrt data sample was acquired when there were known 

detector deficiencies. These problems were largely confined to the drift chamber. 

They included: 

1. Layer I bad no pre-amplifiert, which meant that it waa susceptible to noise 

and pulse height slewing. 

2. Layer 1 had only the innermost two sub-layers Instrumented. 

3. Layer 2 did not have pre-amplifiers DT cross-talk compensation resistors. This 

made it virtually useless for tracking. 

A. The linear region of the MTAC time measurement did not cover the full 

collection period, producing suspicious measurement! for small and large 

times. 

S. The current division information in the drift chamber wa» very unreliable 

due to electronics problems. 

These problemi, along with minor problem! with other detector elements, were 

corrected by the time of the Spring 1083 run. 
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The disparity between the detector performance for the unaller 1982 data 

•ample u d the 1983 data *ample will haunt the subsequent analyses, eipecially 

in the cases where the statistics is too limited to perform proper cross-checks. In 

addition, the Monte Carlo has been optimised for the very functional 1883 detector, 

rather than the more idiosyncratic 198Z detector. This leads to a policy of using 

the 1983 data alone when good agreement with the Monte Carlo is required. 

Before proceeding to the physics analyses, brief mentioajs made of the 

exact sites of the data samples. This knowledge is required in order to obtain 

correct branching ratios. The normalisation tor the 1983 data ha* been carefully 

evaluated using the number of produced hadron* and the trigger efficiency. 

Prior to the full reconstruction of the raw data, a filtering program is used 

to classify the events on the basis of drift chamber, TOF, shower counter and muon 

system information." An attempt is made to correctly Isolate cosmic ray events, 

beam gas events, di-muon events, Bbabha events, 'junk' eventsj-and badron events. 

These classifications have been laboriously checked by extensive band-scanning of 

events. The result of this is an accurate determination of the number of detected 

hadronic </> events. The triggering efficiency has slso been studied, using a sample 

of ^'(368S) events. These events have the advantage of providing a source of tagged 

V> events through the decay chain: i>' —> *+*~i(i. The pious can be used to trigger 

the event, and one can ask how often the i> would also have triggsfed the event. 

This technique could be slightly biased due to the fact that the ^ is not at rest 

in the detector, but this does not appear to be significant. Combining the trigger 

efficiency with the number of observed hadrons provides an estimate of the number 

of produced hadronic yl's (it is a safe assumption that all the observed hadronic 

events are from the V)- This result is then corrected for the branching ratios to 
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leptons to produce the estimate for the total number of it's: 

n^ = (1.80 ± 0.15) x 10* (1983). 

The number of produced i>'i in 1982 ha* been extracted by using the ratio of 

detected i -t n+iT event* for the 1082 and 1983 data samples. This give* a ratio 

of 1:1.96, providing an estimate for the total number of produced f * of: 

ity = (2.70±0.2S) x 10* (1982 + 1983). 
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Chapter S. Tke <ji -* -rir+ir~ Finnl State 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The radiative decay of the ^ to the ITJT final state has been explored by 

several previous experiments. The dominant feature it the decay: t/i —• 7/(1270). 

The production characteristics (i.e., the population of the different polariiation 

states) of this final state have been measured by the MARK II and Crystal Ball 

experiments,23'" and the results are in disagreement with QCD predictions. This 

question will be studied here as a prelude to further spin analyse! to be carried out 

for the K +K~ system. There are additional reasons to explore this final state in 

more detail. One of the possible clues for finding ghieballs should be their 5(7(3) 

Savor singlet decay pattern. The £(1700} has been observed in the IJIJ and K + K~ 

decay modes by the MARK II and Crystal Ball experiments, but they have only set 

limits on its observation in the I T final state. 2 4' 2* This suggests that it is worthwhile 

to investigate the $(1700) in the r 4 * " final state. 

This chapter will first describe the î -» Tur+t"~ event selection and 

backgrounds. An analysis of the /(1270) mass regies will be performed, and the 

production and decay amplitudes for the /(1270) will be measured. In addition, 

a branching ratio will be extracted. Limits on the existence of other states are 

explored, leading to several interesting new results, 

3.2 EVENT SELECTION FOR V - • ir*r~ 

Photon Selection 

Theeventswere required to haven, <4. The photons which were actually 

used in the kinematic fitting were required to be 'good* photons. This requirement 

means that: the angle between the photon and the nearest charged track, coaS l r , 
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was required to be < 0.05, the number of layers hit in the shower counter was 

required to be > 2, and the starting layer of the shower was required to be £ 7. 

Charged Track Selection 

The drift chamber cuts are very minimal. The tracks must be well 

measured in the drift chamber in order to perform subsequent fits to the events. 

This means that it is necesrary that the track has a full error matrix from the 

precision helix fit in the drift chamber. 

The number of kaont produced at the «V is much smaller than the number 

of pions, so no particle identification requirement was made using the TOF 

information. This results in a higher efficiency and greater solid angle coverage. 

The kaons in the sample will be adequately rejected by kinematic fitting alone. 

Tie muon system was used to reject •7/I +JI~ events. To avoid biases due 

to hadronic punch-through, events were rejected only if both tracks had some 

indication of a muon signal. The event was called a di-muon if one track had 

both layers in the muon system fire and the other track had at least one muon layer 

fire. 

Other Cuts 

Before performing a kinematic fit, - | T + » - candidate events were selected 

using simple kinematic cuts. These cuts serve to filter out events which are 

inconsistent with the -pr +ir _ hypothesis. Two variables arc used: a 'missing neutral 

energy' variable U, and a 'missing pi' variable pj . The V variable i* defined to be: 

Ux= E • - P • 

where Emi„ and Pmi„ are the missing momentum and energy calculated from 

the charged track momenta using the pioa man hypothesis. This variable is used 
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because its resolution is approximately independent of the misatng momentum. The 

missing mass squared is; [/(£„,,-„+?*„„-„), and it doe* not have this feature. A cut 

is made at \U\ < 0.2 GeV, which corresponds to ~ 3tr in the resolution. The sample 

remaining after euch a cut will be dominated by the f - • » + i r - , V> -» r+r~r° and 

the j - t 7 » + » _ final states. 

To increase the rejection of events with extra photons, two additional cuts 

are made. The first involves the p? variable. This variable was introduced by 

G. Trilling, and measures the agreement between the missing momentum recoiling 

against the charged tracks and the angles of the photon in the event. It uses the 

fact that the angle and magnitude of the missing momentum are well measured 

by the drift chamber, whereas only the angles of the photon are well measured by 

the shower counter. In general, the resolution in this variable is limited by the 

drift chamber missing momentum resolution and not by the shower counter angular 

resolution. This variable is defined to be: 

where Pm-,„ is the missing momentum recoiling against the charged tracks and 9 

is the angle between Pmi„ and the direction of the photon. This reduce* to the 

form: (Pm,-,,^2 for small values of t, as expected for a 'p,' variable. The $/2 

factor provides additional rejection for the backward direction where the 'pi' would 

otherwise vanish. The background from JT +ir -«' will be approximately flat in tbfo 

variable for values up to ~ mjj,, whereas the radiative signal events will be peaked 

at small values of £ 0.001 GeV1. The distribution of this variable for the candidate 

~l*+x~ events which have passed the V cut is shown in Fig. 3.1(a). Signal events 

were required to have pj^ < 0.002. This cut suppresses about 80 - 00% of the 

* + * _ * 0 background. 
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To obtain still further rejection, events containing more than one 'good' 

gamma were rejected. This is, in principle, a. fairly dangerous cut, and it was 

actually applied after the kinematic fitting to allow more careful study of its effects. 

It could introduce a momentum dependence into the efficiency because the hadronic 

interaction cross-section in the shower counter is changing rapidly in the 0.3 - I 

GeV region. By eliminating events only if they have extra photons which are not 

close to charged tracks, this bias is largely removed. The effects of this cut have 

been studied and it has been found to remove ~ 5% of the signal events. This is 

- a small effect when compared to the large number of 'lackground events which are 

removed. 

Jfinemaii'c Fitting 

In order to improve the resolution and increase the ability to reject 

background events, 4 constraint fits were done to impose energy and momentum 

conservation. The ability of the kinematic fit to discriminate between signal and 

background is very important for this analysis. It serves as a form of particle 

identification, making up for the absence of TOP cuts. It also serves to find the 

'correct' photon for the event, if it is a single photon event. This is an important 

function because of the problem with extra 'fake' photons produced by hadronic 

interactions in the shower counter. In addition, the kinematic fit discriminates 

against events which contain extra photons, since they will not balance momentum. 

Fits were performed using all permutations of the 'good' gammas in the 

event, and the fit with the smallest x1 was used for .that event (this allowed a 

careful study of the cut, discussed previously, in which exactly one 'good' gamma 

was required). With a small number of 'real' photons in the event, this procedure 

will almost always isolate the correct photons and ignore the fake' photons. Two 

parallel hypotheses were examined, representing the signal of interest (i> -»"jir+*~) 

SO 

as well as the largest background (ii -r Tt***~)- The Pgi distribution for the 

events passing the p? cut is shown in Fig. 3.1(b). Signal events were required to 

have a confidence level > 0.05. With this cut, there is very little loon contamination, 

even without the TOF cuts. Further checks have been nude to see that the pull 

distributions for all the fit variables look reasonable. These checks have been carried 

out on the large decay mode iji — pt. The results show that the mean and sigma 

of the pulls are typically within about 10% of the expected values of 0 and 1. 

The mass distribution which results from these kinematic cuts is shown 

in Fig. 3.2. There U evidence for a p°(770) peak due to feed-through from the 

*t> -> />°r° channel, an / (1270) peak due to real radiative events, plus a great deal 

of background. 

3.3 BACKGROUNDS 

There are several potential background sources for the »V —> ix*r~ 

analysis. These sources are considered in this section, and an attempt is made 

to estimate their significance. 

Since electrons radiate very easily, this background is potentially quite 

serious. To aid in rejecting this background, any events in which the energy 

deposited in the shower counter was greater than 1.1 GeV for each track were 

eliminated very early in the analysis. However, this is Dot the expected configuration 

for a V - • 7e + e" event which could populate the region of interest here. There 

are two possible configurations for these events, corresponding to initial state or 

final state radiation. The final state cross-section is enhanced by. the presence 

of the $. This configuration consists of one electron track with the full elastic 

momentum of 1.S5 GeV while the ether track has a somewhat lower momentum. 
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In addition, eventi produced by tbe decay of the ^ will have a I + cot** angular 

distribution relative to tbe beam axil, rather than the much more strongly peaked 

distribution characteristic of Bhabba scattering. For these reasons, final state 

radiation dominate* this background source. 

There are two complementary wayi of rejecting each a background. One 

usee the momenta mearared in tbe drift chamber and tbe other uses the energy 

deposited in the shower counter. The energy deposited in the shower counter by 

tbe electron should have the characteristic properties at an electromagnetic shower. 

The pattern of energy deposit can be used as input to an electron/badron separation, 

algorithm. A very general technique, knows as non-parametric partitioning, hj.i 

been used to perform tbe separation with tbe least possible mis-identification. The 

algorithm developed b / the MARK TH offers a per track rejection of about S0:1 

against electrons at 1 GeV. The second approach is to use the kinematics of the 

event. Tbe electron mass U quite different from the pian mass, and a kinematic fit 

provides rejection against this background due to tbe different energies implied for 

tbe electron and pion hypotheses. Both of these techniques have been used in order 

to eliminate this background. 

Tbe electron/hsdron separation algorithm provides as with an identifica

tion for each track, using the momentum, TOF and shower profile of the track a* 

input. This information can be used in different ways to isolate a dean sample of 

1> -* TK+T~ events. A strict method is to require that neither track is consistent 

with the electron hypothesis. These 'anti-electron' cuts have an efficiency of: 

((«•«•) = ( l - e r - . J 2 , 

«(ee} = (« -* )* . 

where tw-.t is tbe mis-identification probability for a pion, i.e., the probability that 
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a pion is called aa electros. ee—T u the corresponding probability for an electron 

to be called a pion. A less strict method is to require that either of the two tracks 

is a wctl-identified pion. These 'pion' cuts give an efficiency: 

«(*•*) = l - ( l - t l - , ) 2 , 

e(ee) = l - { l - e M ) * . - 2 e e _ « , 

where tT~t is the identification probability, i.e., the probability that a pion is called 

a pion. The algorithm used in this analysis has been optimised to minimize £ j _ r 

for different momenta, with the result that: 

(c~x ~ 0.02 - 0.05, tr-e ~ 0.1S, e , _ , ~ 0.«5. 

For the 7 * + « , _ 6nil state, very few 7e + e~ events survive the *pion' cut. 

This is checked by examining the distribution of events removed by applying the 

stricter 'anti-electron' cut after the 'pion' cut. The conclusion is that there it more 

than ample pion/electron separation available to eliminate this background. An 

estimate is that less than 5% of the remaining events are from the 7e + e~ final 

state. 

t> -» THI+U~ 

These events are all due to final state radiation. This is because the 

continuum cross-section for e + e " -t n+fT is very small when compared to the 

cress-section at the \fi, and after initial state radiation the cross-section no longer 

benefits from the if enhancement. The difference between this case and the t+e~ 

ease is that only the QED annihilation diagram can contribute, whereas the e + e~ 

ease has an additional t-channel digram which increases the crow-section. In 

addition, due ID the larger muon mass, the total cross-section for the tit*u~ final 
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state is smaller than that for the fi+c~ final state, and the / i + u - mats distribution 

j.eaks strongly near the <f mass. Even with no background rejection, there are a 

negligible number of M+p~ events below 2 GeV. For the higher mass region, the 

muoD system is used to eliminate most of the remaining events. The conclusion 

is that this is a negligible background, contributing <tr. 1% to the total simple of 

signal events. 

it -» -iK+K- / 4 — yyK+K-

These final states are intrinsically unaller than the equivalent modes 

containing pious. In addition, there is a kinematic rejection because the matt of the 

pion is much smaller than that of the kaon. The combination of these factors results 

in a negligible background contribution from this source. This has been checked 

by generating Monte Carlo ">K+K~ events and measuring the probability for them 

to pass the event selection cuts. Of particular interest are the two largest signals 

is fK+K - , the /'(ISIS) and the 9(1700). Monte Carlo samples of these two final 

states were generated using the full angular distributions (as described in a later 

chapter). The /'(1S15) — K + K~ events feed through into the /(1270) mass region, 

and the Monte Carlo predicts that there should be ~ 5 such events in the total 

event sample. A similar investigation for the 6(1700) -» K +K~ events shows that 

they feed through into the 1.5 - 1 . 7 GeV region, and there should be approximately 

IS ruch events present. In both cases, requiring that the TOF identification be 

consistent with the pion hypothesis at the tJSr level eliminates all of these events. 

The Monte Carlo estimate was checked using the events in the 7 * + * ~ 

sample by requiring that the TOF identification be consilient with the kaon 

hypothesis. This is an attempt to isolate the i K + K " events in the i*r+ir - sample. 

The observed events are consistent with the Monte Carlo prediction. This provides 

the estimate that the -iK+K- contamination it < \% cf the total event sample. 
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In addition, the effect on the mass distribution of making the pion TOP eats was 

examined. The distribution was unchanged and there was no tign of structure in 

the events which were removed. 

This is a very targe # decay mode, with about 20000 events observed In the 

total ip sample. The difficulty arises for the case where the x° decays asymmetrically, 

producing a low energy photon and a high energy photon. This configuration 

is kinemaiically indistinguishable, for finite resolution, from the single photon 

topology because the low energy photon carries away a negligible momentum. Thus, 

despite all of the cuts that have been applied, ip -» pit remains the dominant 

source of background in this final state. Figure 3.3(a) shows the mass distribution 

for V —* *+*~*° events which have been kinematically fit to the i> —» 77s-*r~ 

hypothesis with an tiddltlonal requirement that: 0.08 < m ^ < O.lfl GoV. The 

p° mass peak is visible, and the broader peak at higher masses comes from the 

kinematic reflection of the p*** events. The Daliti plot shows remarkably complete 

quasi-two body dominance of the three pion final state. Due to this dominance, all 

future diBcu»ion of this background refers to it as px rather than *+*~t°. Farther 

features of this background are its confinement to a small region of the total phase 

•pace, as seen in Fig. 3.3(b), and the parameter-free prediction for the mass and 

angular dependence of the events which is discussed in Appendix B. 

3.4 THE ir+ir~ MASS SPECTRUM FCOM i>-> •)«•+«•-

The mass distribution obtained for the standard event selection cuts has 

been Blown in Fig. 3.2. If the additional electron/badron identification u used in 

the form of the looser 'pion' cut described previously, the mass distribution which 

is obtained is shown in Fig. 3.4(a), and the corresponding Dalits plot is shown in 
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Fig- 3.4(b). In this plot, states with a fixed *"•>' maw will appear U diagonal 

bands. The previous section concluded that the background in this plot is almost 

totally due to \/i - t pir events. This background is visible in the Dalits plot in the 

form of bands at the edges of the plot. There are a number of events which lie 

outside the PK bands, and which cannot be readily attributed to any background 

process. These events correspond to real fr+it~ events. 

A fit has been performed to the mass distribution shown in Fig. 3.4(a) 

to extract the /(U70) parameters. This fit is somewhat biased because the large 

width of the /(1270) is strongly correlated with the shape and magnitude of the 

background, and so the width ccuuoi be reliably measured. Unfortunately, the 

world measurements of the /(1270) width are also not very consistent. The Particle 

Data Book 3 4 quotes the value: 

T = 0.179 ±0.020 GeV, 

where the error has been inflated to account for the inconsistent measurements. 

Taking a weighted mean and sigma for the world measurements gives a confidence 

level of 0.001 {i.e., this is the probability that the world measurements result from 

a common source). Given this uncertainty, two fits have been performed. One has 

the width fixed at 0.180 GeV, and the other allows the width to vary. The results 

are shown in Fig. 3.S, where a simple polynomial has been used to represent the 

background. 

The results of these fits are: 
'•3 

m = 1.269±|$j| GeV , f s 0.180 GeV, 

m=1.268+g;-Ji!GeV , T = 0.139ig°| | GeV, 
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where the quoted errors represent the to statistical errors from the fit. The fit* 

are consistent - i lk each other, but the narrower width corresponds to a smaller 

number of events in the peak, and hence to a branehlnf ratio which Is smaller by 

about 20%. In extracting the branching ratio for the /(1270), the width will be 

fixed at 0.160 GeV. 

To extract » branching ratio for the /(1270), it is necessary to estimate 

the detection efficiency as well as to fit for the number of detected events. The 

efficiency has been estimated oy generating Monte Carlo events with the correct 

mass, width and angular distributions for the /(1270). The actual parameter* used 

for the Monte Carlo generation were: 

m = 1.270 GeV , V = 0.180 GeV, 

i = 0.88 , y = 0.04 , <pt = f, = 0. 

The belicity amplitude ratios (described in Appendix B ) were taken from the 

measurement of Crystal Ball for the "j* 0 *: 0 final state, 1 2 rather than from the current 

analysis, because the ft®*0 state does not suffer from the hadrosic [pri] background 

problems inherent in the MARX in analysis. The efficiency is found to be: 

e = 0.38 ±0.05. 

The number of detected events has been measured using a fixed /(1270) 

width as described previously. The result is: 

» / = 707 ± 54 events, 

where the error is purely statistical. This leads to the product branching ratio: 

BRfiP - lf(127D))BR(f(1270) -» mr) = (1.03±0.08±0.18) X I 0 _ s , 
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where the systematic error includes the uncertainties from the Monte Carlo 

efficiency calculation, the imperfectly known angular distributions, the number of 

produced V1 events and the ambiguity concerning the correct value of the width to 

use in the St. Since the /(1270) is an isoscalar, a factor of 3/2 has been used to 

correct for the unobserved J 0 * 0 mode. 

3.5 POLARIZATION ANALYSTS FOR V->-r / ( i«o) 

To measure the spin of the object X in the decay chain <(i —» fX, X —> 

0~ 4 0~ i one needs to look at the angular distributions of the detected particles. In 

addition, even when the spin is known to be Jp = 2 + , as for the /(1270), there are 

other quantities to be measured. The study of ILe angular distributions is simplified 

by the fact that, unlike the situation for badronic production, the initial state Is 

prepared for us in a very simple form. The V1 is produced as an incoherent mixture 

of M = ±1 states, where Af is the spin projection of the ^ along the beam direction. 

This means that there are no unknown amplitudes for producing the V; the only 

unknown amplitudes are those associated with producing the X. There ax three 

such unknown amplitudes for the case of the /(1270), where Jp = 2 + . 

The calculation of the production and decay angular distributions for this 

analysis involves an application of the heiicity formalism. These calculations are 

carried out in detail in Appendix B, and the brave reader is referred to that section 

tc jatisfy any lingering curiosity. There are three angles which paiameteriie the 

production and decay process. The definitions used in this analysis are described 

In detail in Appendix B, but are summarised here: 

tf7 = the polar angle of the radiative photon in the lab, 

8, = the polar angle of the positive pica in the X center of mass, 

4i = the uimuthal angle of the positive pion in the X center of mass. 
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For J = 2, the X state can be produced with a heiicity in the range of [-2,2]. 

Parity invaxiance reduces the number of independent production amplitudes to 

three, labeled AQ, Ai and Aj. These amplitudes are complex, and hence correspond 

to six independent real quantities. By taking ratios, i s in Appendix B, these six 

quantities are reduced to four. These are chosen to be 

*0 Al 

The next stage in the spin analysis is to perform an acceptance corrected fit 

to measure the values for the four parameters just described. This fitting procedure 

uses a maximum likelihood technique where the effects of acceptance are included 

in the likelihood function. The formalism is discussed in detail in Appendix C. 

The Monte Carlo acceptances for the three angles are shown in Fig. 3.6. These 

acceptances are histograms of accepted Monte Carlo events which were generated 

with flat distributions in the three angles. These events are used to perform the 

normalisation integrations described in Appendix C. 

After examining these acceptances, some general remarks can be made 

about the quality of information which can be obtained from the different angles. 

The factor which has the greatest impact on the acceptance is the limited solid 

angle available for well-measured charged tracks. 

1. ft, - since this angle is defined in the detector frame it suffers from acceptance 

corrections, especially due to its correlation with the charged track directions. 

This effect ii not easily visible In the phase space normalisation, but it is more 

apparent when there are stronger correlations present. The result it that the 

acceptance it not very good in the region of large [ cot fl-,|, which it important 

in distinguishing a fiat distribution from 1 
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Figure 3.6. The Monte Carlo acceptance. The plots show the three angular 
distributions after acceptance cuts. 

M 

2. 9jn - since this angle is defined in the X center of mats frame, it get* avenged 

over directions in the detector. The result is that the acceptance corrections 

are minimal. This angle carries the highest quality information about the 

spin of the X state. 

3. #m - since this angle is also defined in the center of man, one might expect 

it to contain high quality information. Unfortunately, this is not true, and 

it receives very large acceptance corrections. This angle k Lorentt invariant 

because it is defined in a plane normal to the direction of the boost to the X 

center of mass system. Its interpretation in the b'o frame is simple. It is the 

angle between tbe production plane (containing the beams and the radiative 

photon) and the decay plane [containing the pious and the radiative photon). 

One can imagine tbe production plane rotating about the beam axis and the 

decay plane rotating about the radiative photon axis. In this case, when the 

two planes coincide (at 4 = 0, r, 2w) It is very likely that one of the charged 

tracks will leave tbe detector through the eodcaps. This Is the source of the 

large holes in the acceptance for this angle, which render it virtually useless 

for the spin analysis. 

A further complication for the polarisation analysis is the presence of fit 

background. Fortunately, the /(1270) lies in a region of minimum background, 

between the p0xa and the p±s? feed-through. In order to correctly account for 

this background in the fitting procedure, an additional term is added to the total 

likelihood function. The likelihood function for the fit it then written at: 

t = {\-S)C1„ + SClfI ( 3 - 1 ) 

where £1XJ is the J = 2 angular correlation function calculated in Appendix B, 

and 6 represents the fraction of px contamination. This fitting procedure 
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•hould be somewhat lets biased than a procedure which ignores the background-

Tile background term contains no free parameter! and hai been calculated in 

Appendix B using the helicity formaliim. The formula for the angular correlation 

function is: 

Wf, = i i n 2 * ^ [l + cot 2 4t + sin 2 tf, c » 2 p J , 

i x = the lab polar angle of the pion not in the p, 

<V = the polar angle of the r in the p center of man, 

W = the aiimuthal angle of the »In the p center of m m . 
The true likelihood should include interfering contribution! from the three possible 
p states: 

_ ]p+x~ -p~*+ + A°f 
where the minus sign is determined by constructing a G = — eigenatate. This 

effect is ignored here since the region of the Dalit! plot where the interference 

is important is the region where the p bands overlap, i.e., where cos«?rr ~ ±1. 

The matrix element is proportional to sin 2 i,j, which vanishes in this region. The 

background likelihood is then written: 

t„ = [Breit - Wigner,(x»)] [ H ^ , , vy, w J ] , 

where the calculations are performed for the T* combination which is closest to 

the p mass. The angles are cVculated by using the missing 4-momentum recoiling 

against the s-+ir~ system as an estimate for the r° 4-momestum. 

A weakness ot this fitting technique involves the relative normalisation of 

the two components of the total likelihood in Eqn. (3-1], The usual technique 

is to normalise the likelihood function by numerically integrating over the input 

variables. To perform this integration correctly, one should write the pit likelihood 

for tlie full -yjjr+jr— final state, and then perform an acceptance corrected 

oe 

integration over the unobserved photon. However, there is only one unknown— 

the relative normalisation, and so a simpler technique will be used. This approach 

takes an un-normalJied form for the pr likelihood and performs fits to Monte Carlo 

dai i containing a known mixture of pw events and i * + * _ events. The scale for S 

a then adjusted until it agrees with the true Monte Carlo fraction. Once the scale 

is defined, the actual fit can be performed either with a fixed value for 6 or with 

S allowed to vary. The least biased technique is to fix S to a value determined by 

some independent means. This ei'minates the possibility of correlations between f 

and the other fit parameters, and is the method used here. 

The next issue is the selection of events to be included in the fit. The 

events are chosen to lie in a narrow mass region containing the /(1270). The region 

it chosen as: 

1.15 < m < 1.40 GeV. 

The analysis has been performed using the 1983 data sample alone, in order to 

avoid any problems involved with the acceptance for the 1982 detector. The events 

were required to have |coe$£ci & ° - 6 5 »nd \a»tsc\ - "-*5| where SC refers to 

the angle for a neutral track in the shower counter and DC refers to the angle for a 

charged trick in the drift chamber. This insures agreement with the Monte Carlo 

acceptance calculations. The resulting event sample consists of 574 events. 

The results of applying the likelihood procedure to this event sample are 

displayed in Fig. 3.7. The histograms are the data, and the curves represent a 

smoothed approximation to the Monte Carlo expectation for the results of thf fl't 

, as described in Appendix C. The 6t result cannot be disolayed directly because 

the acceptance function has never been explicitly evaluaUd. The fit appean to be 

a good representation of the data, although it should be remembered that the fit 

uses the correlated three dimensional angular information rather than just the three 
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projection* displayed here. The parameter value* for thii i\ are: 

s « 0.96 ±0.07 , p , = -0 .5±0 .7 , 

y = 0.O6±O,08 , p , . r - 0 . 4 ± 1 . 9 , 

when the quoted errors are statistical only. These remit* arc consistent with a 

value of »tro for both of the relative phase*. Thia haa been an aanmption in tbt 

previout analyses of the /(1270), and it it checked here for the first time. The large 

erron reflect the relatively minor influence of the relative phase* on the fit reunite. 

Sjsce the phases are consistent with lero, an additional fit wai performed in which 

tbey were fixed to be rero. The result* of this fit are: 

x = 0.96 ±0.06 , »>, E 0 , 

y = 0.06 ±0.08 , p B = ° 

The likelihood for th>» fit ii insignificantly different from that of the variable phaae 

fit. 

To better convey the allowed region* for the x and V parameter!, Fig. 3J 

«hows a contour plot of the likelihood function for the variable phaae fit. The 

phases have been left at their fit valuef, and the only other likely parameter value* 

correspond to a sign change in x- It appear* very difficult to move the value for y 

away from aero. 

3.6 STUDY OF OTHER STATES' 

There are several states which would be expected to appear in the -pc*%' 

channel. 
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Figure 3.S. Contour plot of z versus y for the /(127Q) spin analyst. The contours 
correspond to changes in the likelihood of la, and the + indicates the location of 
the minimum. The relative phases were fixed at their fit values for making this plot. 

TO 

The S'tMSI 

The low-tying 0 ~ + and 2 + + isoecalar mesons are observed in radiative 1> 

decays with large branching ratios, but there is no indication of the 0 + + mesons. 

The non-strange state, the ((1300), is a very poorly defined object and no useful 

limit can be set on its existence. The Jl 0 + + Isotealar, the S*(9T5), lies just below 

K+K~ threshold and thus appears as a narrow peak in the r* u i y spectrum. It is 

clearly observed in the hadronic decay $ -* +**. It is not observed in ii -» IX+T~ 

and a limit has been set by performing a maximum likelihood fit using a Breit-

Wigner with the parameters: 

m = 0.975 GeV , r = 0.03SGeV. 

The result is: 

BR(iS — 7S*(S7S))BR(S*(97S) - . * » } < 7 x 1 0 _ s 00% CX. 

The Higher Mass Structures 

The mass distribution shown in Fig. 3.4(a) contains indications for the 

presence of additional structures above the /(I270). The interpretation of these 

structures is not unambiguous, but a fit has been performed to indicate a possible 

(perhaps somewhat far-fetched) interpretation. The fit which has been performed 

includes three incoherent Breit-Wigners. The first one represents the /(1270) and 

has its man fixed at 1.270 GeV and its width fixed at 0.180 GeV. The second peak 

represents a possible S (1700) signal Its mass has been left free to allow comparison 

with the K + K~ results, but Its width (which is very poorly determined) is fixed at 

0.13O GeV, as seen in the K+K" channel. The third Breit-Wigner represents the 

third structure in the mass distribution. This peak could correspond to an excited 
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/ (1270), either the »>(2040) with Jp = 4 + or possibly the corresponding Jp = 2 + 

state. 

The results o( this fit axe shown in Fig. 3.9. The parameter! which axe 

found are: 

m 2 = 1.713 ± 0.015 GeV , Y2 = 0.130 GeV, 

ms = 2.088 ± 0.015 GeV , T 2 = 0.M0 ± 0.063 GeV, 

where the errors are statistical only. The inclusion of additional peaks in the fit 

decreases the background level relative to that shown in Fig. 3.5, and henra increases 

the number of /(1270) events found by the fit. Evaluating the conesponding 

branching ratio gives: 

BR(I(P — Tf(127O))BE(f(1270) — s>) = ( U S ±0.07±0.19) X 10" s . 

The mass for the second peak Is consistent with the 0(1700) mass measured 

in K 4 K~, and the fixed width, derived from the K + K " channel, is also fairly 

consistent with the T+r~ data. There is no compelling evidence that this is the 

9(1700), but it seems rather problematic to set an upper limit for 8 -» jrir when 

there is a large peak in the same region. If one pursues the 6(1700) hypothesis 

somewhat further, it is possible to extract a branching ratio. Monte Carlo events 

have been generated using the 0(1700) parameters found in the K + K~ system (see 

next several chapters): 

m = 1.720 GeV , r = 0.130 GeV, 

x=-\3. , y = -1 .2 . 

The efficiency estimated for the cuts applied to Fig. 3.9 is: 

e = 0.39 ±0.06. 
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Figure 3.9. The *+*~ mass distribution with »three peak fit. The fit represent! a 
possible interpretation for tbe visible structures and does lot include interference 
effects. 
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This leads to the branching ratio: 

Bitty - <J0(17OO))BR(0(17K)) - . w + w - ) = (1.6 ± 0.4 ± 0.3) x 10"*, 

where the systematic error includes estimates for uncertainties in the efficiency due 

to uncertainties about the true angular distributions. 

To proceed further in testing the 9(1700) hypothesis, an attempt has been 

made to study the decay angular distributions. Unfortunately, there is too much 

background, both from the tail of the /(1270) and from pr events, to perform a 

full spin analysis. A simpler technique involves extracting the angular distribution 

of the signal events. The 0* angle contains the highest quality information about 

the decay. To extract its distribution, the total event sample shown in Fig. 3.0 

was divided into five bins in | cos0T|. Fits were performed to the mass distribution 

corresponding to each such bin to extract the number of observed events in each 

peak versus cos 8t. The results are displayed in Fig. 3.10. The distribution found for 

the /(1270) is shown in Fig. 3.10(a), and agrees well with the polarization analysis 

discussed previously. The distribution for the 0(1700) and the taird peak are shown 

in Fig. 3.10(b) and Fig. 3.10(c), and appear consistent with being flat. As will be 

seen later, this distribution for the 0(1700) is quite similar to that observed in the 

K+K- channel. 

The third peak has no obvious interpretation. Its parameters agree 

with those expected for the ft(2040), namely: m = 2.040 ± 0.020 GeV and 

T = 0.150 ± O.050 GeV. However, Jp = 4 + states are not expected to be strongly 

produced by a point-like source such as radiative ii decays (it is difficult to produce 

a large angular momentum with a point-like production mechanism). Its angular 

distributions look similar to tboje of the 0(1700) and so the same efficiency will be 
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used in order to calculate a branching ratio. The remit U: 

BR(Vi - >rX(2100))BR(X(2100) - • * + « _ ) = (3.0 ± 0.5 ± 0.6) x 1 0 - ' . 

Since it Is quite possible that all three resonances included In the St 

displayed in Fig. 3.8 have JF = 2 + , it seems appropriate to perform an additional 

fit in which the Breit-Wignen are allowed to interfere. The results of such a fit 

are displayed in Fig. 3.11(a). The envelope of the fit ii *hown, In addition to the 

contributions from the individual squared amplitudes. Although the envelope of 

the Gt is almost identical, an immediate difference from the con-Interfering fit Ii 

visible—the are.i contained in the 5(1700) contribution to the fit is much smaller for 

the interfering Breit-Wlgner fit. This effect is due to the crosa-tenni which appear 

when the summed amplitudes are squired. The events contained in these crow-

terms don't strictly belong to any one of the resonances in the fit, and hence they 

don't contribute to the measured branching ratios. This serves to indicate that a 

much more detailed analysis of this complex region is required. It is necessary to let 

the full hellcity amplitudes for each resonance interfere with each other, rather than 

just modeling the interference in the mass plot. It is also necessary to introduce a 

more sophisticated model for the background since some of it may be coherent and 

some of it is incoherent. In the absence of such an analysis, the branching ratios 

derived earlier, particularly that of the 9(1700), represent more of an upper bound 

than a true measurement. The true 8(1700) branching ratio could be a factor of 

two or more smaller, depending on the model used to extract it. 

Additional Check 

Several additional checks have been performed. A cut was made, requiring 

that the TOF identification for both charged tracks was consistent with the plon 

hypothesis at the 2.Sff level. After such cuts, there was no change in the observed 
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Figure 3.11. The « + « " mass distribution with interfering fits, (a) shows a fit 
containing three Breit-Wigners representing the /(1270), the ((1700), and the 
Jf(2100). (b) shows a fit containing four interfering Breit-Wigners. The Additional 
peak corresponds to a possible signal for /'(ISIS) -* « + * ~ . 
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mass spectrum or in the measured branching ratios. This eliminates the possibility 

that the additional structures are associated with kaon feed through. 

The other major background is ip — px. Figure 3.3(b) indicates that its 

projection into the !",+,- plot Is smooth. To check tor problems, an additional 

cut was made is an attempt to remove much of this background. There are two 

aspects of the (5 -» px background which are useful in isolating these events. The 

first is the parameter-free prediction for the mass and angular dependence of the 

background, and the second is the limited region of phase space which is occupied 

by the background. 

It is desirable to use as much information as possible in identifying the 

px events. The approach chosen uses the available angles and masse* to calculate 

a 'probability' that a given event is a px event. This probability is just the px 

likelihood discussed in the previous section, and removing events which have a high 

px probability should be a very effective means to reduce the background. When this 

is done, the resulting spectrum still contains the same structures. The branching 

ratios measured for the /(1270) and the 0(1700) are consistent with those found 

without the cut on the px probability, where in order to calculate the corresponding 

efficiencies, the full angular distributions have been modeled. 

One final speculation has been investigated. In the previous studies of 

\p -»-jxx by MARK II and Crystal Ball there was a hint [not very significant) of 

structure on the high side of the /(1270). This feature is also visible in Fig. 3.9. In 

addition, the decay ^ -> ux+x~ has been studied by MARK III. This mode has a 

very large quasi-two body decay mode: ^ -» w/(1370), with about 2000 observed 

events. In this final state, there is no indication for structure on the bigb side of 

the /(1270). 

A possible explanation for this is shown in Fig. 3.11(b). In this figure, a fit 

7» 

has been made to four interfering Breit-Wigners, including a possible contribution 

from /'(ISIS) — x+x~. The majs and width of the /(1270), /(ISIS), and 0(1700) 

have been fixed: 

mj = 1.270 GeV , I 1 / = 0.180 GeV, 

fn,, = 1.820 GeV , Ty - 0.080 GeV, 

m6 = 1.720 GeV , T» = 0.130 GeV. 

The relative magnitude and phase of each Breit-Wigner amplitude was allowed to 

vary. The small peak iu the /'(ISIS) region corresponds to the squared amplitude 

for the /'(1515) from the fit. This 'signal' corresponds to a product branching ratio 

of ~ 3 x 1 0 _ s . This can be translated into: 

B R t f ' - . , , ) 
BR(f - KK) ' 

where the value for the / ' product branching ratio to KK has been taken from the 

analysis of the K + K~ channel presented in a later chapter. The 'signal' observed 

here is somewhat larger than expected, but the errors are correspondingly large.-. 

Such a signal would not be expected in the u>x+x~ spectrum discussed above 

because $ — u/'(151S) is OZI suppressed. 

3.7 SUMMARY 

The ix+x~ final state has been analysed. The /(1270) is observed with a 

mass and width which agree well with the standard values. Due to the correlation 

between the /(1270) width and the background shape, a fixed /(1270) width has 

been used. The quoted branching ratio comes from a fit using three Breit-Wigners 

to describe the /(1270) mass region since this appears to give the best description 

of the distribution. The results are: 
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m / = 1.269 ±0.013 GeV, T/ = 0,180 GeV 

BR(V -• tf(mO))BR(f(1270) — **) = (1.15 ± 0.07 ± 0.19) X 10" s 

The best previous measurement of this branching ratio has bees made by 

the Crystal Ball experiment22 with the value: 

(1.23±0.21±O.25)xl0~*. 

The result presented here is in good agreement with this value. 

A polarization analysis of the /(1270) ha* been performed. The results 

shown below include estimated systematic effects in the fitting procedure, mostly 

associated with the large ft background. These results are: 

I = 0.95 ±0.12 , p , = - 0 . 5 i 0 . 7 

j /= 0.06 ±0.13 , p v = -D.4±I.O 

The best previous measurement of these parameters comes from the Crystal 

Ball experiment52 with the values: 

z = 0.88 ±0.11 y = 0.04 ±0.1-1. 

This measurement was made for the *°*° final state, and does not suffer from the 

large pir background present in the current analysis. This measurement also did not 

include relative phases between the different helicity amplitudes (i.e., <pt = ipy = ° 

Is assumed), but they don't appear to be significant in the current analysis. Again, 

the agreement is good. 

A limit has been placed on the observation of the scalar state S*(B75). 

The result is: 

•0 

B R ^ - . iS*(975))BR(S ,(875) - • **-) < 7 x 10" 5 00% OL. 

There is evidence for additional structure at high masses. This can be 

interpreted in terms of production of the 9(1700) and an additional broad resonance 

witb a mass of ~ 2 GeV. The observed mass, width and co»S, distribution for the 

•0(1700)" seen here are quite consistent with those observed in the K + K~ channel, 

and so the 0(1700) interpretation appears well-founded. No clear interpretation 

exists for the higher mass resonance, but it could be an excited /(1270), possibly 

the A(2040). The branching ratio has been obtained for the *(1700) by assuming 

the decay angular distributions are the fame as those found in the K + K~ channel. 

The results are: 

m = 1.713 ± 0.015 GeV , V = 0.130 GeV, 

BR(V> -»lJ(170O))BR(9(1700) - • * + i r - ) s (1.6 ± 0.4 ± 0.3) X 10 - *. 

Previous studies of this final state by the MARK H. experiment2* resulted 

in the limit: 

BR(^ - t«)BR(S -» **) < 3.2 x 10" 4 K% C.L. 

This limit needs to be multiplied by 2/3 to compare with the current measurement 

(assuming 7 = 0), but there is no conflict. 

The higher mass peak has the following properties: 

m = 2.086 ±0.015 GeV , T = 0.210 ± 0.063 GeV, 

BR(^ - t 1X(210O))BR(X(210O) - . «+«•-) = (3.0 ±0.5 ±0.6) x 10"*. 
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Chapter «. Tile 1> -* f K + K w Final State 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Previous investigations of radiative <t> decays by the MARK II and Crystal 

Ball experiments have uncovered evidence for two unusual states, the i(1440) and 

the 9(1700). These states do not Et conveniently into known 9 J multiple!!, and 

further study is required to find out what kind of objects they really axe. The 

i(1440) appears to be a JF = 0" state. 2 1 If this Jp assignment is correct, this 

state cannot decay into K + K", and so nothing can be learned about it here. The 

$(1700) has been observed in tbe K + K" final state, and will be discussed in more 

detail 

The previous observations of the 4(1700} have left us with a very incomplete 

understanding of this state. The state was first observed by tbe Crystal Ball 

experiment25 in the r/n mode, ueiDg 2.2 x 10* produced V1'*- They have used this 

mode to perform a spin analysis, with the result that JF = 2 + is favored at the 

95% C.L. The statistics for this analysis were very poor, and no allowance was made 

for the possible presence of /'(1515) contamination. Yiis makes the Jp assignment 

less than totally convincing. 

The MARK n experiment21 later observed the 8(1/00) in the K + K~ mode. 

Their analysis was able to distinguish the 9(1700) from the nearby /'(1515) signal. 

Unfortunately, their total event sample was 1.3 x 10 s produced fji'e, and only 

0.43 x 106 bad fully functional electromagnetic calorimetry. This did not leave 

a large enough sample of clean events to perform an unambiguous spin analysis. 

With tbe larger number of events available to the MARK III experiment, 

the /'(151S)/0(17OQ) region can be studied in greater detail. The spins and 

production characterises for both the /'(ISIS) and the ff(17O0) can be studied. 
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In addition, it appears that both the «(1440) and the »(1700) decay predominantly 

into final states which are rich in strange quarks. This offers the bint that such final 

states are worth the effort of continued examination; perhaps other new phenomena 

will emerge. 

The current chapter will offer a brief overview of the i K + K ~ final state. 

The subsequent chapters will describe the analysis of the interesting mass regions 

Sn excruciating detail. 

4.2 KINEMATICS AND EVENT SELECTION 

Before proceeding to the details of the event selection procedure, it is 

worthwhile to discuss the kinematics of the T K + K - final state. The most significant 

feature to consider is the charged kaon lifetime: er = 3.71 meters. Very often, these 

kaons will decay in the detector. The charged loons decay most of tbe time to 

l^v and IT** 0 , and the decay vertex is very difficult to reconstruct. This means 

that in order to reconstruct the event properly, the loon must have a large flight 

path through the detector before it decays. The characteristic decay length in the 

detector is: 

Jtn=PwT=?£- er, mK 

and since tt is similar to the sue of the detector, the number of kaons which decay 

inside tbe detector depends very strongly on their momentum. 

To make this statement more quantitative, the detection efficiency for 

single kaons as a function of momentum has been studied using Monte Carlo events. 

The kaon track was required to have a good helix fit in tbe drift chamber and to 

be consistent with the kaon hypothesis at the 2.5ET level in the TOF system. The 

TOF cut has a large effect on the efficiency. It tends to remove tracks which have 

a decay kink in the drift chamber, since tbey will not hit the proper TOF counter. 
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The TeautU el thii atudy ate aummar'ned in Fig. 4.1. Thii figure indicate* that the 

efficiency for detecting kaom falla rapidly below 500 MeV, and U negligible below 

200 MeV. 

To understand the implication! of this efficiency for the 7K+K - final slate, 

it U necessary to calculate the kaon momentum spectrum u a function of the K + K " 

mass. It ia straight-forward to calculate the minimum and maximum kaon momenta 

in the detector for different K + K~ m u n i , The mult* of inch a calculation are 

displayed in Fig, 4.2. This figure indicate* that the maximum momentum does 

not change greatly over this mass region, but the minimum momentum does. The 

vanishing minimum momentum that occurs at mj(K ~ 1.35 GeV is the result of a 

kinematic cross-over which takes place when the velocity of the K+K"~ system is 

equal to the velocity of the kaons in the K + K" center of mass. This orcim when: 

and corresponds to » change in the event topology. Below the critical m#jj , the 

K + K~ system has a large enough momentum that even a kaon moving backward in 

the K + K~ center of mass is boosted forward in the lab. Above the critical m^K, a 

kaon going backward in the center of mass has enough momentum that it continues 

going backwards in the lab. At the cross-over point, a kaon going backward in the 

center of mass comes to rest in the lab. This kinematic effect interacts with the 

kaon detection efficiency to produce a reduction in the overall efficiency in the 1.4 

GeV mass region. This is significant for the /'(ISIS) branching ratio measurement 

as well as for the /'(1515) spin analysis. Armed with an understanding of the 

kinematics of the 7K 4 K~ final state, we can begin the event selection process. 

The topology of this final state is quite simple, and the corresponding event 

selection is also simple. 

•4 

1.25 1.5 

6-84 
KAON MOMENTUM (GeV) 

4S19A47 

Figure 4.1. Single track kaon efficiency versus momentum. Curve (A) corresponds 
to non-decaying kaons and curve (B) corresponds to kaont which decayed in the 
drift chamber volume. 
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Pholan Selection 

The events were required to have n 7 < 4. The photons which were actually 

used in tbe kinematic fitting were required to be 'good' photons. This requirement 

means thai: the angle to the nearest charged track, co»0,,_j,-, was required to be 

< .95, the number of layers hit in the shower counter was required to be > 2, and 

the starling layer of the shower was required to be < 7. No cut was imposed on the 

number of such 'good' gammas in tbe event. 

No cut is made on the position of the photon in the detector, and, in 

particular, the endcap/barrel boundary region is not eliminated. Although the 

photon energy is poorly measured in this region, the photon position measurement 

is not strongly affected. Since the energy resolution is poor to begin with, the results 

of the kinematic fit are also not strongly affected. 

Churned Track StSeeiian 

There are two types of criteria relevant for the charged track selection. Tbe 

tracks must be well measured in the drift chamber, and they must be identified as 

being consistent with kaous in the TOF system. The drift chamber cuts are very 

minimal. In order to perform subsequent fits to the events, it is necessary that 

the track has a full error matrix from PARCS, the precision helix fitting routine 

for tbe drift chamber. Because of the restricted solid angle imposed by the TOF 

requirement for each track, no further cuts were made on DC track quality. 

The TOF identification for tbe tracks is somewhat more difficult. 

Figure 4.2 indicates that the maximum kaon momentum is always above 1 GeV. The 

ability of the TOF system to separate kaons from a pion background at momenta 

above 1 GeV is very limited. For this reason, the only requirement for the initial 

selection was that each track was consistent with the kaon hypothesis at the 2.5<r 
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level. This corresponds, assuming the errors are correct, to a weight > 0.05, where 

the weight is defined to be: 

, -xVs and x 2 = ( t n ' » ~ ' P " J V 

Although the TOF separation is not good for high momentum tracks, there are two 

reasom why the situation is not as bad as it might seem. First, whenever one track 

is poorly identified due to its high momentum, the other track is better identified 

due to its lower momentum. This means that the ability to identify the K + K~ pair 

using the TOF information alone is quite good. Second, 'he drift chamber provides 

complementary particle identification via the kinematic fit. It is the combination 

of the TOF information and the kinematic fitting which provides a clean sample of 

charged kaons at the relatively high momenta present in this final state. The kaon 

consistency cut, in combination with a kinematic fit, is sufficient to isolate a clean 

sample of events with m^K below about 2 GeV. Ebr events with higher masses, the 

power of the kinematic fit to reject non-kaon background events is reduced. This 

can be intuitively understood in the following way. The error imposed by changing 

the mass of the charged tracks in the kinematic fit does not affect the momentum 

balance of the event, since the charged track momenta are actually measured. What 

is changed is the total energy of the event. If the momenta of the tracks are large, 

the energy of a given track is dominated by its momentum rather than by its mass. 

In this case, the wrong mass hypothesis produces a smaller energy change, and is 

not as easy to eliminate. 

In order to proceed further towards a clean sample, it is necessary 

to make the additional requirement that the tracks are not consistent with 

the pion hypothesis. This is done by requiring that the relative TOF weight: 

% weight/K weight, is less than one for both charged tracks. This cut does introduce 

a slight momentum dependence in the efficiency for kaons with momenta above 
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1 GeV. However, the overall efficiency for the K + K~ system is almost Independent 

of the individual kaon momenta, since when one K has a high momentum, the other 

has a low momentum. 

Kinematic Fitting 

Kinematic fits were performed to impose energy and momentum 

conservation. These fits provide an improvement in the resolution and also aid 

in rejecting background events. Fits were performed using all permutations of the 

'good* gammas in the event, and the fit with the smallest * 2 was used for that 

event. Two parallel hypotheses were examined, representing the signal of interest 

(l& - . -rK+K -) as well as the largest background (^ -» T J K + K - ) . 

K Decays 

The previous discussion of kaon decays described the single track efficiency. 

Now that the event selection procedure has been established, it is useful to examine 

the influence of kaon decays on the results. In order to study this, Monte Carlo 

events have been generated over the 1 — 2 GeV mass region with a phase space 

distribution. Figure 4.3(a) shows a d'stribution for events in which one of the 

two kaons decayed inside the drift chamber volume. The quantity plotted is the 

radius at which the kaon decay occurred. Two interesting results are obtained. The 

first is that ~ 5% of the events which pass the selection cuts actually contain a 

decaying kaon. The second result is that the radius at which the kaon decay occurs 

is large. For reference, some drift chamber radii are: £3 ~ .40 m, £5 ~ .67 m, 

and £7 ~ .94 m. Clearly, events with an early kaon decay are too poorly measured 

to survive the selection procedure. Fig. 4.3(b) shows the kinematic fit P x i for 

these events. It is fiat, and indicates that no serious measurement errors exist for 

these events. In addition, the Monte Carlo indicates that the mass resolution for 

these events is identical to that for events without decaying kaons. This leads to 
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Figure 4.3. Distributions for Monte Carlo events containing laon decay.. The 
events in these plots contain at least one kaon which decayed in the drift chamber 
volume, (a) .how. the radius (in meter.) at which the loon decay occurred for 
event, which have passed the ,K+K- event .election cut., (b) .how, the Haematic 
fit P . (M- * V ~ . i_ fit Px> for theae events 
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the conclusion that the presence of laon decay, serves to lower the efficiency for 

detecting an event, but it does not affect the man resolution or the kinematic fit 

P X J distribution for those event, which paw the .election criteria. 

4.3 THE 4> '-* iK+K- SIGNALS 

The distribution of event, which is obtained after making the event 

.election cut. is shown in Fig. 4.4. The charged track, were both required to be 

consistent with the kaon hypothesis and not consistent with the pion hypothe.it. If 

the anti-pion cut were removed, the background above a mass of 2 GeV would be 

unacceptably large. 

This distribution .hows evidence for the /(ISIS) and the tf(lTOO) peak., 

seen previously by MARK II, and .hows further evidence for a remarkably DITTO* 

rtructure at ~ 2.2 GeV. Thi. peculiar object ha. been christened the {(2220). The 

name is derived from the word {eVoc, which ii a Greek adjective for something 

strange or extra-ordinary,35 as well as a letter which, due to its sibilant character, 

has not been recently used in the naming of particles. The detailed analysis of the 

/'(151S)/0(17OO) region and the £(2220) region will be discussed in the following 

chapters. In preparation for that discussion, we briefly describe the possible 

backgrounds for the events shown in Fig. 4.4. 

4.4 BACKGROUNDS 

There are a number of potential background sources for V> —• 7K + K~. 

These backgrounds fail into two general classes. One class, in which the charged 

particles are not kaons, can be largely eliminated by simple cut. since the detector 

provides high quality information. The second class, in which there are extra 

photons in the event, is much more difficult to eliminate—-especially when these 

photons have a low energy. This i. especially true for radiative decays, since the 

http://hypothe.it
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backgrounds with one extra photon arise from the larger direct decays of the ^. 

The background sources will be examined, one at a time, far the full mass region. 

Background estimates will be made for the two regions at interest; the low mass 

region with 1.0 < mKK < 2.0 GeV and the high mass region with 2.0 < mjac < 2.$ 

GeV. For reference in the following discussions, the total sample contain,^ in Fig. 4.4 

numbers 1337 events. 

The background levels may be estimated in two different ways, both of 

which have potential pit'01s. One technique involves generating Monte Carlo 

background events. These background events are passed through the standard event 

selection and the efficiency for them to appear in the signal region is calculated. 

The efficiency is combined with the total number of such events expected, sod 

provides the background estimate. This technique will tend to underestimate the 

background levels, because the event selection will choose nmuraal events which 

agree with the incorrect (signal) hypothesis. A Monte Carlo simulation usually 

generates too few of these pathological events, since they may not be the result of 

Gaussian measurement errors. 

The other technique for estimating background levels involves using real 

data. One Isolates a sample of background events using loose cuts and then passes 

them through the event selection used for the signal. This technique suffers from 

the complication that signal events (which will be a background for the background 

...) will feed through into the background estimate. It also has the same problem 

as the Monte Carlo estimate—once a clean background sample is selected, the 

resulting events are less likely to be pathological and hence less likely to agree with 

the incorrect (signal) hypothesis. Both of these techniques win be used, when it is 

possible, to provide a more reliable background estimate. 
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This background has been discussed in detail in the preceding chapter on 

V* -* 7* + i r _ . It is strongly suppressed by kinematic fitting, since the mass difference 

between the electron and the Icaon is large. The kinematic suppression was checked 

by looking for the characteristic pattern of electromagnetic energy deposit in the 

shower counter that would he expected for electrons. For the mass region below 

2.5 GeV, there were three events in which one track had a shower energy above 1 

GeV and the other track had a shower energy above 0.5 GeV. This suggests that at 

most ~ 5 events in the I — 2.5 GeV mass region arise from this background source, 

and it is negligible. 

tt-"iu+u-

The rejection of these events by the muon system is very poor in this 

mass region. The presence of kaon punch-through and kaon decays does not permit 

making very tight anti-muon cuts, and so the contribution of the muon system 

to rejecting this background will be ignored. In that case, the rejection of the 

background comes from kinematics alone. These events are all due to final state 

radiation. This is due to the fact that the continuum cross-section for e + e~ —> ii*iT 

is very small when compared to the cross-section at the *}. It is important to 

note that these events have a mass distribution which is strongly peaked at high 

mass. This is because the muon is sufficiently heavy that it doesn't radiate a large 

photon very often. To check the contribution from this background, Monte Carlo 

events re generated using a QED radiative event generator.86 These events were 

produced with the correct mass distribution and total cross-section. They were 

then passed through the standard fK + K~ event selection. The result is that the 

efficiency with which there events pass the iK + K~ selection procedure is e £ 0.001, 

which corresponds to a background from this source of — 1 event in the mass region 
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below 2.5 GeV. 

The major feature in this final state is the /{1270) resonance. One 

might worry about the possibility of events from the process V —• 1/(1270) with 

/(1270) -» n +ir~ passing the i K + K ~ event selection cuts and appearing in the 

/'(1515) region. This has been checked using Monte Carlo events generated with 

the correct /(1Z70) characteristics. The efficiency for passing these events through 

the 7K +K~ cuts is found to be: 

< - l x 10" s 

for the case where the charged tracks were required to pass a kaon consistency cut, 

but not an uti-pion cut. This means that there should be ~ 3 such events in the 

7K + K~ sample. This estimate may be overly optimistic, since the Monte Carlo 

does not correctly simulate all the tails of the distributions properly. In order to 

check this and also to check the feed-through in the high mass region, the 7» + ir~ 

event sample was passed through the 7K + K~ event selection procedure. The result 

is similar to the Monte Carlo estimate. There were «- 5 events below 2 GeV in mast 

after the kinematic fit and the kaon consistency cut. A larger number of events 

feed through above 2 GeV. This feed through w u substantially reduced with the 

addition of the anti-pion TOF cut. The result is that ~ 15 events remain in the 

2 - 2.5 GeV mass region. This background in the higher mass region is jnostljL. 

associated with the $-+pt decay mode which is discussed in the next section. 

The * + i r - « 0 final state is almost totally dominated by the /m resonant 

state, as indicated previously. This is a very large branching ratio for the V>» »nd 
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a total of 20000 such events have been detected. The lite of thii branching ratio 

makes it important that the rejection Is very good. To understand the effects 

of this background, Monte Carlo eventi were generated with the correct angular 

distribution*, and passed through the fK + K~ event (election. The / ' V final state 

is very strongly suppressed by the combination of TOF and kinematic fitting. This 

is because the charged tracks have a relatively soft momentum spectrum, making 

both TOF and kinematic discrimination more effective. The Monte Carlo estimate 

is that < 5 />°rD eventi will appear as background in the mass region below 2 GeV. 

The p*T* background is more difficult to reject. Most of the events which survive 

the event selection process are above a mass of 2.5 GeV. The Monte Carlo estimate 

is that ~ 15 p*** events feed through into the 2 - 2.S GeV region of the mass plot. 

These Monte Carlo estimates have been partially checked by studying the 

feed-through of ^ ' ( j r + i r - i r 0 ) event, into the K^K^K+K"* 0 ) signal. The 

contamination is estimated by making a series of increasingly stringent K+K~tr° 

event selection cuts, and studying several distributions for the events that pass and 

fail these cuts. The distributions for the real data are compared with throe found 

for Monte Carlo events. For loose event selection cuts, the data has a great deal of 

contamination and looks different from the Monte Carlo. As the cuts are tightened, 

the data and the Monte Carlo start to agree. The contamination estimates for 

various selection cuts which are derived agree reasonably well (within ~ 50%) with 

the Monte Carlo technique used previously. This suggests that the pr background 

is also not a significant source of events. 

tf — K + K - T " / K , ± K = ' : 

This background is dominated by the resonant two body final state 

K'^IP, as shown in Fig. 4.5. This figure contains events which have been 

kinematically fit to the "nK +K~ hypothesis. AD additional cut has been made, 
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Figure 4.5. The distributions for K + K~*° events, (a) shows the mass for the two 
kaons. (b) shews the Dalits plot. 
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requiring m T 1 to be consistent with the *•" mass. These events are difficult to 

distinguish from the 7K + K" signal events, and this final state provides the only 

serious source of background. Fortunately, the analysis of the region below 2 GeV 

in mass is not strongly affected by this background. This is indicated by the 

distribution shown in Fig. 4.5(b). Most of these events have a K + K~ mass above 

2 GeV. The contribution of K + K - * 0 events in the 1 - 2 GeV region is estimated 

to be ~ 30 events. This is roughly 5% of the total signal in this mass region, and 

so does not constitute a large background. We are left with a large background 

from if -> K^K* in the 2 - 2.S GeV region. The shape of the background, as 

well as the number of such events observed in the 2 to 2.5 GeV region, b u been 

estimated by generating the correct number of IC^K* events, and then passing 

them through the •jK+K~ analysis chain. The estimate from the Monte Carlo is 

that ~ 120 events in the 2 to 2.S GeV region are from this background source, 

which accounts for ~ 1/2 of the total number of events observed in this region. 

This background will be discussed in more detail in the chapter on the 2 - 2.S GeV 

mass region. 
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Chapter 6. The Low Maw Region in \(j _ -jK+K -

s . i EVENT SELECTION 

The event selection b u been described previously and is summarised here. 

A loose loon requirement is made—both tracks must have TOF measurements 

which are consistent with t ie Soon hypothesis at the 2,5u level. This cut is 

sufficient to provide a clean sample of events, since the pioti backgrounds peak 

at higher masses. A kinematic fit is performed in order to improve resolutions and 

eliminate backgrounds. The confidence level for the kinematic fit is required to be: 

P x i > 0.02. 

This set of cuts produces the miss distributions shown in Fig. 5.1(a) for 

the 1983 data sample, and Fig- 81(b) for the combined 1B82 and 1883 data sample. 

Then samples are displayed separately because different aspects of the analysis 

will use one or the other of the samples. The 1S83 sample will be used when 

precise agreement with the Monte Carlo is required, since only the 1B83 detector is 

well modeled by the Monte Carlo. This is necessary for the spin analysis and the 

branching ratio measurements- The combined sample will be used when there is 

no reason to ignore the 1982 data sample. It should be noted that, in contrast to 

the higher mass region, there is no significant difference between the results derived 

from the two different samples. 

Two states are apparent in the macs plot. The lower peak has the correct 

mass to be identified with the /'(ISIS) terror meson. The upper peak has i. mass 

which is in approximate agreement with the S(1700). The statistic* is sufficient to 

see a Breit-Wigner line shape for both states, and the separation between the states 

is clear. 
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Figure G.I. The K + K" man distribution for the 1-2 GeV region, (a) shews the 
19B3 data sample alone, (b) shows the combined 1882 and 1883 daii sample. 
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5.Z BACKGROUNDS 

The preceding chapter indicates that the background level In this mass 

region, for these cuts, is very low. The principal source of background appears to 

be K + K " T ° events. This background is estimated to contribute ~ 30 wests in the 

1.2 - 2.0 GeV mass region. This represents £ S% of the total signal in this region, 

and will be neglected in future discussions. 

S.3 ANALYSIS STRATEGIES FOR THE / ' ( I S I S ) / I ( 1 7 0 0 ) REGION 

The low mass region in tli -* -jK+K~ appears to be quite complex. There 

are at least two observed resonances, and a third resonance, the /(1270), is expected 

to be present at a low level. The two observed resonances overlap, with the 

consequent problem of interference. It U possible that the »(1700) is not one state, 

but actually two overlapping states. There if a further possibility of a siseable 

-jK^K" continuum which could, la analogy with the Bom production of pica pain 3 

in fi -t *+x~, interfere with the resonances. In the face of such a diverse range of 

possibilities, there are numerous models or fitting procedures which can be used to -

try to understand this region. 

The measured quantities to be included in the analysis are chosen to be the 

mass of the kaon pair (mjfff), and the three production and decay angles defined 

previously (cosS-,, cosffjf and «\K). A complete description of the physics in this 

region should depend only on these quantities. This can be demonstrated by a 

counting argument. For a 3-body final state there are 12 unknowns, corresponding 

to the components of the three 4-vectors. These can be chosen as follows: 

3 known 1-body masses, 

4 known components of the total 4-vector of the system, 

5 additional variables. 
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These five additional variables have natural definition! in the helidty formalism. 

They can be chosen to be: 

1 2-body mass, 

1 (^i^) pair for the recoil against the 2-body system, 

1 (6,4>) pair for the decay of the 2-body system. 

Of the four angles described here, only three are meaningful in this analysis. The 

aiimuthal angles may be re-written as two linear combinations of the original 

angles. One combination is the difference, which contains useful information. The 

other combination is- the sum, which is not interesting because the beam has no 

polarization component perpendicular to its direction of motion, and hence there is 

a rotational symmetry about the beam axis. We are left with the 2-body mass and 

three angles ai the complete set of variables. 

A sequence of increasingly complex models will be applied to attempt to 

untangle the resonant structures which may be present. The first analysis to be 

performed uses a model which ignores the angular distributions, as well as j.oy 

acceptance corrections, and just parameterites the distribution cf events in the 

mass plot. This provides measurements of masses and widths, using the maximum 

likelihood fit technique described in Appendix A. The next analysis involves fits 

to the angular distributions in the /'(1515) and the 9(1700) regions, Including all 

the acceptance corrections, and ignoring the details of the maw distribution. This 

provides a measurement of the Jp of the resonances as well as their production 

amplitudes. Once the Breit-Wigner parameters, along with the Jp, x, and y are 

known, It becomes possible to measure the branching ratios by correctly modeling 

the true final state distributions. Finally, an attempt has also been macV !o fit both 

the mass and angular distributions simultaneously in order to explore the possibility 

of sub-structure in the 6(1700). The available statistics is insufficient for an analysis 
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of this complexity, and the results are inconclusive; no detailed discussion of this 

analysis is included. 

S.4 MASS PLOT ANALYSIS FOR THE /'(I5is)/ff(i700) REGION 

The simplest procedure for extracting the masses and widths for the 

/'(1515] and the 0(1700] is to fit the mass plot to a polynomial background plus 

a sum of two incoherent Breit-Wignen. The polynomial background can be left 

free, or its shape can be fixed to be the shape expected for 7K + K~ 3-body phase 

space. For the purposes of this section, the background has been chosen as 3-body 

phase space. This provides a reasonably accurate description of the data, as well as 

simplifying the comparison of different resonance hypotheses which would otherwise 

be free to distort the background shape in non-physical ways. The results of a fit 

using two incoherent Breit-Wigners with a phase space background are displayed 

in Fig. 5.2(a). The parameters obtained are: 

m j , = 1.S27 ± 0.008 GeV, Tp = O.0B7 ± 0.037 GeV, 

ms = 1.721 ± 0.007 GeV, T» = 0.132 ± 0.020 GeV, 

where the/quoted errors are statistical only. These fits have been performed 

using both a non-rtjativistic Breit-Wigner and a relativistic Breit-Wigner (although 

without including the effect of an energy dependent width). The results from the 

two cases differ by only a few MeV. For simplicity, the value* discussed in the 

remainder of this chapter use non-relativistic Breit-Wigners. 

This procedure seem* to describe the data relatively well, but it is not 

the most general representation of the possible physics. An obvious generalisation 

involves letting the two Breit-Wigners interfere with each other. For the situation 

here, one can define a simple model in which there are two different resonant 
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1.5 1.6 1.7 
MK*K" ( < 3 e V ) 

1.9 
4 I1USS 

Figure S.Z. Fits to the /'(15I5)/»(1700) m m distribution, (a) shows a Gt which 
includes two incoherent Breit-Wigner probabilities, (b) shows a fit which include* 
two coherent Breit-Wigner amplitudes. 
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amplitudes for producing the lime final state. The cross-section is then of the 

form: 

^ ~ f |A,(m,n) + A2(m,tl)f<m-
The interference effects arise from the cross-term; 

• / Rt[Ailm,n)'A2(m,n)}dn. 

U the resonant states don't overlap in mass, then the cross-term clearly vanishes for 

every value of the mass. If the resonances do overlap, the cross-term will still vanish 

for states with different J values. This il because the amplitudes are orthogonal 

when integrated over the angles, and is discussed in mora detail in Appendix 6 . 

It leads to the conclusion that, if the angular acceptance is sufficiently good, only 

states with the same values for J will interfere in the mass plot. The possibility of 

significant interference between the /'(1S15) and the 5(1700) has been discussed for 

the MARK II data. 3 6 In that case, there was some evidence for a large dip between 

the /'(I515) and the 0(1700). The effect of the interference for the /'(1515)/S(17O0) 

system is easily calculated if one considers only trr mass dependent part of the 

amplitudes. The cross-section involves the sum of two Breit-Wigner probabilities 

plus an additional cross-term which can be written (assuming non-relativistic Breit-

Wigners) as: 

f(m - m^i)(m - mg) + TjiTs] cos ip + Urn - mrfT/ - (m - m t ) i y 1 sin p 

[(m - n y ) * + Tj,] [(m - m,)* +1* ] ' 

This cross-term is a function of two parameters: the mass m and the relative phase 

V, and different effects will be observed for different relative phases. There are 

three extreme cases which are of interest: the cross-term is large and negative, the 

cross-term it large and positive, or the cross-term is negligible. The most sensitive 
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mass region for studying thii crow-term it the dip at a mas* of 1.6 GeV, which 

occurs between the /'(1515) and the 0(1700) pealu. If m it fixed to be 1.6 GeV, 

then one can easily solve for the relative phaae which produce* the extreme cases 

above. Note that the value for the phase which corresponds to a particular case, 

e.g., a vanishing cross-term, depends on the mass. This means that there is so 

value for the phase which will cause the cross-term to vanish for all masses, and 

hence the incoherent fit It not a limiting case of the coherent fit. The phases which 

produce the extreme cases for the dip region are listed below: 

maximum positive cross-term p «* 3ir/4 

maximum negative cross-term <p ~ — tfi 

vanishing cross-term p ~ r/4 

FitE in which tbe phase has been fixed at these three extreme values have been 

performed. The remaining parameters were allowed to vary, and the results are 

shown in Fig. $.3 and summarised k.Table S.l. The qualitative features are fairly 

simple. For the case with large destructive interference between the / (1515) and 

the £(1700], Fig. 5.3(a), there is constructive interference above and beiow the 

resonances. The masses found for the resonances are pulled closer together, and 

the fraction of background is forced to be smaller. For the case of constructive 

interference between the peaks, Fig. E.3(c), the effects are just the opposite. For 

the case with a vanishing cross-term, Fig. 5.3(b), the results correspond fairly closely 

to those observed for the incoherent fit. In both of the cases with large interference 

effects, the interfering Gts are, in general, worse than the incoherent fit, but they 

are better in certain respects. The fit with destructive interference between the 

peaks appears to describe the dip region better than the incoherent fit does. It 

also involves a very targe value for the /'(ISIS) mass. The fit with constructive 

interference between tbe peaks appears to describe the leading edge of the /'(1515) 
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Figure t.3. Interfering fits to the /'(1S1S)/0(I7OO). (a) Destructive interference 
between the peaks, (b) Vanishing interference between the peaks, (c) Constructive 
interference between the peaks. 
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Table 5.1. A summary of fits to the /'(1515)/«(1T00) n u n 
dirtiibatioo. T i t 'x1' used hen. i i calculated by taking the 
difference between the fit function and the histogram bin contents, 
and using Gaussian statistics for the errors. The errors on the fit 
parameters are statistical only. 

m,, Tf m, r. <P V/'DOF' 
incoherent 

fit 
1.527 

±0.008 
0.087 

±0.037 
1.721 

±0.007 
0.132 

±0.020 
39.2/47 

coherent 
fit 

1.518 
±0.015 

0.082 
±0.016 

1.727 

±0.011 
0.129 

±0.022 
1.6 

±0.0 
39.2/46 

coherent 
fits 

1.S64 
±0.006 
1.534 

±0.008 
1.512 

±0.007 

0.080 
±0.026 
0.087 

±0.020 
0.078 

±0.018 

1.691 
±0.006 
1.719 

±0.007 
1.736 

±0.008 

0.104 
±0.031 
0.141 

±0.022 
0.115 

±0.014 

-0.785 

0.785 

2.36 

45.3/47 

39.5/47 

40.2/47 

somewhat bettet than the incoherent at dots. Unfortunately, it ll not possible to 

reap all of these benefits from a single fit. 

A fit has also been performed in which the phase was allowed to vary. The 

result for this fit is shown in Fig. 5.2(b). The parameters are: 

mf, = 1.518 ± 0.015 GeV, Tj, = 0.082 ± 0.016 GeV, 

ms = 1.727 ± 0.011 GeV, Tg = 0.129 ± 0.022 GeV, 

<f>= 1.6 ±0 .9 radians. 

This is consistent with the case in which maximum constructive interference occurs 

between the two peaks. It seems to be virtually indistinguishable from the 

incoherent fit. 

IDS 

The cases for which the interference phase was fixed indicate that there 

are certain aspects of the data which are better represented by interfering Breit-

Wignere, but that there is no fc.~reral improvement over the non-interfering fit. The 

fit in which the phase is left free prefer* a value for this phase which corresponds 

to an overall ihape very much like that of the non-interfering fit. This leads one to 

the tentative conclusion that there is no significant evidence for interference effects 

in this mass region since such interference does not offer a better description of the 

mass distribution. 

5.5 SPIN ANALYSIS FOR THE /'(I5is)/0(i7oo) REGION 

The next logical step in understanding this mass region is to perform a spin 

analysis using the production and decay angular distributions. The calculation 

of the production and decay angular distributions for this ease has already been 

described in a previous chapter on the /(1270), but the analysis to be performed 

here will have a slightly different flavor. In the present case, the spin will not be 

assumed, but fits will be performed to several hypotheses in order to find the correct 

spin assignment. First, we consider which Jp hypotheses to use for this mass region. 

The allowed quantum numbers for X in the decay sequence ̂  - • yX, X -* 

0~ + 0~ are severely limited. For a boson/anti-boson system: C(BB) = 

(-1)' + *(BB), where ! is the relative angular momentum of the B and the B and 

a is the total spin of the BB system. In addition, P = (—1)'. Sines B has spin 0, 

a = 0, J = I mi P - C = (-\)J. This means that J must be even, and so the 

allowed states are: 

JPG = 0++, 2 + + , 4 + + . . . 

In the analysis of the /'(1515) and the 9(1700), only JF = 0+ and 2+ will be 

considered. In the analysis of the ((2220), Jp - 4+ will also be considered. These 
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choices are suggeeted by current melon spectroscopy data which tell* us that the 

recurrences on the /(1270) Regge trajectory (which ii the leading trajectory) are: 

the h[20K) with Jp = 4 + , and the r(2510) with Jp = 6 + . Since the elates on the 

leading trajectory are, presumably, the lightest state* with this Jp (except for the 

Pomeron trajectory, which should have 1/2 the slope of a normal hidron trajectory, 

and which may be associated with glueballs in some way...), we conclude that both 

the Jp = 4 + hypothesis for the 0(1700) and the JF = 6+ hypothesis for the ((2220) 

are unlikely. 

For the J = 0 case, the angular distribution is completely determined. For 

J > 2, the X state can be produced with a heiicity in the range of [-2,2], and there 

are four free parameters: 

which are described in more detail in AppeDdix B. These parameters are a priori 

unknown, and allow the angular distributions for states with J > 2 to vary greatly 

in shape. The ability to separate different values of the spin is compromised by 

this uncertainty. For some values of x and y, states with J > 2 will have a 

highly peaked distribution in cot0jj which allows them to be distinguished from 

J = O states. However, if the cosSjf distribution it approximately flat, it is very 

difficult to distinguish different spins without high statistics. A further comment 

is is order about the relative importance of the phases Vz and Vv * • " , ! l o w n 

in Appendix B, these phases appear only in the off-diagonal terms in the angular 

correlation function. These terms also contain m^K or COS2*\K factors, which 

integrate to zero when averaged over $K. This means that the influence of the 

relative phases is not felt in the cos ft, or coefl/r distributions directly, but only 

in the heavily acceptance corrected 4K distribution and in the two dimensional 

correlations between the other angles. For these reasons, the phases have a minor 
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impact on the fit as a whole, and to they are very poorly determined. 

The next stage in the spin analysis is to perform as acceptance corrected fit 

to measure the values for the unknown belicity amplitudes. This fitting procedure 

uses a maximum likelihood technique where the effect! of acceptance are included 

in the likelihood function. The formalism it discussed in detail in Appendix C. The 

factor which has the greatest impact on the acceptance is the limited solid angle 

available for identiSed charged tracks. 

The spin analysis It performed separately for the /'(1515) and the 0(1700) 

mass regions, where these regions are defined to be: 

/'(ISIS) : 1.45 G e V < m < 1.60 GeV, 

0(1700) : 1.60 G e V < m < l . B 5 GeV. 

The fits are performed using the 1983 data alone, in order to avoid any subtleties 

in understanding the acceptance for the 19B2 detector. Additional cuts were made 

on the track angles to insure agreement with the Monte Carlo acceptances. The 

requirements are: 

lcoi0 J C . |<O.»5 , |coifr£,<7]<0.75, 

where SC refers to the angle for a neutral track in the shower counter and DC refers 

to the angle for a charged track in the drift chamber. The final e~> out sample contains 

103 events In the /'(ISIS) region and 23S events in the 0(1700) region. The two 

observed resonances are too dose in mass to be fully isolated from each other. Using 

the previous incoherent Breit-Wiguer fit at a guide, the 0(1700) contamination in 

the /'(ISIS) region is estimated to be ~ 20%, and the /'(1515) contamination in 

the 0(1700) region is estimated to be ~ S%. It is evident that, especially for the 

/'(1515), the contamination In the overlap region it quite large. The influence of 
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this contamination will he studied by performing fits over sub-intervals of these two 

regions. 

Before proceeding with the fitting, it is important to understand the 

acceptance of the detector in the mast regions to he fit. Due to kinematical effects, 

as well as the presence of Icaon decays, the acceptance is not completely uniform 

in the low mass region. This is indicated in Pig. S.4. There are two effects which 

are important. For the cos(>7 angle shown in Fig. 5.4(a), when the mass is low, 

the two Icaon tracks are boosted forward and are nearly collinear with the photon. 

This introduces a strong correlation between the limited charged track acceptance 

and the otherwise complete photon acceptance. This effect is visible as a drastically 

reduced acceptance for |cos5 7 | > .75 at masses below l.S GeV. The other effect 

stems from the kaon momentum spectrum discussed in the preceding chapter. Near 

the kinematic cross-over point at m ~ 1.35 GeV, there are a large number of very 

low momentum kaons associated with |cos0jf| ~ 1. The detection efficiency for 

such kaons is poor, since they have a high probability for decay in flight. This 

manifests itself a* a hole in the acceptance for m ~ 1.35 GeV and |cos0jf| > .8. 

These acceptance corrections make the angular distribution analysis somewhat more 

difficult, especially for the /'(151S) region. They give a mass dependence to the 

acceptance which needs to be accounted for in the fitting procedure. This is done 

by generating a Monte Carlo normalisation sample which is uniformly distributed 

in the angles, but has the correct Breit-Wigner mate distribution for the resonance 

which is being analysed. Using this technique, the mass dependent acceptance 

should be correctly modeled. 

The resulting Monte Carlo acceptances are displayed for the /'(1515) region 

and for the 5(1700) region in Fig. 5.5. In the /'(1515) region, the previously 

discussed inefficiencies in the cos Ay and the cosS/f variables are evident. For the 
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Figure 5.4. Tbe angular acceptance for the low mass region. The plots are for eventi 
generated uniformly in angle with a phase space distribution in the mass, (a) This 
is tbe acceptance for cos 5-, as a function of mA-jf. (b) This is the acceptance for 
conOfi as a function of mKK. (c) This 1* tbe overall efficiency as a function of 
"/fit-
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Figure 5.S. The acceptances for the /'(1515)/ff(1700) spin analysis, (a), (b), and (c) 
are the distributions for the /'(151S) region, (d), (e), and (f) are the distributions 
for the 6(1700) region. 
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Table 5.2. The /'(1S15) spin analysis results. The upper group 
of fits were performed over the full mats region, which has more 
events but also has more contamination from the ff(1700). The 
lower group of events has fewer events, but should have much less 
9(1700) contamination. ' 

Full /'(1515) 

region 

1.45 < m < 1.60 
103 Events 

Fit J = 0 InC = -257.5 Full /'(1515) 

region 

1.45 < m < 1.60 
103 Events 

Fit J = 2 
(fixed 

phases) 

ln£ = -23T.3 
x = 0.65±0.08, px = 0. 

y = -0.03 ± 0 . 1 1 , <pll = 0. 

Full /'(1515) 

region 

1.45 < m < 1.60 
103 Events 

Fit J = 2 
(variable 
phases) 

InC = -235.6 
I = 0.63±0.09, p , = 1.3±0.6 
y = 0.17±0.15 , ipt = 2-6±0.9 

Partial /'(1S15) 

region 
1.450 < m < 1.525 

43 Events 

Fit J = 0 InL - -B4.2 Partial /'(1S15) 

region 
1.450 < m < 1.525 

43 Events 

Fit J = 2 
(variable 
phases) 

InC = -81.6 
z = 0.85 ± 0.23 , ipz = 11 ± 0.8 
y = -0.4 ± 0.3 , p , = 1.3 ± 1.0 

6(1700) region, there is a small effect visible in the cot0 7 variable. After this 

brief discussion of acceptance, we proceed to perform the spin analysis on the two 

interesting regions. 

The results for the spin analysis of the /'(1S15) region are summarized in 

Table 5.2. The fit procedure has been performed under a variety of conditions. The 

first group of fits were performed over the full /'(1515) region. A fit to J = 2 was 

performed with the relative phases of the helicity amplitudes fixed at sero, as well 

as a fit in which they were left free. A second group of fits were performed using a 

smaller event sample, which should contain less background from the 0(1700) region. 

The results for this second group are similar to the larger statistic* results for the 

full mass region, and the results for the full region will be discussed in more detail. 

These fit results are displayed in Fig. 5.6. The curves represent an indirect attempt 
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Figure 5.6. The fit result, for the /'(ISIS) spin analysis. The histogram, display 
the events used in the fit. (a), (b), and (c) Indicate the fit result, for the J = 0 fit. 
W), (e), and (f) indicate the fit results for the J = 2 fit. 
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to display the expected fit result for a particular projection of (he three dimensional 

correlation function. Tht curves are » smoothed fit to Monte Carlo averts which 

have been weighted by the actual fit results, as described In Appendix C. This 

indirect technique is necessary because the acceptance function is never explicitly 

evaluated, but appears only in the form of a normalisation integral. 

It is evident that the acceptance effects are large for this mass region 

since the J = 0 cotB-, distribution before acceptance is I + eos* J 1 ( whereas after 

acceptance it appears approximately flat. The fit to J = 2 appears, in projection, 

to be .lightly better than the fit to J = 0. (Strictly speaking the J > 0 ease is 

a 'calculation' not a 'fit', since there are no free parameters for this case, but the 

nomenclature will be retained for the sake of brevity.) Neither fit describes the 

excess of events near cos SK = - 1 very well. Bbr the J = 0 case, there should be no 

excess. For the J = 2 case, there should be an excess which is rendered invisible by 

the acceptance corrections. In this case, a small number of events at higher mass, 

where the acceptance is much better, can produce the observed excess. 

In addition, the likelihood is much better for the J = 2 fit than for the 

J = 0 fit. A direct comparison of these likelihoods cannot be rigorously made 

because the two hypotheses which are being compared are not members of the 

same continaons family." The likelihood ratio is still a reasonable test statistic to 

use, although it loses a simple interpretation in terms of confidence levels. A simple, 

non-rigorous estimate of the significance proceeds by analogy with a test used for 

simple (e.g., no free parameters) hypotheses. One defines a relative probability: 

This estimate does not take into account the different number of free parameters 

for the two cases. A slightly better estimate (not rigorous unless one hypothesis is 
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a limiting case of the other) takes the parameter! into account by defining: 

The claim is that this variable should be distributed like a x* variable for four 

degrees cf freedom, since there are four more variables in the / = 2 fit than there 

are in the J = 0 St. This would imply that J = 0 is rejected at the 10"* level. 

A more believable means of evaluating the significance of the fit results 

involves performing an ensemble of Monte Carlo experiments using pure samples 

consisting of the number of events actually observed. This technique is described 

in more detail in Appendix C. It provides two distinct benefits. The first is a check 

that, if one had a pure sample, generated with known characteristics, it would be 

measured correctly by the fitting procedure. This checks for systematic biases in the 

fitting procedure and gives a 'goodDess-of-iit' by indicating how likely it would be to 

measure the observed results for the correct hypothesis. The second benefit comes 

from fitting events generated according to the wrong hypothesis. This provides an 

indication of how likely it would be to measure the observed results for the incorrect 

hypothesis, and hence gives an estimate of the power of the fit in discriminating 

against alternate hypotheses. 

For the /'(1S1B) region, two ensembles of Monte Carlo experiments have 

been performed. The first used events generated with Jp = O*, the second used 

events generated with JF = 2* and i = 0.67, y = 0, ip, = <f„ = 0. The latter 

values were chosen u a representative set of parameters from the 3 =• 2 fit to the real 

events. The results of performing 100 Monte Carlo experiments, each containing 

103 events in the /'(1515) mus region, are displayed graphically in the following 

figures. Figure 5.7 is a comparison of the likelihoods for the different ensembles of 

experiments. The Jp = 2+ Monte Carlo results shiiwn in Fig. 5.7(c) and Fig. 5.7(d) 
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Figure 5.7. The likelihood distributions for /'(ISIS) Monte Carlo experiments. 
Each plot shows the distribution of -InC for 100 Monte Carlo experiments using 
103 events, (a) has the input events generated with J * 0 and then fit to a J = 0 
hypothesis, (b) h u the input events generated with J = 0 and then fit to a J = 2 
hypothesis, (c) h u the input events generated with J = 3, x = 0.67, y = 0 
and then fit to t J = 0 hypothesis, (d) h u the input events generated with 
J = 2, a- = 0.67, y = 0 and then fit to a J = 2 hypothesis. For reference, the fits 
to the real events gave: 

J = 0 : - f e £ = 257.5 and J = 2 : - f a l « 235.0. 
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agree well with the Et to the real data, whereu the Jp = 0 + Monte Carlo results 

shown in Fig. 5.7(a) and Fig. 5.7(b) do not. The likelihood tor the J — 2 fit is 

much worse for the Monte Carlo experiment* than (or the real data. This provide* 

•trong evidence that the JF = 2 + hypothesis ii correct, and that the JF = o* 

hypothesis is incorrect. A study with a larger number of experiments provides a 

rough estimate that the relative probability for the Jp = 0 + hypothesis is < 10~ 3 . 

The second figure, Fig. 5.6, shows the distributions of measured parameters 

forJ = 26lBloJ = t Monte Carlo events. This allows an exploration of systematic 

problems in measuring the parameters for the Jp • 2 + hypothesis. One can ask the 

question: are the measured values what one would expect for a parent distribution 

with i = 2/3, y = 0 and Pz = p„ = 0 ?? Figure B.8 indicates that the answer 

appears to be yes, and is summarised in the following discussion. The x parameter 

is measured with no indication of systematic error. The ifit parameter is poorly 

measured, but is consistent with the Vi = 0 parent distribution! The y parameter 

has a bi-modal distribution in the Monte Carlo experiments. Th« corresponds to 

two different fit results: y ~ 0.2 , v>s ~ * and y ~ -0 .2 , ipt ~ 0. These fit results 

are identical, and indicate a double-valued property of the fit. A single-valued 

range for the fit parameters would be: y > 0 and <p € [-«•,»]. Thh' restriction 

was not imposed on the fit In order to prevent the fitter from falling into local 

minima. Taking this idiosyncrasy into account, the measured values for y and tp„ 

are consistent with a parent distribution which has y = 0 and ipy = 0, aid Indicate 

that there appears to be a bias in the fit procedure which shifts the St value of y 

slightly. This shift is probably due to the large acceptance corrections which are 

present in the $K distribution. In addition, the observed widths of the Monte Carlo 

distributions shown in Fig. B.8 agree well with the calculated errors from the fit to 

the real data. 

MO 

Figure 5.8. The parameter distributions for /'(1515) Monte Carlo experiments. 
These distributions are the result of performing J « 2 fits to 100 Monte Carle 
experiments using 103 event samples. The input events were generated with; 
J = 2, z = 0.67, y = 0, </>t = ifit m 0. For reference, the fits to tht real events 
gave: 

X = 0,63 ± 0.09, y = 0.17 ± 0.15 , «x « 1.3 ± 0.6, (o, = 2.6 ± 0-6. 
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The conclusion for the /'(151S) analysis is that the state har Jp = 2+, 

which wis already well established, ssA has btlicity amplitude ratios with i ~ 2 ;3 

and y — 0. The corresponding phases are consistent with lero, although this is 

not a very significant statement. The production amplitudes for the /'(ISIS) are 

measured here for the first time, and agree qualitatively with those found for the 

/(1270) tensor meson in a previous chapter. To indicate the allowed values for * 

and y in a more graphic manner, a contour plot of the likelihood function has been 

made for Hi /'(1515) region. Figure 5.0 shows the likelihood contour plot for a fit 

in which the phases have been left at the minimum value* shown in Table 5.2, and 

only z and y have been varied. It is apparent that there is a sign ambiguity in t 

and that y needs to lie close to cero. 

The analysis of the 0(1700) region proceeds in an identical manner to the 

analysts of the /'(ISIS) regiou. The results of the epic analysis are summarised 

in Table 5.3. The results for fits to the full 9(1700) region are listed, along 

with the results for fits performed in a sub-interval with less potential /'(1515) 

contamination. The results for the two groups of fits are consistent, and the fit to 

the fuil region will be discussed in detail. The data is plotted, along with the fit 

results, in Fig. 5.10. Once again, the three projections indicate that the J = 2 fit is 

a better description of the data. The likelihood indicates the same trend, but not 

as strongly as for the /'(1S15) fits. Using the tame non-rigorous estimate* for the 

significance of these results gives: 

and: 

Assuming a x 1 distribution for 4 DOF gives a confidence level of about 2 x 10"*. 
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Figure S.9. Contour plot of x versus y for the /'(JS15) *pin analysis. The contour* 
correspond to change* in the likelihood of la, and the + indicates the location of 
the minimum. The relative phases were fixed at their fit value* for making thi* plot. 
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Table S.3. The t(1700) spin analysis results. The upper group 
of fits were performed over the full mass region, which has more 
events but also has more contamination from the /'(ISIS). The 
lower group of events has fewer events, but should have much less 
/'(ISIS) contamination. 

FuU 6(1700) 

region 
1.60 < m < 1.85 

239 Events 

Fit / = 0 ln£ - -644.9 FuU 6(1700) 

region 
1.60 < m < 1.85 

239 Events 

Fit J = 2 
(fixed 
phases) 

ln£ = -636.7 
X — -1.07 ± 0.16 , <pz = 0. 
y = -1.10 ±0 .16 , <p„ = 0. 

FuU 6(1700) 

region 
1.60 < m < 1.85 

239 Events 
Fit J = 2 
(variable 
phases) 

InC = -636.5 
i =- -1.07 ± 0.16 ; Vr = 0.6 ± 0.6 

y = -1.09 ± 0.15 , »>„ = -0 ,1 ± 0.5 
Partial #(1700) 

region 
1.675 < m < 1.850 

177 Events 

Fit J «= 0 /n£ •= -43B.S Partial #(1700) 
region 

1.675 < m < 1.850 
177 Events 

Fit J = 2 
(variable 
phases) 

ln£ = -432.9 
i - - 1 . 1 4 ±0 .20 , P l = 0 . ± l . l 
y = -1.2B ± 0.20 , P l r = 0. ± 0.9 

Both of these strongly favor the JF •= 2 + hypothesis. 

The most important feature of the projections is the non-fiat distribution 

in COS$K. Tbia distribution receives very uniform acceptance corrections, since it is 

a true center of mass angle and averages over detector acceptance, This distribution 

is described fairly well by the J = 2 fit, and very poorly by the J = 0 fit. This 

can be made more quantitative by calculating a *x 2' using the difference between 

the histogram bin contents and the expected value from the fit, and using Gaussian 

statistics for the errors. The results are that: X 1 = 57.9/20 bins for the J = 0 

fit, and x 2 = 24.7/20 bins for the J = 2 fit. If one evaluates the corresponding 

confidence levels, assuming a true X 5 distribution and 20 DOF, the results are that 

J = 0 has a confidence level of 1.5 x 10~ 5, and J = 2 has a confidence level of 0.21. 

For the 0(1700) region, two ensembles -f Monte Carlo experiments were 
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Figure 5.10. The fit results for the 4(1700) spin analysis. The histograms display 
the events used in the fit. (a), (b), and (c) indicate the fit results for the J = 0 fit. 
(d), (e), and (f) indicate the fit results for the J = 2 St. 
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also performed. Tbe first used events generated witb Jp = 0 + , and tbe second 

used events generated witb j ' = 2 + and i = —1.2, y = -1.2, Vi — V*- 0- The 

results of performing ensembles of 100 Monte Carlo experiments, eaeb containing 

239 events is the #(1700} region, are sbewD is tbe following figures. Figure 5.11 

shows tie likelihood distributions for tbe different cues. In contrast to tbe /'(1515), 

this situation is more ambiguous. Tbe observed likelihood for tbe J = 0 fit agrees 

better witb tbe Jp = 0 + hypothesis, shown in Fig. 5.11(a), than witb tbe Jp = 2 + 

hypothesis, shown in Fig. S.l 1(c). Tbe observed likelihood for tbe J = 2 fit does not 

agree very well with either hypothesis. This fit bag a likelihood which is somewhat 

worse thau what one would expect for a pure Jp = 2 + state, shown in Fig. 5.11(d), 

and somewhat better than what one would expect for a pure Jp = 0 + state, shown 

in Fig. 5.11(b). It should be added that the presence of additional contamination 

should produce a likelihood which is worse than that of a pure sample, and It should 

be difficult to produce a likelihood which ii better than that of a pure sample. 

There is additional information to be found by looking at the values for 

tbe Gt parameters. For J = I fits to J ~ 0 Monte Carlo events, the values resulting 

from the ensemble of Monte Carlo experiments are shown in Fig. 5.12. It it evident 

that tbe values measured for x and y in the real data do not agree with tbe values 

expected if the 9(1700) were really a Jp = 0 + state. For J = 2 fits to J = 2 events, 

the values resulting from the Monte Carlo experiments are shown in Fig. S.13. 

These distributions agree quite well with the measured values, and indicate that 

tbe 0(1700) is very consistent with tbe Jp = 2+ parent distribution. 

The conclusion of this analysis is that the 0(1700) is a Jp = Z+ state. Tbe 

evidence is three-fold: 

1. The likelihood ratio fpr .th*,fita to the two spin hypotheses prefer* J = 2 

to J = 0. This is difficult to make quantitative, but suggests a relative 
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Figure 5.11. The likelihood distributions for 4(1700) Monte Carlo experiments. 
Each, plot shows tbe distribution of -tnC for 100 Monte Carlo experiments using 
239 events, (a) has tbe input events generated with / = 0 and then fit to a J = 0 
hypothesis, (b) b u tbe input events generated with J = 0 and then fit to a J = 2 
hypothetic (c) ha* the input events generated witb J = 2, * = -1 .2 , y = -1.2 
and then fit to a J = 0 hypothesis, (d) baa the input event! generated with 
J = 2, i s -1 .2 , y » -1 .2 and then fit to a J = 2 hypothesis. For reference, tbe 
fits to the real events gave: 

.7 = 0 : - f n l = 644.0 aad J = 2 : -Int = 636.5. 
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Figure 5.12. The parameter distributions for 0(1700) Monte Carlo experiment!. 
Then distributions are the result of performing J = 2 fits to lOOMonte Carlo 
experiments using 239 event samples. The Input events were generated with: J = 0. 
For reference, the fits to the real events gave: 

i = - 1 . 0 7 ± 0 . 1 6 , y = -1.09±0.15 ,Pi = 0 .6 i0 .6 , p„ = -0.1 ±0.5. 
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Figure 5.13. The parameter distributions for #(1700) Monte Carlo experiment*. 
These distributions are the result of performing J = 2 fits to 100 Monte Carlo 
experiments using 239 event simples. The input events were generated with: 
J = 2, x = -1 .2 , y = -1 .2 , >px = Vy = 0. For reference, the fits to the real 
events gave: 

x = -1.07±0.16, y = -1 .09±0.15 ,*!, = 0.6±0.6, ¥>„ = - 0 . 1 ± 0.5. 
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probability for J = 0 of ~ 10" s. 

2. The x ' f° r the cosS^ projection strongly favon J = 8. Thl» suggests a 

relative probability for J «= 0 of ~ 10~*. 

3. The Monte Carlo experiments, although indicating that the J = 2 likelihood 

should be larger, alio indicate that the measured values fjr I and y are not 

consistent with J = 0. This suggests a relative probability for J = 0 of 

~ 1 0 _ s . 

It is difficult to turn this evidence into a quantitative statistical statement. Using 

the rough estimates above, it is reasonable to claim that the JF = 0 + hypothesis has 

a relative probability which is < 10"'. To indicate the allowed values for the x and 

y parameter* for the J = 2 Gt, a likelihood contour plot ban again been constructed. 

Figure 5.H shows this plot, and it is evident that there are no other values for i 

and y which have an appreciable probability. A comparison of the contour plots for 

the /(1270) region, Fig. 3.8, the /'(1S15) region, Fig. 5.P, and the 0(1700) region, 

Fig. 5.14, provides a very graphic demonstration of the similar characteristics of 

the /(1270) and the /'(1S15) as well u the different characteristics of the 0(1700). 

The question o[ why the J = 2 fit has a smaller likelihood than would be expected 

remains unanswered. It may be indicative of background contamination, or possibly 

the presence of another state in the same mass region. 

s .6 BRANCHING RATIOS FOR THE /'(1515)/0(17OO) REGION 

With an understanding of the detailed properties of the /'(I515) and the 

((1700), the information necessary to estimate the branching ratios is available. The 

cumber of events attributed to each resonance will be taken from the incoherent 

Breit-Wigner fits to the mass distribution. This Gt describes the data well, and 

avoids the difficulty of defining the number of ir.ents for a Breit-Wigner fit with 

5 
i 

MO 

?-B4 X 4819A45 

Figure S.H. Contour Mat of x versus y for the 9(1700) spin analysis. The contours 
correspond to changa in the likelihood of Iff, and tht + indicates the location of 
the minimum. The relative phases were fixed at their fit values for making this plot. 
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interference.* Due to tbe subtleties of modeling the 1862 detector discussed 

previously, the branching ratio measurement uses the 1983 data sample alone. This 

produces slightly different resonance parameters than does the fit to the combined 

data sample, but the differences are not significant. Additional cuts are also placed 

on the angles of the tracks in the detector to Insure that the Monte Carlo correctly 

models the detector efficiency. The results are: 

TTys 1.510 ± 0.010 GeV, Tj- = 0.090 ± 0.040 GeV, JV;i = 87 ± 20 Events, 

mg = 1.722 ± 0.007 GeV, T, = 0.101 ± 0.01B GeV, K, = 192 ± 25 Events. 

In order to calculate a branching ratio, it is also necessary to evaluate 

the detection efficiency. This has been dore by generating an event sample which 

mimics the real data simple as closely as possible. The /'(ISIS) efficiency has been 

measured by using events generated with the following parameters: 

ro = 1.520 GeV, T = 0.07S GeV, 

J = 2, x = 0.67, v = 0.0, ipz = ipu <= 0, 

After passing these events through the standard event selection procedure the 

resulting detection efficiency was measured to be: 

er =0.160 ±0.024. 

* For the interfering fit, the contributions are: 

^ ~ | ^ | » + |>tj| i-t-2R«|A /,AJ]. 

The branching ratios are proportional to \A/,f and |Aj | 2 . The coherent fit results 

indicate that the ratio |j4yi| 2/|j4 e| 3 is smaller than the corresponding ratio for the 

incoherent fit, but not by a significant amount. 

1*2 

A siriilar procedure has been used for the 1(1700) detection efficiency. Tbe Monte 

Carlo events were genei.-ri with the following parameters: 

m = 1.725 GeV, T = 0.120 GeV, 

J = 2, s = -1.2, » = -1.2, ^ = ^ = 0. 

The resulting detection efficiency was measured to be: 

«s = 0.222 ±0.033. 

The large difference between the /'(1S15) detection efficiency and the 0(1700) 

detection efficiency is due to the acceptance effects which were discussed previously, 

and displayed in Fig. 5.4. 

These efil: iencies, when combined with the number of t)'a which were 

produced during tbe 1683 run and the number of observed events, yield the following 

branching ratios: 

BR(V -> f'(1515))BR(f'(161S) -»K+K") = (3.0 ± 0.7 ± 0.6) x 10" 4, 

BR(ip - 0(17OO))BR(0(17OO) — K+IT) = (4.8 ± 0.6 ± 0.9) x 10"". 

The radiative decay V - • 7/(1270) has a relatively large branching ratio. 

The /(1270) has a small branching ratio to KR, due to tbe nearly ideal mixing of the 

tensor nonet. Although this branching ratio is small, it is possible that a signal may 

be visible in the K + K~ final state. The branching ratio is quoted by the Particle 

Data Book*4 to be: BR(f - • KP_J = 2.0 ±0.2%. This result comes from an average 

of several partial wave analysis experimentii which mult consider tbe interference of 

the /(1270) with th'j other tensor mesons: j42(1310) and /'(1515). Tbe extraction 

of BR(f - • KR) is very difficult and Montanet40 quotes a range of 2 — 7% in 
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an extensive review of the tensor nonet. This range will be used for the present 

discussion. Using the Particle Data Book value for BR(f - • *«-) = 83.1 ± 1.9%, one 

finds that: 
B R ( f - K + K - ) 
-^oT, ^ ~ 0.01 - 0.04. 

BR(f —• «•») 
This can be combined with the measured rate for the product branching ratios for 

the /(1270) and the /'(ISIS) to give the estimate: 

BR(^ - lf)BR(f - K +K") ~ (0.05 -0.20) x BR(* — 7f')BR(f' - . K + K~). 

This is a very small branching ratio, and there if no evidence for such an /(1270) 

signal in the K +K" mass plot. Nevertheless, a fit has been performed to test for 

the presence of the /(1270). Figure S.15 shows the mass plot, fit lo three non-

interfering Breit-Wigner probabilities plus a phase space background. The /(1270) 

parameters were fixed to be; m/ = 1.27D GeV, Tj = 0.1B0 GeV. The fit shows that 

a small /(1270) contribution can easily be accommodated in the plot. The relative 

areas for the resonances are: 

^ = 0.31 ± CIS. 

Since the spin analyses performed in the preceding sections indicate that the angular 

distributions for the /(1270) and the /'(1515) are approximately the same, the 

detection efficiencies for the two states will also be approximately the same, and so 

the ratio of branching ratios is about 1/3. This ratio is somewhat larger than the 

estimate made above, but does not in itself constitute evidence for the presence of 

the /(1270) in this final state. In addition, the decay angular distributions would 

not easily accommodate such a large /(1270} signal. It is more likely that any signal 

which is present is at least a factor of 2 - 3 smaller than that shown in Fig. P.15. 
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Figure S.IS. Fit to the /(1270) in the K+K - mass distribution. The fit contains 
three incoherent Breit-Wigner probabilities and a phase space background. 
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5.7 SUMMARY 

A plethora of results have been discussed in the preceding Bedims of this 

chapter, and it ii useful to summarise the measurements which have been made. 

The values quoted below represent the best measurements for these quantities. 

Systematic errors have been included when it was appropriate to do so. 

The masses and widths are taken from the incoherent fit to the combined 

1982 and 1983 data sample. They are measured to be: 

mjf = 1.525 ± 0.010 ± 0.010 GeV, T}, = 0.085 ± 0.035 GeV 

me = 1.720 ± 0.010 ± 0.010 GeV, Tg = 0.130 ± 0.020 GeV 

These values agree well with the standard values'4 for the /'(1515): my. = 

1.520 ±0.010 GeV and Tj< = 0.075 ±0.010 GeV. They also agree with the MARK 

H results54 for the ff(1700): mt = 1.700 ± 0.030 GeV and T« = 0.156 ± 0.020 GeV. 

The spin analyses give measurements for the Jp as well as for the helicity 

amplitude ratios. The results are taken from the fits in which the full mass region 

was used and the relative phases were allowed to vary. Systematic errors have been 

introduced to account for biases indicated by the Monte Carlo experiments, and 

have been added in quadrature with the statistical errors. The relative phases for 

the /'(1515) fit are quoted as consistent with sero, as indicated by the Monte Carlo 

experiments. The results are as follows: 

ISO 

Jp{f) = Z + with - W&% C i . 

i = 0.63 ± 0.10, ip, ~ 0 

p = o.n±o.zo, ip„~o 
JF{g) = 2+ with - 99.9S4 C.L. 

I = -1.07 ± 0.20, ipz = 0.6 ± 0.8 

|/ = -1.09 ±0.25, ifiv = -0-1 ±0-5 

The branchi-ig ratio measurements an performed using a full Monte Carlo 

simulation of the mass and angular distributions. The results are taken from the 

Incoherent fit to the 1983 data sample. This gives: 

BR(> — i'(1515))BH(f'(1515) - . KK) = (6.0 ± 1.4 ± I.J) x VT* 

BRW -»6(1700))BH(5(1700) -»K+K") = (4.8 ± 0.6 ± 0.9) x 10"* 

The only previous measurements of these rates were made with much lower statistics 

by MARK II. 2' The value for the /'(ISIS) branching ratio presented here is 

somewhat larger than the previous MARK II measurement of (I.8±0.6±1.0)x I0~*. 

The value for the 0(1700) branching ratio presented here agree* fairly well with the 

previous MARK II measurement of (6.0 ± 0.9 ± 2.5) X 1G~4. 
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Chapter 0. The High Ma. i Region In V - » l K + K * 

6.1 EVENT SELECTION 

The event selection (or the high reus region has been described previously. 

The gammu used were required to be 'good' gammas and the charged trades 

were both required to be kaons. An anti-pion cut was made as well as a kaon 

consistency cut, as described in the introductory 7K + K" chapter. Kinematic 

fitting was performed to impose ener.ry and momentum conservation. Fits were 

performed using all permutations of the 'good' gammas in the event, and the 

fit with the smallest v 2 was used for that event. The resulting improvement in 

resolution is essential for the analysis, since the raw mass resolution at the 4(2220) 

i» cm ~ 30 MeV while the fitted mass resolution is am ~ 10 MeV. The additional 

purpose for using the kinematic fit procedure is the elimination of backgrounds. The 

drift chamber provides particle identification information which is complementary 

to the TOF information via the kinematic fit. It is the combination of the TOF 

information and the kinematic fitting which provides a clean sample of charged 

kaons at the relatively high, momenta present in this final state. 

The P xs distribution (the confidence level for the kinematic fit) for the 

£(2220) region is shown in Fig. 6.1. It is apparent that the distribution, which should 

be flat for events satisfying the correct hypothesis, has some problems. Roughly 

half the events in the ((2220) signal region have P^j < 0.2. This could be due to 

the presence of background events in the {(2220) region. Table 6.1 indicates the 

number of signal events (extracted by fitting the mass spectrum) versus the P , i 

cut. This table shows that the non-flat i>xj distribution is present in the signal itself 

and cannot be accounted for by background events. This non-idea! distribution was 

originally attributed to the influence of kaon decays. Unfortunately, this explanation 
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Figure C.l. The P x i dislribulion for the {(2220) events. This distribution shows 
some indication for a non-ideal behavior. 
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Table 6.1. The £(2220) signal versus ? x : cuts. The results are 
derived by performing Breit-Wigner fits over the Z - 2.5 GeV 
region, using those events which pass the given P^i cut. The 
1983 data sample is used. 

P x , Cut fraction of Total Events Number of Signal 

Found in the Peak Events in the Peak 

io - 7 0.066 ± 0.030 38.7 ±17.6 
0.001 0.097 ±0.023 32.5 ±7.7 
0.003 0.096 ±0.038 30.6 ±12.1 
0.005 0.089 ±Q.Q24 26.3 ±7 .1 
0.01 0.100 ±0.026 27.8 ±7.2 
0.02 0,114 ±0.039 28.4 ±8.7 
0.05 0.124 ±0.043 26.3 ±8.1 
0.1 0.135 ±0.045 23.6 ±7.9 
0.2 0.122 ±0.060 17.1 ± 8.4 
0.5 0.115 ±0.052 9.1 ±4.1 

(P x j = 10 - 7 « x 2 = 50) 

has proven to be incorrect. Further study has indicated that the P j distribution 

is not influenced by kaons decaying in Sight, since they tail the analysis cuts. The 

current Monte Carlo generates a P j distribution which is quite consistent with 

being fiat, and the significance of the non-ideal P j distribution in the data is net 

clear. None of the pull distributions indicate a problem with any particular variable 

in the fit. After examining the K +K~ mass distribution, a cut that P j > 0.02 was 

chosen for use in the final event selection. This set of cuts produced the mass 

distribution and the Dalits plot shown in Fig. 6.2. It should be noted that the cuts 

used to produce this plot are quite simple and obvious—they were not artificially 

tuned to enhance the result. 

As an additional check, all of the events passing the Gnat event selection 
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Figure 6.2. The final result for the 1983 data. The standard cuts have been made. 
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in the 2 to 2.5 GeV region ..ave been hand-scanned using one event displays. They 

were checked for indications of detector problems or reconstruction errors; none 

were found. An attempt -J.a= made to classify the events as to their quality, but this 

was abandoned as being too subjective. A typical event contained in the {(2220) 

peak is shown in Fig. 6.3. 

The results discussed up to this point have included events from the 1983 

run only. Applying the standard cuts to the 1982 run produces the mass distribution 

and the Dalits plot shown in Pig. 6.4. It should be noted that Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.4 do 

not have the peak in the same location. Two different approaches to the subsequent 

analysis can be taken, depending on the interpretation given to the discrepancy. 

One school of thought is to ignore the 1982 data as Utmiiktd and debaicJ and 

quote results based on the 1983 data alone. The other school of thought is, in the 

absence of compelling evidence to the contrary, to assume the 1682 data is healthy 

and pristine and include it in the subsequent analyses. Since neither approach 

appears very satisfactory, we will pursue both paths through the next sections. 

This vacillation will eventually be abandoned but only after great trauma, to be 

experienced more fully in the section on Problems. 

If one Ignores the difficulties and combines the two data samples, the mats 

distribution and Dalits plot which are obtained are shown in Fig. 6.S. 

6.2 BACKGROUNDS 

The backgrounds for this final state have already been discussed in a 

cursory manner in the preceding chapter which presented an overview of T I K + K ~ . 

It was concluded that the only significant background for this mass region came 

from the process t/> -f K + K"*°. This background will now be discussed in more 

detail. 
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Figure 6.3. A typical one-event display for a {(2220) event. The mass for this event 
is 2.217 GeV. 
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Figure 6.4. The final result for the 1982 data. The atandard euta have been made. 
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Figure 65 . The fin a] result for the 1982 and 1983 data. The standard cuts have 
been made. 
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The K+KTu0 filial state !• dominated by the resonant two body final state 

K'^K*. Because of this quasi-two body dominance, the Monte Carlo itudles 

which have been performed use ^ -» K + K - * 0 events which have been generated 

as V - K^K*. The process * - . K + K - * 0 has a fairly large branching ratio, 

and there are ~ 1B00 observed events. A typical K^K* background event which 

has passed the TJK + K~ event selection is shown in Fig. 6.6. This event contain! a 

second photon with veiy low energy. Figure 6.7 shows the fit energy distribution for 

the photon which has the lower energy In K +K"ir 0 events. There are many events 

which have a very low energy photon, corresponding to the cue where the x° decays 

asymmetrically. This configuration provides a set of events which are, with finite 

resolution and inefficiency for low energy photons, kinetnatically indistinguishable 

from the signal events, since the missing energy and momentum are consistent with 

sero. This means that they cannot be separated from the signal events on the bails 

of a kinematic fit x 2 . The p^ variable could provide better rejection against the 

missing photon than the kinematic fit x 2 because it was constructed to be very 

sensitive to such a missing photon, whereas the X 2 » diluted by trying to satisfy 

other constraints. However, the cut p 2 < 0.003 has been tried and it does not 

significantly improve the background rejection. In addition, there is a great deal of 

ambiguity about the number of low energy photons present in an event, so cuts on 

the cumber of photons detected will not be hnlpful. 

We are left with a large background from t -> K^K*. Fortunately for 

this analysis, this background is very smooth when it is projected into m^n, as 

shown in a previous chapter. The estimate from the Monte Carlo is that ~ 120 

events in the 2 to 2.5 GeV region are from tf - . K + K"ir 0 background. 

Several techniques have been tried to reduce the number of K + K"ir 0 

background events. None of them offered a significant improvement in the signal 

TRACK LIST 
N PDC E S C 

1 1.344 0.162 
2 0.822 O.I99 
3 O 0.537 
4 0 0.024 
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Figure 6.6. A typical one-event display for » K+K~<r° background event. The 
masses for this event are: mxK = 2.316 GeV, m 7 1 = 0.131 GeV u d mK-
0.622 GeV. 
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Figure 6.7. Photon energy distribution for K + K"i: c events. The fitted energy for 
the lowest energy photon is shown. The events have been 4-C fit to the K + K ~ n 
hypothesis. 
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quality, and so they were not used in the subsequent analysis. 

One technique was to simply cut on the P ' , for a parallel kinematic fit 

to the hypothesis i> -+ n K + K " , where both of the gammas used in the fit were 

required to be 'good' gammas. The fit chosen was the best one for the event and did 

not necessarily include the same photons at the single gamma fit. The resulting mass 

distributions are shown in Fig. 6.8. This technique seems to produce a somewhat 

cleaner signal without losing many events. A more aggressive attempt waa made 

by dropping the requirement that the gammas used in the parallel tt were 'good' 

gammas. T ais was tried because many of the K + K"*° events which fit the fK + K~ 

hypothesis have very feeble second gammas, and they fail the 'good' gamma cuts. 

This technique eliminates many signal events because of the large number of fits 

which use fake low energy gammas. 

A slightly different approach is to use the variable m 7 1 from the best 4-C 

fit to the hypothesis TjK + K~, where the gammas in the fit a n not required to be 

'good' gammas. This should sot be as hanh as the P x i cut used previously, since 

it requires that m-,-, is close to the T 0 mass. The mass distribution which remains 

after removing events near the x" mass is shown in Fig. 6.9. There is a very broad 

ff peak in the m-j-y mass distribution which is caused by the poor measurement of 

this mass for events which contain a very asymmetric *° decay. The cut removes 

many signal events because they will use a fake' photon of low energy and appear 

as background under this broad T ° peak. 

A final attempt was made by performing 2-C Sti, with one gamma missing, 

to the hypothesis ^ - • K + K ~ T ° , *° - • 1(7). This did not prove to be very 

successful because of the restricted topology of the K + K - * 0 events which pass 

the - jK + K - cuts. These events have a very asymmetric *° decay, so ihe milling 

photon will have a veiy low energy and the 2-C fit can squeese such a photon 
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Figure 6.8. The effect t ' cutting against the two gamma P x i . (a) shows the effects 
of a requirement that ?x,[w) < 0.03. (b) shows the distribution of events removed 
by the preceding cut. The gammas used in the 4-C fit were required to be 'good* 
gammas. 
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Figure 6.9. The effect of cuts against the two gamma mass, (a) shows the effects 
of a, requirement that m 1 7 was not in the * 0 region, (b) shows the distribution for 
events removed by the preceding cut. The gammas used in the 4-C fit were not 
required to be 'good' gammas. 
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almost anywhere. The errora on the position and energy of the mining photon are 

sufficiently large that it car not be determined whether such a photon could have 

remained unobseived in the event. 

In summary, a rough breakdown of the sources of the events shown in 

Fig. 6.2 ia as follows: 

- 1 2 0 K+K-ir° 

~ 1 0 pir 

~ID other 

~ 80 7K + K" continuum (i.e., non-resonant) 

~ 30 ((2220) signal 

This will be of interest in considering backgrounds for the spin analysis performed 

on the ((2220). 

There are two conclusions to be drawn from the K + K~*° discussion. The 

Erst is that the {(2220} signal is certainly not all due to X+K~ft° events. The second 

is that "zione of the additional cuts tried here were very helpful in concentrating the 

((2220) event sample, indicating the difficult nature of the backgrounds as well as 

the poor statistics. 

6.3 MEASUREMENT OF THE PARAMETERS OF THE ((2220) 

The Measurement of the Man 

The procedure for extracting the mass involves performing a maximum 

likelihood fit to the individual events using a polynomial background plus a ?*eit-

Wigner convoluted with a Gaussian resolution function. The formalism for this fit 

is described in Appendix A. The resulting valueB for the mass are: 

m = 2.21. ± 0.003 ± 0.010 1083 

| m = 2.218 ± 0.003 ±0.010 1982 and 19831 

1 U 

where the first error is statistical and the second error represents afi estimate of the 

systematic error for the 1983 data. The fits which correspond to these measurements 

are shown in Fig. 6.10. 

The systematic error has been computed in two different ways. One 

is deductive and proceeds by enumerating the possible sources for errora and 

estimating their contributions. This has been done by studying the interaction 

of the kinematic fit with possible measurement errora. Using Monte Carlo data, 

each one of the drift chamber or shower counter measurements was systematically 

shifted and the resulting change* In mjjK and the pull distributions were tabulated. 

The result of this study is that it is very unlikely that a combination of systematic 

errors in the momentum or energy scales could shift niKK by as much as 10 MeV 

without producing drastic change* In the pull distributions. 

A more empirical approach to estimating the systematic error b to examine 

the agreement between measurements in other final state* and well established 

masses. The lis; of masses which are correctly and accurately measured is fairly 

long, including the following: Kj|i),i)',u> and j . In general, the measurement of a 

mass depends on the momenta and angles of the decay products and the errors in 

measuring these lower masses are smaller than for the ((2220). Attempting to scale 

the errors up suggests that ii would be difficult to have a systematic error much 

larger than ~ 10 MeV. 

The Measurement of the Width 

The measurement of the width of the ((222C; <* somewhat more difficult. 

The maximum likelihood Et described previously Is used to extract a residual Breit-

Wigner width after the detecto' resolution is taken into account. Several model* 

have been used for the detector resolution function. The simplest model it to use a 

single Gaussian with a sigma determined from the Monte Carlo. This model assumes 
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Figure 6.10. The Et results for the high a w regiou. (a) ihowi the fit result for the 
1983 simple, (b) shows the result for the 1982 and 1983 sample. 
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that the man resolution depends only on the value of the mats in question. In fact 

this resolution also depends on the loon momenta. This means that the shape of 

a narrow state is a super-position of Gaussians, and has a sharper peak and larger 

tails than a. single Gaussian would. Despite this inadequacy in the simple model, 

it has proved possible to extract a width from Monte Cavlo data with reasonable 

accuracy. Widths in the range of 1 to IS MeV were generated with large statistics 

and were then fit using this procedure. The resulting extracted values of the width 

indicated that this simple resolution model introduced a systematic error which was 

less than 3 MeV. 

A more complex model of the resolution was also used, in which the 

resolution was assumed to be Gaussian but the sigma was different for each event. 

This was done by using the estimated error on the mass provided by the kinematic 

fit. This technique increases the fitting time by two orders of magnitude because a 

numeric integration must be done to normalize the likelihood for each event. Such 

fits were performed, aid gave a result which was compatible with that obtained 

using the simple model. 

The values obtained by prrfonniog the fits using the simple resolution 

model gave a most probable value for the width in the range of 0 to S MeV for 

values of sigma. in the resolution function which varied from 7 to 10 MeV. This 

range in resolution represents a plausible range for the real detector. The value of 

10 MeV has been used in the subsequent analysis because it was the value predicted 

by the Monte Carlo. This is also the resolution which was used in the fits displayed 

in Fig. 6.10(a) and 6.10(b). The most probable value of the width, using this 

resolution, is lero for both of the fits displayed is Fig. 6.10. 

Since the most probable value for the width is so small, and the number 

of events is ako small, the correct approach is to quote an upper limit on the 
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width. The goal is to set a 65% CX. upper limit wing the result! of the maximum 

likelihood St. The standard approach to letting such a limit is to take the likelihood 

function and change the parameter ot interest, re-maximising with respect to the 

other parameters at each step, until a change in InC of 2 is found (In£ U the log of 

the likelihood function). In the case of a parabolic InC function, this correspond* to 

a change of 2a, which corresponds to 9S% CX. for normal statistics. The association 

of a 95% CX. with a InC change of 2 is somewhat suspect here because the width 

cannot be less than aero and so the likelihood function has a boundary. A more 

general technique consists of numerically integrating the likelihood function, re-

minimizing at each point of the integration, and finding an interval for the width 

which encompasses 95% of the total probability content. This is the approach that 

has been used, and it gives a larger upper limit than the standard technique. The 

values obtained are: 

r < 0.030 GeV 05% CX. 1983 
[ T < 0.040 GeV 95% CX. 1682 and 19831 

The contribution of the uncertainties in the esulution function to this limit 

are small because for such a large width, the additional contribution of the Gaussian 

is very small. Figure 6.11(a) shows the likelihood function and Fig. 6.11(b) shows 

a curve with a width equal to the limit value. It is evident that the limit is quite 

conservative. 

The Statistical Significance and the Branching Ratio 

Before proceeding to the branching ratio, it is worthwhile to discuss 

the statistical significance of the observation of the {(2220). There are several 

techniques for estimating this significance, depending on the exact hypothesis that 

is being tested. The standard technique used by higb energy physicists is to ask 

the question: bow likely is it that the observed signal is a background fluctuation? 
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Figure 6.11. The width limit for the {(2220). (a) shows the normalised likelihood 
function for the limit which has been set using the 1982 and 1983 data, (b) shows 
a curve which corresponds to the K% CX. upper limit for this data. 
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This can be quantified by using the estimator.'* 

- »dL. 
where N is tbe total number of events, B is the estimate of the Dumber of background 

events, and V(B) is tbe variance on the estimate of the number of background events. 

The variable d is thee the number of 'standard deviations' of the effect,!.*., it is a 

normal variable with a mean of 0 and i sigma of 1. The values obtained for the 

1S83 data are: N = 54, B = 21 ,and V(B) - B/4. This gives <l ~ 6.S<7. 

A second way to bolt at this question is to ask: how likely is it that there 

is no signal? This can be quantified by varying the area of the signal to sero, re-

maximizing in the otbr- parameters and broking at the change in ln£. The results 

of applying this technique to tbe samples in question are: 

£(/n.£) = 12.3 =* a significance of Sir (1063) 
\6{in£) = 10.7 z> a significance of 4.Sa (1982 and 1983)] 

where the significance is related to the change In likelihood by the standard formula: 

n, = VW('»£) 

. There are two additional pieces of evidence that this state is not a background 

fluctuation. The first con?es from comparing the decay angular distributions in 

the f{2220) region with those observed ic a slightly higher mass region. These 

distributions will be discussed in the section on Spin Analysis. The second comes 

from the related final state <t> -> TfKsKs, and will be discussed in the next chapter. 

The branching ratio measurement is performed using the 1983 data only, in 

order to avoid any subtleties in modeling the 1982 detector. Since tbe production 

and decay angular distributions for this state are not known, it is necessary to 
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estimate the effect of this uncertainty on the detection efficiency. Most of this effect 

comes from the dependence of the efficiency on tbe kaon momentum spectrum. 

In estimating the change in efficiency, two extreme cases were used. The first is 

a phase space production and decay which has a fiat momentum spectrum. The 

second was a J = 2 production and decay with helicity amplitude ratios x = 1.0 

and y = 0.0 (this will be discussed more fully in the next section). This case has a 

Jtaoa momentum tpect.-uta which is strongly peaked near the endpoints. For these 

cases, the Monte Carlo efficiency is estimated to be: 

£j>S = 0.32 ±0.02, 

f / = i = 0.25 ±0.02. 

The actual efficiency which will be used to calculate the branching; ratio corresponds 

to intermediate production and decay angular distributions which more closely 

resemble the data. Tbe case used was J = 2 with helicity ratios z «= 1.0 and 

y = 1.0. The value obtained for the efficiency is e = 0.28 ±0.02. A large systematic 

error has been assigned to account for the variations described above. The total 

systematic error is estimated to be: 

V> flux uncertainty 

e uncertainty due to angular distributions 

t uncertainty from other effects 

total 

The results of tbe maximum likelihood fit give: 

128.5 ±9.8 events 19B3] 

2B.7±fl.4 events 1982 and 1983 

This gives the branching ratio: 
BR(^-*7f(2220))BH(f(2220)->K^K~) = ( 5 . 7 ± 1 . 9 ± l . « ) x l Q - s JPS3| 

±10% 

±20% 

±10% 

±25% 
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6.4 SPIN ANALYSIS O ? THE ((2220) 

This analysis proceeds in much the same manner as the analysis of the 

/'(ISIS) and 9(1700) region discussed previously. In the current analysis, J values of 

0,2 and 4 will be considered. Once again, there are three angles which parameterize 

the production and decay process. The number of independent production 

amplitudes is still three, labeled 4$, Ai and At- A standard approximation 

is to assume that the three amplitudes all have the same phase. It is argued 

in Appendix B that this approximation is probably accurate and has minimal 

consequences. It is made here in order to reduce the number of free parameters. 

These parameters can now be written as real ratios: 

Aj Aj 
XST0 • *m%> 

withovt the additional phase parameters. An acceptance corrected fit is performed 

to measure the values for the unknown helicity amplitudes. This fitting procedure 

uses a maximum likelihood technique where the effects of acceptance are included 

in the likelihood function, The formalism is discussed in detail in Appendix C. 

The Mo; ie Carlo acceptance for the three angles Is shown in Fig. 6.12. These 

plots are histograms of accepted Monte Carlo events which were generated with 

flat distributions in the three angles. The mass distribution for thee' events was 

generated in agreement with the measured mass and width for the ((2220). These 

events are used to perform the normalization integration! described in Appendix C. 

The acceptances in this mass region are relatively free from the inSuence of kaon 

decays, because there are very few low momentum kaons in this mass region. 

The events used in the Gt are selected to be in the signal region: 

2.1BS < mKK < 2,235 GeV 

160 

-0 ,8 -0 .4 0 0.4 0.8 
cos&y 

Figure 6.12. The Monte Carlo angular acceptance* for the {(2220). The plots show 
the three angular distributions after event selection and fiducial cuts. 
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in the 1983 data. A fiducial legion ii defined is the detector to inure agreement with 

the Monte Carlo acceptance calculations. The region a defined by: | era i s c \ < 0.95 

and |co»Sccl £ ° - 7 S i There are 38 event* remaining after the»e cuti. Their 

projected angular distributions are shown in Fig. 6.13(a), (b), and (c). 

A very significant feature of this analysis ii the large amount of background 

which ia present. It ia estimated that the different source* for the events in this 

analysis are is follows: 

~ 24 events ((2220) signal, 

~ 9 events K , : t K T background, 

~ S events 7K + K~ non-resonant. 

The K^K* background events cause the greatest difficulty. The one angle 

which carries the highest quality information [9jc) is also the most strongly affected 

by this background source. This can be shown in two different ways. Fig. 6.13(d), 

(e), and (f) show the angular distributions for events in a man region adjacent to 

the {(2220) signal. A mass interval of 2.300 to 2.39S was chosen which contained 

the same number of events as the signal region. This asymmetric region was chosen 

because the mass region below the {(2220) signal seems to have different angular 

distributions than the 2.3 — 3.0 GeV region (which could be associated with the 

broad state observed in i » + * _ . . . ) . The plot of cot8K she > the highly peaked 

structure of the sidebands, which is due to the K^K^ background. A comparison 

of Fig. 6.13(a) with Fig. 6.13(b) shows a change in the shape of the cos9^- angular 

distribution on and off the ((2220). This is further evidence that the signal is 

not a background fluctuation. The approximate shape of the background can be 

understood from the Dalits plot. An object with fixed tnA-ft' appear* as a diagonal 

band in the Dalits plot. The ends of euch a band correspond to coltinear event 

configurations with cos6K ~ ±1. These endpolnta are also the regions populated 

1S2 

-o.e -o.4 o 0.4 o.e -o.e -QA O O.« O.B 
cosS, cose. 

Figure 6.13. The angular distributions for the {(2220) signal and sideband, (a), 
(b), and (c) show the three angular distribution* for the {(2220) »ignal event*, (d), 
(e), and (f) »how the three angular distributions for the £(2220) sideband. The iise 
of the sideband region was chosen so that it contained the same total number of 
events as the signal region. 
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by the K , : t K ' background bands, which mn boriiontally and vertically in the 

Dalit! plot. The configuration with |cos0j;| = 1 corresponds to the boundary of 

the Dalitt plot which occun at the minimum Kr man allowed by kinematics. The 

peak due to the K* resonance appears at a value of |coeSjf | ~ 0.9. This is leM 

than one because the X* resonance is more massive than the minimum kinematically 

allowed K* man. 

Further evidence of the difficult background problem it shown in Fig. CM, 

which h a comparison between the costfjf distribution for the {(2220) events 

and for events which are kinematlcally fit to the K + K " T ° hypotonia ;Jii have 

2.1 < m/cK < 2.3. It is cleax that this background peaks in the region of interest. If 

one removes the ~ 9 events from the {(2220) plot which correspond to the expected 

K'^K* background shown in Fig. 6.14, the remaining distribution will be relatively 

fiat. A flat distribution in this variable is consistent with any Jp hypothesis. 

The preceding discussion has foreshadowed the result of the full spin 

analysis. It will prove inconclusive and result in the non-measurement of the J 

of the £(2220). In spite of this discouraging situation, the actual spin analysis has 

been performed by attempting to include the K a ± K 7 background in the spin St. 

The likelihood function lor the Et is generalized to be of the form: 

£ = { I - O ) J : 7 K + K - + « K - ± K T -

Using this form, the contribution of the K ^ K 7 background should be taken 

into account and X 7 K + K ~ should be sensitive to the angular distributions of the 

remaining events. The background term contains no free parameters and has been 

calculated in Appendix B using the belicity formalism. The formula for the angular 

correlation function is: 

WK.±K* = sin2 *,o [l + cos' tx + sin 2 bV cos2<p,J , 

1 M 

t - y K + K 1 r 
(a) 

Hi H mil i i 
(b) r| T " - K + K " 7 r ° 

-I 
-0.8 -0.4 0 0.4 0.8 

C 0 S e K 4B19A21 

Figure 6.M. A comparison between K + K " » 0 background events and signal events. 
The events in the top plot are the signal, the events in the bottom are •1-C fitted 
K + K"ir 0 events. 
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i>A- = the lab polar angle of the K not in the K*, 

i5ro = the polar angle of the r° in the K' center of mass, 

<prt — the azimuthal angle of the <r° in the K' center of mats. 
The true likelihood ihould include interfering contribution!) from the two possible 

K* states; 
\K'+K--K-K+\2 

fk-±K=F = | ^ 1 . 
where the minus sign is determined by constructing i C = - eigenstate. This effect 

is ignored here since the region of the Dalits plot where the interference is important 

is the region where the K' bands overlap, i.e., where COSI\D ~ ± 1 . The matrix 

element is proportional to sin2!?,», which vanishes in this region. The background 

likelihood is then written: 

£K*±K* = [ B r e i » " Wigner/KK* 0)] [WK.±K*(<IK,4<<>,<?,/,)], 

where the calculations are performed for the Jf>° combination which is closest to the 

K' mass. The angles are calculated by using the missing 4-momentum recoiling 

against the K +K~ system as an estimate for the jr° 4-momentum. The relative 

normalization of the two components of the likelihood function has been adjusted 

to produce the correct values for the fraction 6 when fitting Monte Carlo data. The 

behavior of the fitting procedure has been partially accounted for by comparing the 

observed results with a Monte Carlo data set which contains a mixture of ((2220) 

signal events and K* i K T background events. The comparison was made in the 

manner described in Appendix C, using the expected likelihood distributions from 

an ensemble of Monte Carlo experiments. The Monte Carlo results have been 

obtained for several sets of input angular distributions and fit hypotheses. The 

choice of z = 1.0 and y = 0.0 for the J = 2,4 Monte Carlo samples represents an 

optimal case for a spin measurement, where the expected angular distributions look 

much different from those for J = 0. 

l o o 

Table 6.2. A summary of Monte Carlo spin fits for the ((2220). 
These are the results of fits to Monte Carlo experiments using a 
fit procedure which includes K'^K 7 background. The unlabeled 
numbers are InC from the fit. 

Generate Generate Generate 
J = 0 J = 2 J-i 

Fit J = 0 -52.5 ±4.3 -51.4 ±4 .3 -48.9 ±4.5 
-52.9 ± 4.4 -45.B ± 4.6 -46.0 ±5 .0 

Fit J = 2 T = 0.8 ±0.7 I =1 .3 ±0.4 x = 0.0 ± 0.6 
y= 1.1 ±0 .4 y = - 0 . 2 ±0 .5 jr = 0 .1±0.4 
-53.8 ± 5.1 -46.7 ±5.4 -43.9 ±5 .3 

Fit J = 4 * = 1 . 0 ± . S i = 1.2 ±0 .4 x = 1.4 ± 0.3 
y = 0.2 ±0.9 y = 0.8 ±0.5 y = 0.8 ±0.6 

A compilation of the results obtained from performing Monte Carlo 

experiments using this fit technique is shown in Table 6.2. This table shows 

the pattern which emerges from performing 100 Monte Carlo experiments on 

samples containing 38 events. Each entry summarises one o( the ensembles of 

100 experiments, where the quoted error corresponds to the standard deviation for 

the ensemble of experiments. In constructing Table 6,2, the fraction S was fixed at 

a value of 0.3. If this parameter is allowed to vary, it will introduce biases when 

fitting the wrong hypothesis. If the J = 0 hypothesis is tried on J = 2,4 Monte 

Carlo data which is not fiat in cos0jf, then I will increase to compensate for this. 

Conversely, for the J = 4 hypothesis, the angular distributions can be distorted 

to look like the background and 6 will decrease and let some of the background 

be fitted as signal. It is also worth noting that when the Monte Carlo data is fit 

with the correct hypothesis, the fit is able to extract approximately correct values 

for I and y, and that the distributions for the expected likelihoods are very broad, 

indicating that the ability to Isolate the correct hypothesis is very limited. 
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Table 6.3. A summary of spin fitt to the ((2220) signal region. 
The table displays the results of various apin fit* to the {(2220) 
tiling a fit procedure which include K'^K 7 background. 

Fit J = 0 InC = -S1.9 

THJ = : ln£ = -S0.1 

x = 0 .6±0.4 , y = - 0 . 9 ± 0 . 3 
Fit J = 4 Inl = -65.1 

i = 1 . 0 ± 0 . 3 , y = -0 .3±0 .4 

The values which result from applying this fit procedure to the data are 

•town in Table 6.3. For the J = 0 hypothesis, since it depends only on the angle 

cos £•,, the InL is about the same for the different input distributions. For tbe J = 2 

hypothesis, it appears that there is a limited ability to separate J = 0 inputs from 

J — 2,4 inputs. 

A naive estimate of the significance of these results would use tbe test 

statistic: 

This stat ..ic should be distributed like a %* variable for 2 DOF, since that is the 

difference in the number of parameters for the two hypotheses. This gives "x 2 *~ 2 

which corresponds to a ~ 60% C.L. in applying (he full Monte Carlo hypothesis 

test, one would be tempted to fit the resutts in Table 6.3 into tbe pattern seen ic 

Table £.2 by claiming that they were very consistent with J = 0 and less consistent 

with J = 2,4. This apparent pattern is indicative of tbe fact that the ralues i ~ » 

and y~0 appear not to be the best values for the data. 

The expected distributions for the 9% angle are shown in Fig. 6.1S. They 

indicate the minor differences expected in this distribution when such a pernicious 

background is abo present. There are so overwhelming conclusions, but some 

tentative observatiocs cat be offered. The data is consistent with any of the 
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Figure 6.15. The angular distributions for spin fits to the £(2220). The expected 
distribution for cos#x is displayed for tbe spin 0, 2 and 4 hypotheses. 
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hypotheses offered in Table 6.3 at the 1 - 2 7 level. The data it probably more 

consistent with r ~ 1 and y ~ 1, whidi corresponds to a fairly flat distribution 

is cot$A'i than with z — 1.0 and y = 0.0, which corresponds to a very peaked 

distribution. A further practical observation on the determination of z and y should 

be kept in mind when examining these results. The sign of the ratios is often 

poorly determined because the diagonal terms in the angular correlation function 

(Ii^ ' iV 2 ) contribute more strongly than the linear terms (x,y,xy) which contain 

the sign information. 

The conclusion of this lengthy discussion is that the most likely hypotheses 

are / = 0 or J = 2,4 with x ~ 1 and y ~ 1. None of these cases can be 

reliably distinguished with the current statistics. This section closes with a further 

discouraging thought. The J = 2,4 case with « -» 1 and y ~ 1, which teems to 

be very weakly suggested here, is the most difficult to distinguish from J = 0, as 

indicated in the 8(1700) Jp analysis of the preceding chapter. If the {(2220) is 

really J = 2,4 with z ~ 1 and y ~ 1 it will require a very large increase in statistics 

over the current sample of events to perform a definitive spin analysis, perhaps more 

than a factor of 10. . . 

6.5 PROBLEMS 

There appears to be one problem with the {(2220)—the signal observed in 

1962 does not agree very well with the signal observed in 1883. A brief historical 

review will be offered on the problem. This is followed by a discussion of three 

possible scenarios, none of which are very satisfying. No epiphanies are offered, but 

ui operational conclusion is reached. 

In the beginning, there was the 1982 data. In January 1983, the full sample 

had been analysed with a consistent and functional reconstruction package. TOF 
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information existed for runs 500 to 821, or about 0.6 x 10* produced »Vs. The plot 

shown in Fig. 6.16 provided strong evidence for something new in ^ -» • j l t 'K^. 

This plot was made using the following basic cuts: 

Kinematic fit P^i > 0,05, 

Kaon weight > 0.05 , Pion weight < 0.50. 

The TOF cuts used here have a large momentum bias and were not used in the 

subsequent analysis, but they did remove tome of the high mass background events. 

The peculiar signal seen here, combined with hints of several other interesting 

phenomena, encouraged the acquisition of a larger sample of i> events in the Spring 

of 1983. The results from the new sample of ~ l,8x 10* produced »Vs are compared 

with the 1982 results in Fig. 6.17 and Fig. 6.18. These plots wore miJe u-isg the 

selection procedure outlined in the Etitni Selection section. The 1983 data were 

fit with the standard polynomial background plus a Breit-Wigner and a Gaussian 

resolution function, as described in Appendix A. Two different approaches were 

taken in fitting the 1982 signal. Figure 6.17 fits the 1982 data with the tame 

procedure used in 1983. The parameters which result from these fits are (the errors 

correspond to la): 

m = 2.259+J;°J|GeV , r = 0 . 0 0 J + 0 0 M GeV (1B82), 

m = 2.217lg;g™GeV , T = 0 .002+ 0 0 1 1 GeV (19B3). 

Figure 6.1 B has the 1982 mass, width and area of the state fixed at their 1883 values; 

the fit was allowed to vary the background shape. In this case, the vertical scale 

was forced to be identical for both data samples, in order to emphasise the limited 

statistics available in 1982. 

Three scenarios can be outlined to discuss the discrepancy shown above. 

They are listed below in order of plausibility: 
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1.0 1,2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 

K ft » u c v 4819A22 

Figure 6.16. 'hi original 1982 mass plot for the {(2220). This plot uses a non
standard set of cuts. 
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2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 

5-84 t\ K 4B19A23 

Figure 6.17. A comparison betwen the 1982 data and the 1S83 data. Thete plots 
contain independent fits to the two data sett. 
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6-84 4619A24 

Figi-e 6.18. A comparison between the 1S82 data and the 1983 data. The 1982 
data is overplotled with the 1983 predicted results. The vertical scales were forced 
to be identical. 
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1. The discrepancy remit* from largely systematic effects. The ((2220) signal 

is present in both 1982 and 1983, and there is a mass shift between the two 

data samples which ia caused by systematic measurement errors in the 1982 

data. 

2. The discrepancy results from largely statistical effects. 

(a) The {(2220) signal is insignificant in 19S2- There is » statistical 

fluctuation in the background which is mis-interpreted as a signal, 

and the 1983 results are a good approximation to the 'true' {(2220) 

parameters. 

(b) The {(2220) signal is broader than the 1983 sample would indicate- The 

'true' {(2220) parameters lie somewhere between the 1982 and the 1983 

values, and both samples reflect statistical fluctuations. 

3. There is no signal in either data sample, just two independent and alarmingly 

similar statistical 6uctuations. 

The first two scenarios will be discussed in more detail below; the third is regarded 

as insufficiently likely to justify further discussion. 

Systematic Scenario 

The data collected in 1982 was the first physics data sample obtained and 

there were many potential problem* which could contribute to a systematic error 

in the mass measurement. Numerous attempts were made to find quantities which 

were correlated in some way will the K'K" >. , in either 1982 or 1U83. The 

statistics available for conducting such a search ia i . limited, but no significant 

correlation was found. In the absence of any obvious pi, b m to Gx, an attempt was 

made to fix potential probtema. These problems were, for the most part, associated 
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with t ie drift chamber hardware and reconstruction software. The potential sources 

of drift chamber hardware problems were: 

• Layer 1 did not have preamplifiers and was susceptible to time slewing due 

to relatively high discriminator thresholds. 

• Layer 2 did not have preamplifiers or cross-talk compensation resistors. As 

a result, it was very inefficient and had very large slewing variations. 

• The linear region of the time measurement did not cover the entire collection 

time. This produced somewhat auspicious time measurements at small and 

large t i c - . 

• The charge division system was in very poor condition- There were many 

dead or erratic channels. 

A further list of potential reconstruction problems includes: 

• Survey positions and time to distance constants interacted with the hardware 

problems with uncertain consequences. 

• Charge division information was used with no corrections and incorrect 

measurement errors. 

• The resolutions used for fitting the tracks were too small. 

In or J.er to try and eliminate these problems, it was decided to re-analyse 

the -jK+K~ channel in both 1982 and 1083. The goal was to put the two data sets 

on an equal footing by making the following changes: 

• using new drift chamber T 0 constants derived by leading edge fitting to 

hadronic events 

1TB 

• ui>ing new survey constants with a more physically motivated set of wire 

locations 

• using new time-to-distance conversion constants 

• using the most recent version of the DCFIND drift chamber reconstruction 

nackage 

• performing the track fits with Layer 1 and Layer 2 weighted down so that 

their contribution was very t mall. 

The first four changes represent attempts to make the analysis of the two data 

samples consistent. The final change eliminates a possible source of systematic error 

but at significant cost in resolution. The result Is that the ii -> ii*it~ momentum 

resolution changes from of = 45 MeV to ar = 70 MeV, The Monte Carlo predicts 

that the raw mass resolution at the {(2220) should change from am = 30 MeV to 

o~m = 45 MeV, but the kinematic fit resolution should only increase from am = 10 

MeV to trm = 12 MeV. In deriving the new drift chamber constants, various checks 

were performed using dimuon events. The only visible systematic was a small charge 

asymmetry in the measured momentum: p p+ - p„- ~ 10 MeV. 

The modified reconstruction procedure was applied to the small subset of 

events which had passed a loose initial event selection. This selection required one 

track to have a kaon weight > 0.05 and a 4-C kinematic fit to either «) -* fK + K~ 

or ^ -> -nK + K~ with x2 < 50. It can be argued that this loose event selection 

is already biased. This seems unlikely to be a serious problem, and a further 

consideration is that without this initial selection, the number of events requiring 

reconstruction is prohibitively large. The two new samples will be labeled 82RF 

and S3RF (RF for Re-Fit) for future reference. I'. is worthwhile to try to compare 

these different samples in an equitable fashion. This is done by making a list of 
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event) in the original samples and histogramming their corresponding muses in the 

Te-fit sample*. This is an imperfect method because tome o! the nrlglnal events 

fail to appear in the re-fit sample - they fail the kinematic fit requirement. The 

results of this method of comparison are shown in Pig. 6.1S and Pig. 6.20. It is 

apparent that, in the RF sample, the background level is higher and the resolution 

is somewhat worse than for the standard reconstruction. This it expected, since the 

drift chamber resolution is substantially poorer when Layer 1 and 2 are ignored. 

The structure visible in 1982 is broader than before, although this could be caused 

by the presence of additional background events. These figures give the impression 

that a mass shift may have occurred. However, if one looks at the event by event 

mass difference: m - mjtr for the events in the signal regions, the result is that 

the means are shifted from ecro by at most 1 MeV, The conclusion which is drawn 

from this re-fittiug procedure is that there is no evidence for a systematic error 

introduced by any obvious problem in the drift chamber. 

Even though it has not proved possible to alter the mass by reconstructing 

the data using a different procedure, one can still ask the hypothetical question: 

IB it possible to have made systematic measurement errors which could shift the 

mass scale by 30 MeV ?? The answer to this question, discussed in the section on 

the {(2220) mass measurement, appears to be no. It is difficult to produce a mass 

scale error of more than 10 MeV after the kinematic fitting procedure. This can be 

checked in a more empirical manner by comparing the measured masses for narrow 

states observed in the two data samples. In aU cases which are not limited by 

statistics (e.g., Knl . l ' .u ,^) , the masses after kinematic fitting art correct within 

1 MeV and agree between 1932 and 1983. A further check can be made using the 0 

itself. The mode V ~* P*P~ was used in determining the mass scale and is not an 

independent check. The mode l/t —* pp has been checked for the two data samples 
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Figure 6.19. A comparison between tbe 1982 dtta and the 82RP data. The RF 
events were required to be a sub-set of those found in the original data sample. 
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12 - (o) 1983 RF 

Figure 6.20. A comparison between the 1983 data and the G3RF data. The RF 
eventi were required to be a sub-set of those found in the original data (ample. 
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by calculating a ma** using the measured momenta. The n n h b that the maa of 

the t ii the same, within statistical error*, for the two nmplM u d it is correct to 

S MeV. 

The conclusion which if forced on the innocent obtenrer it that it it Very 

implausible that there could be a maw Kale error in 1M2 which ii sufficient to 

explain the 1962/1983 difference. 

Statistical Scenario 

If it it assumed that systematic errors in the measured quantities are not 

important, the problem becomes purely statistical. There are several different 

questions which could be asked and answered. One point of view is embodied 

in the question: how likely it it that the 19(2 data should appear a* it doe* ?? 

This assumes that the 1983 data is essentially correct and may be awed as a parent 

distribution with which to lest the ]M2 data. A second point of view is embodied 

in the question: how likely is it that the {(2220) is seen in both 1982 and 1983 

with an intermediate set of parameters V. This assumes; that neither set of data is 

totally correct aid attempts to its ess the probability of this situation. 

Statistical View # I: In examining the first point of view, two approaches wiil 

be taken. One use* the traditional maximum likelihood technique to investigate 

the relative probability of different configurations. The other uses Monte Carlo 

simulation and sampling to directly model the fluctuations in the problem. Two 

different hypotheses will be compared for the 1982 data, using the maximum 

likelihood technique. One hypothesis is that the 1982 data it a large and 

independent sample, and It should be allowed to determine an independent mass 

and width for the ((2220). This corresponds to the fit shown In Fig. 6.17. A second 

hypothesis is tbat the 1982 data is not significant enough to provide aa independent 
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measurement of the mass and width. This corresponds to the fit shown in Fig. 6.18. 

The relative probability for these two hypotheses is a measure of the agreement 

of the 1982 and the 1983 data, since the second hypothesis is a prediction for the 

expected 1982 signal based on the observed 1983 signal. The relative likelihood for 

these two fits indicates that the second hypothesis has a relative probability of ~ 1% 

when compared In the first. This low probability has two sources: there is too little 

signal in the peak region, and there is too much background outside the peak. One 

could consider only the first source as being relevant to evaluating the probability. 

This corresponds to the question'- how likely is it that there is no significant signal 

in the 1982 data ?? The answer is that this should happen ~ &% of the time. This 

is in contrast to the value of ~ 1% which is obtained by considering both sources. It 

is not completely obvious which of these relative probabilities is the correct one to 

use. These considerations lead to the statement that the probability of the observed 

disagreement between two experiments measuring the same underlying phenomenon 

is probably ~ 1 - 5%, 

A random sampling technique provides a very different approach to the 

problem. The idea is to use a large representative parent distribution and select 

sub-samples which are the same sise as the 1982 event sample. By studying many 

such sub-samples, an understanding of the expected fluctuations may be gained. 

Two different parent distributions are used: the 1983 data, and a Monte Carlo 

sample which has a mixture of {(2220) signal events and K' * K T background events. 

Neither one of these parent distributions is ideal. The 1983 sample is not much 

larger than the 1982 sample, and may UseU be a large statistical fluctuation from 

the 'true' situation. The Monte Carlo data was arranged to lock similar to the 1983 

data sample, and may embody its own biases. 

The results obtained from generating SO independent random sub-samples 
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of the 1983 data are shown in Fig. 6.21. These histograms summarise the fit results 

from the SO experiments. One concludes that the mass and width are unlikely to 

fluctuate very much, whereas the ana of the signal varies tremendously. Some 

extreme examples of sub-samples are shown in Fig. 6.22. The implication of this 

study is that there is a 5 —10% chance of the signal fluctuating to an insignificant 

level in the 1962 data. There are no examples of a background fluctuation taking 

the place of the signal and thereby shifting the fitted mass, 

The results obtained from using a large Monte Carlo parent distribution 

are similar. Once again, 50 random sub-samples were generated and fit. The 

one peculiar feature is that the Moute Carlo data has a more diverse spectrum of 

fluctuations; it is more likely for the sampled signal to bear a poor resemblance to 

the Monte Carlo parent distribution than was the case for samples drawn from the 

1983 parent distribution. It is unclear whether this reflects the smaller sise of the 

1983 parent, or some subtle essence which Is only present fa real data. There was a 

single case in which an apparent mass shift occurred, but it involved a 'signal*which 

was much smaller than that observed in the 1982 data. The general conclusion from 

the sampling studies is about the same as for the more analytic statistical approach. 

It would appear that, assuming the 1983 data is correct, the probability of teeing the 

combination of signals observed in 1982 and 1S83 ii ~ 1% although the probability 

of seeing an insignificant signal in 1982 is •» 5 — 10%. 

Stzliiticil View #2; This question is somewhat more difficult to investigate 

because the 'true' properties of the ((2220) are not known. Out can postulate 

a plausible set of 'true' properties by moving the measured parameters within then-

errors. The 19S3 data does not allow the mass to move by more than about 5 — 10 

MeV, which is too small to reconcile the 1982 and 1983 data. The width has larger 

errors, and a possible scenario is to move the width up by 2o to 30 MeV in 1983. 
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Figure 6.21. Results of sampling exp:riment> using the 1S83 data. The experiment! 
contained the fame number of events aa were observed in the 1962 data. 
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Figure 6.22. Example* of extreme! from the sampling experiment!. The 
diitributioni shown are; (a) the imalleit area, (b) the largest width, (c) the 
•cleanest'. 
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Then one can ask how likely it is for the 1983 and 1983 data to agree witb this 

•et of parameters. The fits displayed in Fig. 6.23 represent an attempt to devise 

an intermediate set of parameters for the f (2220). The values for the mass and 

width were fixed to be: m = 2.230 GeV and T = O.030 GeV, and the remaining 

parameters in the fit were allowed to vary. The probability of the ((2220) having 

these parameters and manifesting itself in the manner observed in I9B2 and 1983 

is estimated from the relative livelihoods for the different fits. This estimate gives 

a probability of »• 0.5%. This email value corresponds to the low probability for 

the 1983 data to have the mass and width assumed here. Other intermediate sets 

of parameters may be constructed; none of them have a probability greater than 

about ~ 1%. 

Summary of Pmbtems 

There is no appealing solution to the dilemma. For one trained to believe in 

a rational and orderly universe, the most appealing solution remains the systematic 

scenario. Nonetheless, in the absence of explicit evidence for systematic problems, a 

statistical source, however unlikely, must be assumed. This provides the operational 

conclusion that the two data samples must be combined. The previous lections 

enclosed the results which are obtained in this manner in boxes. These are to be 

treated as the correct results for discussion. If a statistical scenario is assumed, 

then the probability of observing the combination of signals seen in 1982 and 1983 

is estimated to be in the range of ~ I — 5%, depending on the assumptions made. 

6.6 SUMMARY 

Evidence for a remarkable high mass object has been observed in the K + K" 

chancel. The statistical significance of the signal is -v 5<r, but there are unresolved 

inconsistencies in the appearance of the two available data samples. The properties 

ISO 

Figure 6.23. An intermediate set of {(2220) parameters. They were chosen to 
interpolate between the 1982 and the 1983 data samples. 
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ot this state, designated the ((2220), are measured to be: 

m = 2.218 ± 0.003 ±0.010 GeV 

T < 0.040 GeV 9SS6 C.L. 

BR(* - 7«(2220))BR«(2220) - K+K") = (5.7 i 1.9 ± 1.4) x 10" s 

Ml 

Chapter T. Tk« «V — 7 K S K S Final Stat* 

7.1 EVENT SELECTION 

The KsKg event selection proceeds from a slightly different perspective 
than the K+K -- One advantage is that there is Intrinsically Um background because 

the KsKs system can only exist in a C = + eigenatate. Recall that (ignoring CP 
violation): 

v o _ Ks + Kj, 0 K S _ JJL 

K --7S~ • R =-?*-' 
and the C eigeostates may be mitten immediately, independent of a choice for the 
phase convention, as: 

KORP + R'K" K s K 5 - K t K L 

c = _ . K f l R 0 - R ° K a _ K L K s - K $ K L 

y/2 V2 ' 
This means that the processes: tp -r KjK$ and </> -* KsKs*0 are forbidden by C 
parity. These backgrounds, which are so important for the K +K" analysis, should 
not trouble the KsK; analysis. One can concentrate on getting a clean sample of 
KsKs events without worrying very much about photons and backgrounds. The 
major background will be V -» 1P°P°, which can be dealt with by making Kg 
selection cuts. A disadvantage is that the expected signal is much smaller. Assuming 
that the interesting states are Isoscalars, and have the same decay rate to K°R° 
and to K +K", one expects the following relative observed rate: 

G'~]^][i'-'»-H!Ii'"Sy-£-•»• 
The combined 1982 and 1983 data samples have been used in order to maximise 

the extremely meager number of candidate events. 
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The selection process for identifying K$ candidates is partly kinematic and 

partly geometric, focussing on the two significant properties of the K5: Its mass and 

its lifetime. Pairs of oppositely charged tracks are selected and their intersection is 

found in the (x-y) plane. The tracks may cross twice, in which case the intersection 

closest to the interaction region is used. The tracks may not cross at all, provided 

that they gra2e each other. In this case the intersection point is defined to lie along 

their distance of closest approach. This intersection point is used as a secondary 

vertex estimate and it must lie ID the interval 0.1 cm < ria S 20 cm, where r,„ is 

the separation of the secondary vertex from the primary vertex in the [x - y) plane. 

Once there is an estimate for the secondary vertex, the resolution can be improved 

slightly by evaluating the plon track parameters at the secondary vertex rather than 

at the distance of closest approach to the primary vertex.* The angle between the 

vertex vector and the r+n~ momentum vector is calculated. The projection of this 

angle in the (t - y) plane, called cos fly for future reference, is a very powerful tool 

for isolating K s candidates. It relies on the excellent angular resolution available 

in the (1 - y) plane. For a true secondary vertex, the vertex must lie along the Ks 

momentum vector. For a random background, there should be no strong correlation 

between these quantities. 

The best two Ks candidates in the event (those closest to the K° mass) 

are chosen for further study. A mass cut on the pion pair mass is made, requiring 

0.45 GeV < m I + r - < 0.55 GeV, In addition, both K s candidates are required 

to have cosly > 0.98. These cuts produce the very clean distribution shown in 

Fig. 7.1(a). The Gaussian fit has: 

m , + I - = 497.3 ± 0.4 MeV , e = 6.5 ± 0.4 MeV. 

* This primarily corrects for the curvature of the track in the {* ~ y) plane 

due to the magnetic field. 
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Figure 7.1. Mass and vertex distributions after K5 cuts, (a) is the «r4ir~ mass 
distribution, (b) is the proper vertex distribution for the Kg candidates. This 
quantity is measured in the ( i - y ) projection, and corrected for the momentum and 
angle of the decaying Kg. The horizontal axis is in units of meters. There are two 
entries in these histograms per event, both have a vertex angle cut: cos#V > O.OB. 
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The momenta for the pion tracks used in this calculation have been corrected for 

the dE/dx losses expected when they traverse the detector. 

The additional property expected of the Kg is an observable lifetime. 

Figure 7.1[b) shows the proper decay length for the Ks candidate*. This is 

calculated by using the separation between the secondary vertex and the primary 

vertex in the (z - y) plane, r z | l , as well as the x+r~ momentum in the (z — y) 

plane, Piy The quantity calculated is: 

r*y ^_ rIHmj£o 

which has the advantage of measuring the true three dimensional proper decay 

length by using only well-measured quantities in the (z — y) plane. It has an 

additional advantage due to the shape of the interaction legion at SPEAR. This 

region is very small in the [x — y) plane: ox ~ 0.5 mm , <7y ~ 0.05 mm, but if quite 

large in the z direction: <r- ~ 25 mm. This means that the variation of the vertex 

position in the ( i - y) plane is negligible, whereas for the z direction it is not. The 

measured slope of the rp distribution is: 

r 0 = 2.3 ± 0.2 cm. 

The correct experimental value is 2.675 ± 0.007 cm. The difference is due to 

acceptance corrections, which are slightly momentum dependent, and agrees well 

with the Monte Carlo value of 2.2 ± .1 cm. The conclusion is that there is 

unambiguous evidence for the presence of Ks's. 

Up to this point, no kinematic fitting has been done, nor have there been 

any cuts on the radiative photon which is, presumably, in the event. The resolution 

expected for {(2220) -» KsKg is a ~ 25 MeV without using a kinematic fit and 

a ~ 10 MeV with a kinematic fit. This improvement in sesolution indicates that 
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kinematic fitting is very desirable. The presence of secondary vertices in the event 

causes some complications for the kinematic fitting. A large number of choices 

for action are available, and a simple technique was chosen. The measured drift 

chamber quantities are transformed to the estimated location of the secondary 

vertex, as described previously, before use in the kinematic lit. This should be 

a better approximation than using the values at the distance of closest approach to 

the interaction region. A 4-C kinematic fit to the hypothesis ^ - » i » + » " » + i r _ was 

performed using the highest energy photon in the event. A cut it made requiring 

that the confidence level for the kinematic fit, ?xi, if > 0.01. The ir + r" mass 

distribution after this cut is shown in Fig. 7.2[a) u d ha* been fit to a Gaussian 

with the parameters: 

m = 457.1 ±0.2 MeV , <r = 4.5 ±0 .2 MeV. 

This mass distribution looks narrower tban the distribution for the r + x ~ mass 

before the kinematic fit and agree* very well with the expected Ks mass. 

The corresponding scatter plot, containing the evidence for KjK;, is shown in 

Fig. 7.2(b). It would appear that there is a clean KsKj signal with virtually no 

background. Because of the absence of ths forbidden transitions: «) —• K5K5 and 

V> —» 77r»sKs, tbese events should all be due to the radiative transition ̂  —• 1X5X5. 

7.2 T H E RESULTS FOR * - . iK$Ks 

Evidence ha* just been presented for a clean sample of ^ - . iKgKs events. 

This analysis ha* been performed in two ways, one with a kinematic t t and one 

without. This allows a check on the additional complication of constrained fitting in 

events with secondary vertices. For the analysis which did not use a kinematic fit, 

a pf cut was substituted in its place. If the requirement i* made that pj < 0.002, 
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Figure 7.2. The n m distributions after kinematic fitting, (a) shows the » + » " 
matt distribution. There are two entries per event, (b) shows a scatter plot o! one 
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then tbe resulting mass distribution is shown in Fig. 7.3(a). If the p} cat is replaced 

with a cut on the kinematic fit confidence level F , i > 0.02, then the resulting mass 

distribution is shown in Fig. 7.3(b). With the small number of events present 

it is difficult to find any significant differences. There is qualitative agreement 

between the V -» 7K S K S final state and the *> - • 1(K+K~ final state discussed 

previously. The important features are: a broad enhancement in the region of the 

/'(I515}/0(17OO), and an excess of events in the vicinity of the ((2220). Figure 7.4 

shows expanded plots of these two interesting regions. These spectra have been fit 

using the same procedure which was applied to the K+K~ spectrum. Since the 

statistics are very meager, the actual fits do not allow all of the parameter* to vary. 

The fit to the /'(1515)/S(1700) region was made with th* masses and 

widths fixed to the values measured in the K + K~ channel: 

111̂  = 1.525 GeV , r^ = 0.08S GeV, 

m 4 = 11.720 GeV , r , = 0.130 GeV. 

These values are consistent with the K S K S data, as shown I? the fit in Fig. 7.4(a). 

In order to determine the branching ratios for these two states, a Monte Carlo 

efficiency has been calculated. The efficiency for this region does sot suffer from 

the large acceptance effects observed in the K + K~ channel. This is because the 

K s efficiency does not depend ttrongly on the momentum of the Ks. This allows 

a global estimate of the efficiency for the /'(lS15)/tf(1700) mass region. The result 

is: 

£ = 0.14 ±0.04, 

where the Monte Carlo events were generated using a phase space decay model. 

The error on the efficiency includes estimates of the effects of the non-phase space 
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Figure 7.3. The K sKs mass distribution. In (a) the events shown have pj < 0.002 
and the mass is calculated using the measured momenta. ID (b) the events shown 
have the kinematic fit P^j > O.DZ and the mass is calculated using the kinematically 
fit momenta. 
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Figure 7.4. Expanded mass distributions for the it -» 7K5K5 final state. In (a) the 
/'(1515)/fl(1700) region is displayed. In (b) the {(2220) region is displayed. 
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decays of tbe /'(1515)/ff(17Q0). Th» efficiency leads to the branching ratios: 

BR(* - T*'fjS15))B»(i'(15l5) -» K'R") = (1-9 ± 0.1 ±0.5) X 10~\ 

BR(^ - i«(lT00))BIHe{l7a0} - • K°R 0} = ( 4 S ± 1.2 ± 1.1) x 10* 4 . 

These value* are consistent with those observed in the K + K" channel. 

Although the signals observed here are very feeble, it is (till interesting to 

examine tbe production and decay angular distribution*. The two angles which are 

most interesting are co»B^ and coaffjg-. The absolute value o( the cosflK angle is 

displayed since the two decay particles are indistinguishable. Figure T.5 shows these 

distributions for the /'(ISIS) and the 8(1700) mass region* used in the K + K" spin-

parity analysis. The result* Sot cos 9% are consistent with those found in the K + K" 

chann-:!—the f'[!SlS) if strongly polariied in the center of man and the #(1700) 

is, perhaps, somewhat lees polarised. The 0(1700) indicates a behavior which is not 

very consistent with tbe flat distribution expected for a / = 0 object. 

The fit to the f(2Z20) region » shown in Fig. 7.4(b). In this cai-, the fit 

includes the expected 10 MeV mast resolution in the form of a Gaussian resolution 

function. The resulting fit parameren are; 

m = 4.«g± 0.008 ±0.01S GeV, 

r = 0.012 ±0.040 GeV, 

where the systematic error in the man measurement represent* possible taut seal* 

errors. This &t is certainly consistent with the K + K~ reaalt, bat the statistical 

significance is only ~ to. A typical event contained to the {(2220) peak a shown 

in Fig. 7.6. An expanded view of the inner detector is also shows, aod it indicates 

tbe presence of secondary vertices. 
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Figure 7.E. The K S K S anguJar distributions for /'(1S1S)/«11TOO). Plots (»), (b) 
and (e) are for the /(1S15), defined to be 1.4S < mjfK < MO GeV. Plots (d), (e) 
and (1) are for the «(1TO0), defined to be 1.60 < mXK £ MS <S*V: 
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TRACK LIST 

« ID P E IDWT 
1 0 0.143 0.0 700 
2 0 0.7S1 0.175 300 
3 0 0.273 0 .114 BOO 
4 0 -1 .107 0 .233 100 
5 1 0.0 O.SS3 

; • • • 

(a) 

lb) 

Figure 7.6. A typical K S K S one-event display. The event has a man of 2.266 GeV 
and has very well isolated secondary vertices for both K$'i. 
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The estimated efficiency in this maw region is: 

t = 0.22 ±0.06. 

Again, a phase space monte Carlo has been used to measure the efficiency. The fit 

curve in Fig. 7.4 corresponds to 7.3 events and provides the branching ratio: 

BK(V - 7«(2220))BR(f (2220) -» K°R°) = ($.$±2.8 ± 1.4) X VTb. 

This result is consistent with the signal observed in K + K~, although very 

unconvincing on its own. The anguhr distributions are plotted for the {(2220) 

region In Fig. 7.7. The results are inconclusive, but consistent with the flat behavior 

in both cos9-, and cos0£, as observed in the K +K~ channel. Individuals possessing 

great imagination might argue that the distributions are closer to those expected for 

J = 2 than for J = 0. Unfortunately, this is sot a statistically justifiable conclusion. 

7.3 SUMMARY 

The mode <t> —» TKJKS has been observed and there is qualitative 

agreement with the higher statistics analysis of the K + K~ channel There i* 

evidence for the three states which dominate the K*K~ max spectrum, namely, the 

/ ' , $ and £(2220). The observed angular distributions for these states are similar 

to those found in the K + K~ channel. This evidence is consistent with, and hence 

supports, the K + K~ results, although it is rather unconvincing on its own. 
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Chapter 8. l imi t s on Other Decay Model 

8.1 LIMITS ON DECAYS OP THE 0(1700} 

In previous experiment!, the 6(1700) has been teen only la tbe KK and 

i)7 decay mode*. This if rather surprising for s state of thii n u t , and so it is 

interesting to look in other decay channel! for evidence of thia state. Three model 

will be examined: pp, Kfir and KRTX. A fourth mode, ii -* 7171;', ba« been 

checked, but no indication of a signal was observed. Since no 4(1700) signals are 

observed, the result! are presented as upper limits. Tbe '(1700) parameters have 

been fixed at their values for the K + K" system: 

m = 1.720 GeV , r = 0.130 GeV. 

77ie A " Final State 

This final state has been analyzed in great detail. A full spin-parity 

analysis of fi -* w*x~K+*~ has been performed13 to extract the contributions 

from different Jp. The analysis includes contributions from the following channels: 

pp: {•>*, 0", 1+, 1", 2+, r , isotropic 

/ITT. iT-A?, if: isotropic 

The fractions for each channel are fitted using a maximum likelihood technique. 

The low mass enhancement observed by the MAKH II experiment is seen ts be 

dom'jiantly Jp - 0". The contribution from the Jp — 2* pp channel was extracted 

for the 0(1700) maw region, defined to be: 

1.60 < m < 1.85 GeV. 
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When the errors on the extracted fraction i n included, the following limit ii 
obtained: 

Bft(«l -»7«(1700))BR(fl(1700) - » » V ) < 2.0 x 10"* 80S CX. 

The slgosl uud to let the limit consist* of event* weighted by the Jp = 2+ /y> fit 

fraction, and it shown la Fig. 8.1(a). 

Tkt KKT finaf State 

Thii final state ha* been examined In the KgK 1 *? channel. The event* 

have been kinemtticaily fit and the Ks waa selected by wing cut* on the secondary 

vertex. It it difficult to aet a limit for the '(1700) in this final state because of the 

pretence of the very large t(M40) tignal, aa ahown in Fig. 8.1(b). The procedure 

which hat been used it to fit a polynomial background plus a Brcit-VYigner to the 

region above the t(H40). The interval which bat been tued it: 1.0 - 2.0 GeV. The 

rewriting limit it: 

BRf> - . fS(1700))BR(S(1700) - . Kftir) < 2.5 X 10" 4 90% C.L. 

This limit corresponds to a signal of 20 eventt. 

The KRTIT Final State 

This final date baa been examined in- the K + K " * + i r - channel. The 

observed signal in this final state contains no indication of a 0(1700) peak, ai is 

shown in Fig. 8.1(c). The K'K' threshold is at 1.78 GeV and the decay I —• K'K' 

can proceed in as S wave, so there should be no great difficulty in producing a 

6 — K'K' tignal below threshold. Figure 8.1(c) shows no indication of such a 

threshold enhancement. The limit which is set is: 

BR(tf -> i«(17O0))BR(6(1700) - . K+K"*+*•-) < 1.0 x 10"* 90% C.L. 
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This limit is calculated by taking all of the events in the 1.60 - 1.80 GeV region to 

be signal events, and then using Foisson statistics to get the 90% C.L. limit. There 

is no unique coupling of this final state to I = 0, so this limit cannot be converted 

to KKirir without assumptions. If this mode has the same isospin structure as the 

K'R' final state, then the Clebsch it 9/2, providing the upper limit: 

BR(^ - 7d(1700))BR{8(1700) - KRxir) < 4.5 x 10" 4 »0K C.L. 

8.2 LIMITS ON DECAYS OF THE ((2220) 

The {(2220) has been obaerved in the K +K~ decay mode, with evidence 

appearing in the K S K S mode as well. It would be strange indeed if the ((2220) 

is this massive and has no other detectable decay modes. In order to investigate 

this problem more systematically, searches have been made in other plausible final 

states. No signals have been seen, and the results of the searches are quoted at 

upper limits. The limits are let using the maximum likelihood technique. A fit 

was performed to a polynomial background plus a Breit-Wigner convoluted with 

a Gaussian resolution function. The resolution was fixed at the value deterjdned 

by Monte Carlo simulation for each individual final state. The mass of the Breit-

Wigner was fixed at m •= 2.218 GeV, which is the value measured in ^ -» T K + K " . 

The question of what value to use for the width is a delicate one. If a large width 

is used, the limits will be extremely weak. If a width of cero is used, the limits will 

bt much more stringent, but incorrect for a real width greater than sero. For this 

reason, the width has been fixed at 15 MeV, corresponding to the l<r upper limit 

found in ihe analysis of ^ -> iK*K~. 

Using these fixed values for the mass and width of the {(2220), the 90% 

C.L. upper limits were set by evaluating the likelihood for different number* of 

soe 

observed events. A numerical integration was performed to find the number of 

events corresponding to the interval which contained 90% of the total probability. 

The background was allowed to vary during this integration. The assumption that 

/ = 0 was used, when necessary, to make corrections for unobserved decay modes. 

The fi+fr Find State 

This measurement is presented in more detail elsewhere.30 The events have 

been selected by requiring that the total number of hits in the muon system for the 

two muon candidates is three out of a possible of four. The number of photons 

was required to be exactly one and the events were kraemiticaUy fit. The expected 

mass resolution in this analysis is <rm = 10 MeV. The expected QED background 

for the <li -i f 11*11' has been simulated using a calculation scheme suggested by 

R. Kleiss.M The result of this calculation is an absolute prediction for the Tate into 

rj/ — in+iT as a function of m w . The agreement between the calculation and 

the data is satisfactory, as shown in Fig. 8.2(a). Figure 8.2(b) shows the upper 

limit which has been placed on the ((2220) in this final state. This limit is directly 

relevant to the Biggs interpretation, and so the width was fixed at zero, as expected 

for a Higgs boson. This is different than the procedure used for the other limits, and 

results in a somewhat more stringent limit than would be obtained using a width 

of 15 MeV. The limit is: 

BRf> —1((2220))BR(f (2220) -» JJ"*>") < 7.3 x 10 _ * 90% C.L. 

This corresponds to a limit on the ratio: 

BR(f-.f.^-) [BR(f-.KR)1 
BR(|-sI) < t > 5 5LBRK-s.)J' 

which should be compared to the naive expectation (which assume* the couplings 
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are proportional to the HUM): 

BR(H 0->f»*|.") I " ? 
BR(H°-.sI) ~ 3 ^ J ' 

This predicts a value of 5 - 15% times the probability for producing the KK final 

state from an al quark pair. This is inconsistent with the measured ratio of partial 

widths unless one assumes that the *1 quark pair always decays into a Kk pair. 

However, it is not hard to make more complex Higgs models where the couplings 

are not proportional to the mass, due to the pretence of several Higgs multiplets, 

In this case, there is no prediction for the ratio of the branching ratio*. 

The W+T~ Final Stole 

The analysis of this final state has been described in detail in a preceding 

chapter. The event* are selected by 4-C kinematic fit* to the tfi —• -jr+x~ 

hypothesis. The number of 'good' gamma* U required to be exactly one, and there 

Is no TOF requirement made on the tracks. Background from QED processes ha* 

been removed by making the 'pion' cuts described previously. The resulting mas* 

resolution is trm = 10 MeV. The limit is: 

BR(tf - 7{(2220))BR(((2220) - . K») < 2 X 1 0 - 5 *K6 C i . 

Thil corresponds to a signal of 11 events in the combined 1062 and 1983 data, and a 

curve corresponding to the limit value is shown is Fig- 8.3(a). The expected relative 

rates for an SU[3) aiaglet (ignoring phase space correction*) are: 

r(K +K _) = r(K°A°) = r ( » + o = 2r(«0ir0}. 

The *r limit is inconsistent with this simple SU[3) picture, and cuggestt a 

suppression of non-strange decays. 
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The K'K final Stoic 

This final state has been examined in two different decay channels: t) -» 

7K+K-7T0 and ^ - . -iKsK***. ifo f l c t o r „i,ich -a required to convert K + K"*° 

to KRx or K'K is 6 and the factor required to convert KgK*** , K, -t * + i r -

to KKx or K'K is 0/2. This means that both of these decay channels have about 

equal sensitivity in the limit analysis. 

The K + K - * 0 final state has been 5-C fit and has an estimated mass 

resolution of <rm = 15 MeV. Both charged tracks were required to be consistent 

with the kaon hypothesis using the TOF information. The combined 1982 and 1983 

data sample was used. A limit has been set without making any cuts on the mass 

of the K«• system: 

BRW - it(2220))BR({(2220) - , KR») < 4 X UT* 90» CX. 

This corresponds to a signal of 25 events. A more restrictive limit has been set by 

requiring that one of the Kx combinations was within 100 MeV of the K' mass. 

This reduces the efficiency (lightly, and the limit in this case is: 

BRW - i{(222O))BR(J(2220) -» K'K) < 2 X 10"* 00% C.L-

This corresponds to a signal of 12 events, and the result is shown in Fig. 8.3(c). 

The K sK*ir T final state has been 4-C St and has an estimated mess 

resolution of trm = 10 MeV. The Ks was selected using cuts on the secondary 

vertex. The charged kaon was required to be consistent with the loo:, hypothesis 

using the TOF information. The 1083 data sample was used, sad the estimated 

efficiency is i ~ 20%. A limit has been set without making any cuts on the mass of 

the K* system: 

BR(V> -* 7£(2220))BR(£(2220) - KK*) < 3 x 10" 4 BOK CX. 
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Thi» correspond! to » signal of 24 events. A more restrictive limit bat been set by 

requiring that one of the Kr combinations was within 100 MeV of the K* mass. 

The limit in this cue is: 

BRW -* -rf[2220))BR(£(2220) - K'K) < 2.5 X 10"* 90% C.L. 

This corresponds to a signal cf 17 events, and is shown in Fig. 8.3(b). ft is 

possible that t lo peak observed in Fig. 6.3(b) is actually a signal Uthii admittedly 

farfetched interpretation is made, then the plot should be fit by allowing the mass 

and width of the Breit-Wigner to vaiy. The result is displayed in Fig. 8.4 and 

corresponds to a branching ratio of: 

BR(tf -»£(2Z20))BR(£(2220) -* K R T ) = (1.1 ± A ± .3) X 1 0 - 4 

with the Breit-Wigner parameters given by: 

m = 2.219±.005GeV , T = 0±.010GeV. 

This is precisely the right mass and roughly the level one might expect for the 

bunching ratio. If it were real, it would have the very significant implication that 

the spin of the {(2220) could not be lero. However, it is dear that the significance 

of the signal is inadequate to justify anything beyond idle speculation. 

Tkc K'R* final State 

The decay channel $ - • iK+K't+n~ has been used to estimate the limit 

for the K'R' final state. This particular channel represents 2/9 of the iota) final 

state, assuming the K'R' intermediate state. The data have been 4 C fit and one 

track was required to be identified as a kaon by the TOF. The other kaon was 

identified by permuting the kaon hypothesis over the different possibilities in the 
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kinematic fit. The mass resolution in this region is c m = IS MeV. The 1983 data 

was used to perform the analysis. A limit has been set without making any cuts on 

the K* mass. This is quoted without correcting it to KKwr, because the correction 

factor depends on the isospin of the K + K" system. The result is: 

BR(<[. - 1f(2220))BR({(2220) - K+K"^»T) < 5 x 10~ B 9056 C.L. 

This corresponds to a signal of S events. If a cut is made requiring that only one 

Kit mass combination is in the K' region, the result is very similar. Finally, when 

both KTT combinations are required to be in the K* region, the resulting limit is: 

BR(^ - . -){(2220))BR({(2220) -> K'fi*) < 3 x 10"* 90% C.L. 

This corresponds to a signal of 7 events, and is shown in Fig. 8.3(d). 

Tkt fin Final State 

This final state has been examined in the channel- <li —»7171; where one 1; 

decays to i) - • 77 and the other IJ decays to rj -t » + jr - i r 0 . The decays ij - » T J and 

*° —• It have been used aa additional constraints in performing a 6-C kinematic 

fit. The expected mass resolution is um = 25 MeV. The combined J982 and 1983 

data sets were used. There are no events found in the 2.Z GeV mass region, and a 

limit has been set using Poisson statistics. The limit is: 

BH(if - 7{(2220)]BR({(2220) -njrj) < 7 x 10~* 80% C.L. 

This corresponds to a signal of 3 events, and is shown in Fig. 8.3(e). The expectation 

for an 51/(3) singlet is that: 

r(K +K") = r(jr°fi:D) = 2T(i,n) 

For a normal badron state, the expected width for IJIJ is even smaller. 
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Table 8.1. Various Limit! an the {(2220) in other modes. A set 
of six limits on other interesting decay modes is shown 

Final State BR Limit 

{(2220) - . / i + / i" < 7.3 X 1 0 - ' * 
{(2220) - . rw < 2 X10" s 

{(2220) -» K'K < 2.5 X 10"* 
{(2220) - K'K' < 3 X10"* 

{ ( 2 2 2 0 ) - ! , , < 7 X10~ 5 

{(2220) -* pp < 2 x 1 0 - 5 , 

' This limit used a value of 0 for the width 

The pE Finaf State 

This final .itite has been examined in the 1982 and 1983 data by requiring 

that both of the charged tracks be identified at a proton by TOF. The radiative 

photon was required to be well isolated from the charged tracks in the show a 

counter, especially for the anti-proton. The events were 4-C Gt, resulting in a mass 

resolution of about 10 MeV. The limit which has been set is: 

BR(ifr -» 7{(2220))BR({(2220) - . pp) < 2 X 1 0 - 5 90S* O i . 

This corresponds to a signal of 1'. .5 events, and is shown in F ig. 8.3(f). 

Summary 

The results of the investigations above are summarized in Table 8.1. Hone 

of these limits is particularly striking. The / i V limit puts constraints on the Higgs 

interpretation. The Kir limit is in contradiction with a simple $1/(3) singlet decay 

pattern. The possibility cf a K'K signal is very intriguing, but greater statistics is 

required. 
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Chapter D. Theoretical! Interpretation* and Conclusion* 

In this chapter, an attempt it made to summarise the measurements 

obtained in the preceding chapters, and to place them in a theoretical context. 

A discussion of the /(1270)//'{1S15) system is conducted to assets the mixing 

situation. A brief summary of the 9(1700) experimental situation is provided, 

followed by a general summary of the possible explanations for the 0(1700). In 

addition, a di.icusslon of possible interpretations of the f (2220) is offered. Finally, 

an attempt is made to understand what can be learned from a higher statisti's 

study of these topics. 

9.1 T H E / ( i270) / / ' ( i s is ) SYSTEM 

These a n the two iao-singlet members of the lowest lying c$ tensor nonet. 

This nonet is experimentally observed to be almost ideally mixed, and so the 7(1*70} 

should be roughly pure uU+d3 and the /'(ISIS) should be roughly pure J J. Far the 

standard V radiative decay diagram, the photon is radiated from the initial state, 

and the two gluon system is an 51/(3) singlet. This predicts43 the ratio: 

ignoring phase space corrections. There are several previous measurements*'' 1 2' 4 S 

for the /(I270) and the /'(1515). They are summarised in Table 0.1. The value 

for the ratio was poorly determined. The DASP experiment4* measured a value 

of: < 1/3, while the PLUTO experiment47 measured a value of: < 0.12 ± 0.05. 

The MARK II experiment24 was the only experiment to actually see a signal, and 

measured a value of: < 0.16 ± 0.10. The indication was that the ratio was smaller 

than expected. 
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Table 9.1. Summary of /(1270) and /'(1515) branching ratio 
measuremen ,t. These numbers are froa previous experiments a* 
well as the current experiment. 

Experiment BRW - 7!)BR(f -» wr) \BS^ - l / ' )Brt( / ' — XR) 
MARK11 (Ref. 44) 

Crystal Ball (Ret. 22 ) 
DM-2 (Ref. 45 ) 

MARKIH 

(1.1 ± 0.25) x l D " s 

(1.23 ± 0.21 ±0.25) x 10"* 
(1.1 ± 0.35) X 10"* 

(us±o.07±o.ie)xHr* 

( 1 . 8 ± 0 . 6 ± 1 . 0 ) x l 0 - * 

(6.0 ± 1.4 ± 1.2) X 10"* 

These indications, along with other considerations, motivated suggestions 

that there was a large gluon admixture in the /(1270). Rosner4* proposed such a 

model to resolve difference* between the theoretical predictions and the measured 

values for r { / — oil) and T{f -» 77). This model postulated the existence 

of an additional state, the J±, which mixed with the /(1270). This additional 

state was required to decouple from the iri channel, and was predicted to have 

a mass in the range: 1.45 — 1.85 GeV. If the / ^ was chosen to be a gg state, 

then the model provided a natural mechanism to enhance /(1270) production 

in radiative </> decays. This model was proposed prior to the observation of the 

S(1700), and was subsequently re-formulated as a three state mixing model for the 

/(1270)//'(1515)/fl(1700) system. It will be discussed in that form in the next 

section. 

A second proposal49 was motivated by early MIT barf model calculations 

which placed the lowest lying JFC = 2 + + graebaU at a mas* of ~ 1.3 

GeV, A fascinating study was performed50 to understand the pfcenomenological 

consequences of the implied /(1270)/gluebaU mixing, using the P matrix formalism. 

This study Indicated the possibility of several strange effects, such us: split 

mass peaks in some channels, process-dependent widths and branching ratios, and 

apparent shifts in mass In some channels. Su<J> unusual effects cr not appear to be 
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required by the data, but cannot be ruled out. They terve to remind us that, for 

overlapping states, simple mixing models which use a linear combination of (ingle 

particle eigenfltate* are not the full story. 

The value for the ratio: 

r(«v->Tf) 
K - rr> - Tf) 

cannot be evaluated exactly because BRfl'(lSlS) - t KR) is not known. Using the 

MARK in values for the radiative rates and the value BR(f -» *r) = 0.83 ± 0.019 

for the /(1270) branching ratio*4 gives: 

_ BRW -> nf')BR[r - KR) BR(f - *w) 
BR[$ -> -,f)BR[f - »») BltW -» KR) 
(0.43 ±0.15) 

~ BR(f -, KK) 

Montanet10 has queted a lower bound: BR(f -» KR) > 0.7. If a value of O.B is 

assumed, then: 

£ = 0.54 ±0.10. 

This is in quite satisfactory agreement with the SU(&) singlet prediction. It 

disagrees with the previous measurements, but the present measurement has been 

performed using a large /'(ISIS) signal and a correct simulation of the full decay 

angular distributions. 

The other measurements which have bees made are the helicity ratios for 

the ip -» yf and ^ -• 7 / ' processes. The V —• 7 / measurement haa been performed 

previously"' 2 3 , 2 2 and the results are summarized in Table 0.2. The MARK HI 

values are in agreement with the previous measurements, although the MARK III 

fitting procedure did not make any assumption* about the relative phase* of the 

helicity amplitude* (the previous analyse* always assumed tbat the relative phases 
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Table 9.2. Summary of polariiation measurements. These 
numbers are from previous experiments a* well a* the current 
experiment. 

Experiment Results 

/(1270) 
PLUTO (Ref. 47) 

MARKn(Ref.23) 
Crystal Ball (Ref. 22 ) 

MARK DI 

z = 0.6 ±0.3 y = 0.3ij;| 
x = 0.81 ±0.16 y = 0.02 ±0.15 
x = 0.88 ±0.11 V = 0.04 ±0.14 
x = 0.64 ±0.10 y = 0.06 ±0.11 
iAt = 0.4±0.7 (>„ = -0.1±2.2 

/'(1515) MARK HI x = 0.63±0.10 y = 0.17±0.20 
to z ~ 0 ifly ~ 0 

were zero). The helicity structure of the /'(15I5) ha* been determined tor the 6r*t 

time, and the values are very similar to those found for the /(1270). 

The original theoretical calculation was performed for the decay $ -» 

7/(1270) by Krammer.*1 This calculation proceeds by treating the c8 annihilation 

into 700 in analogy with the 37 decay of positronium. The S! ey*tem then create* 

a quark pair In a non-relativistic s / ^ state, corresponding to the tensor meson. 

The result of thi* calculation is *ummari«ed in Tab]* B.3. The value for s agTee* 

well with the data, but the value for y U much too large. Several deficiencies in 

the original calculation have been correci-d, and Korner tt of. have performed a 

very complete calculation.52 The author* emphasize tbat the assumption tb»t the 

relative phase* of the helicity amplitude* are «ero may not be valid, and encourage 

experimentalists to fit with variable phases. Thi* ha* been done in the current 

analysis, with the result* displayed in Table 9.2. Unfortunately, the remit* rtill 

indicate a large discrepancy with the size of the helicity 2 amplitude. 

The theoretical calculation* indicate that the helicity amplitude ratio* x 

and J/ for th j procew V ~> iX depend only on the ratio Mx/Mv, where V refer* to 
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Table 9.3. The theoretical predictions tor the polarisation. The 
value* for both the /(1270) and the /'(1S1B) are displayed 
when they are available. The pure multipolet are calculated in 
Appendix 6. 

Calculation /(1270) Reaults ' / BIS) Results 
Krammer 

Komer et of. 

Li and Shen 
Close 

i = 0.76 y = 0.S4 
« = 0.77 y = 0.55 

¥>I = 2.0<> «?v = 4.0° 
Z-0 .6S y = 0.04 
z = 0.87 u = 0.0 

z = O.u'8 y = 0.70 
x = 0.90 y = 0.72 

(P, = 1J* ¥-, = 2.4° 

£1 
Aft 
£3 

1 = 75 y = V5 
r = vT73 y = -\/Z/Z 
x = -V*/3 y=\/l/6 

the initial vector state and X refers to the produced state. These ratios approach 

pure helicity 0 ( i = •; - 0) when Mx/My - »0 , and they approach the El dipole 

limit (z = V ? , y - v^) when MxjMy - • 1. However, for all values of Mx/Mv, it 

appears that z ~ y. Thus, in order to explain the data, one needs some mechanism 

to suppress the helicity 2 amplitude. 

There have been two such proposals. LI and Shen, H motivated by the 

possibility of mixing between the /(1270) and a glueball state, have performed a 

calculation using a Jpc = 2 + + glueball composed of two valence gluone. The results 

of their calculation are shown in Table 9.3. They sgi « well with the measured 

values, but their proposal would require that both the /(1270) and the /'(1S15) 

behave like gluebaUs composed of two valence gluono. This does not eeem tenable. 

A second, more heuristic, proposal has been made by Close.5* He suggests 

that if the assumption of a quasi-real gg intermediate state is dropped, then in the 

limit that MxfMy -»0, uttaivanishesbutiisnolongerrequiredtovanish. With a 

little more hand-waving, he suggests the value z = v/3/2 (note that this corresponds 
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to a mixture of £1 and MZ multipolei, as described in Appendix B ) . This conjecture 

agrees well with the measured values, but h u no particularly strong theoretical 

justification. It is also necessary that the values of x u d y for JVy/Afy ~ 0 do sot 

change drastically as Mx/Mv — 0.4-0.5. This miss-independence is sot what the 

current QCP calculations predict. Experiments involving radiative transitions such 

as T -»i /(1270) could clarify thia situation by probing smaller values <AMxjMv 

which are closer to the perturbative QCD regime, but perhaps the real solution is 

associated with a more relatlvistic treatment of the produced g$ i 

9.2 THE 0(1700) 

Several new results on the 4(1700) have been presented, leading to a fairly 

complete picture of its properties. The previous measurements,**'"'24 as well as 

the new results are summariied in Table D.4. These number* lead to the ratios: 

and: 

The ratio for mr a quoted as an upper bound because of the possibility that 

interference effects in this Enal state can reduce the ** branching ratio. 

The Jp was measured by Crystal Ball, but their measurement did not 

account for the presence of the /'(1515). They found that Jp = 2 + was preferred 

at the 95% C.L. The MARK in result is much more reliable since it involve* a much 

larger event sample and the /'(151S) is analysed separately. The result strongly 

supports the conclusion that the 0(1700) is a Jp = 2+ state. 

The 0(1700) remains a very peculiar state, with no dear identity. The 

possible explanations for this state will be discussed in order of increasing 

plausibility; none of the explanations are without problems. 
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Table 9.4. A summary of the 5(1700) properties. These numbers 
are from previous experiments as well as the current experiment. 
The quoted branching ratios are all product branching ratios of 
the form :BR(V> -»"fS)BR(0 - • • • • ) , and are in Units of 10~ 4. The 
assumption that the 5( 1700} has 7 = 0 has been used to correct for 
unobserved decay modes. The upper limits are 90% C.L. limits. 

Measurement Crystal Ball MARKH MARK in 
(Ref. 25 ,55) (Ref. 24) 

m 1.670 ±0.050 1.700 ±0.030 1.720 ±0.010 

r 0.160 ±0.080 0.156 ±0.020 0.130 ±0.020 
BR(» - U17) 3.8 ± 1.6 * 

BR(0 - KR) 12.0 ±1.8 ±5.0 9 . 6 ± \ 2 ± 1 . 8 
BR(S -• inr) <6.0 <3.2 2.4 ±0.5 ±0.4 
B R ( « - W ) <6.0 

BR(9 - KRir) <2.8 
BR(0 -* KKirir) <4.5 

* The original analysis, with no /'(1S15), produced the result: 
Bfi(6-.i)i;) = 4 .9±1.4±1.0 

A ga Stale 

Due to the absence/suppression of non-strange decay model, the 0(1700) 

appears somewhat like an ideally mixed sJ state. Of crucial importance for this 

statement is the recent MARK HI result from the s^in-parity analysis of <l* -»ipp, 

discussed in a previous chapter, which indicated that there was no strong evidence 

for a 2 + state in the $(1700) mass region. The MARK II experiment" bad 

previously observed an enhancement in this region which was attributed to the 

0(1700) and hence seemed to suggest that there were large non-strang« decay modes 

of the 0(1700). 

If the 0(1700) were an o3 state, it would be expected to decay 
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predominantly to KR, and at a smaller rate to 53. Stf(3) predicts57 that: 
r ( / ' - • 1l)/T[J' -* KR) ~ 4/9. Its decays to *•» or pp would be strongly 

suppressed. The problem is that sbere is no room for such a state in the quark model 

nor is there any evidence for it in other production experiments. The members of 

the lowest lying 2 + + nonet are all well established. The£(1700) could then be either 

a radially excited, or an orbitally excited, /'(1515). This is implausible because of 

the very small mass difference. There is some evidence58 lor an /(1B10), which 

could be a radially excited /(1270). A radially excited / ' should lie several hundred 

MeV higher. For the orbital excitations of the 2 + + nonet, the L = 3, 4 + + nonet 

has the fc(2M0) as the orbitally excited partner of the /(1270). Presumably the 

h = Z, 2 + + nonet would have a similar mass scale. This estimate is i= agreement 

with a QCD potential model5 9 which suggests a man of about 2 GeV for the excited 

/(1270). One would then expect an excited /'(1515), for which there is no evidence, 

to appear at 2 - 2.2 GeV, This makes the 0? interpretation seem unlikely.*0 

A more radical attempt along these lines is the hypothesis of Cohen, Isgur 

and Lipkin.6 1 They suggest that a combination of the /(1270) and a radially excited 

/(1270) could mix coherently with the /(1515) to create an interference peak above 

the /'(1515). Unfortunately, the shape of the mass spectrum which they predict 

does not agree with the observed spectrum. 

A jgg Stale 

The spectrum and properties 01 such states, known as hermaphrodites, 

meiktons or hybrids, have been investigated by Chanowits and Sharpe6 2 and by 

Barnes and Close.*5 They have carried out 0(a,) perturbation calculations in the 

bag model and find that there are four low lying nonets. These nonets are formed 

from a <ft pair in an L = 0 state plus a (TE) gluon. The resulting quantum numbers 

are: Jpc = 1 , (0,1,2)—•. In order to get a 2 + + state, one needs to consider an 
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excited state, built with a (TM) gluon. Chanowits and Sharpe** have investigated 

the properties or such states, and they suggest a K'K' signature and a miss In 

the 1.9 - 2.3 GeV range. Their result is interesting because tbey find that for a 

(TM) gluon, decay modes involving strange quarks are greatly enhanced. However, 

the mass scale is somewhat too high, and it seems unlikely that an excited state 

should appear at a relatively tow mass, before any members of the ground state 

nonets appear. However, perhaps the t(1440) is a ground state qjjg state, and all is 

consistent... 

A qqHQ State 

The existence of such states was investigated extensively in the bag model 

by Jaffe.65 ChanowitzK has discussed the possibility that the 8(1".30) could be a 

four quark state- This is intriguing for several reason*. These states are expected to 

be unobservably broad since they decay by 'falling apart' into two meson*. However, 

if the state has a mass below the threshold for its 'fall apart' mode, it can be much 

narrower. Chanowits suggests that the ((1700) could be a (uH + <fj)si slate which 

would like to fall apart into K'R' or cV tn this case, one expects: 

r(tf- .KR) = z r ( 0 - w ) , 

with no other significant decay modes. In particular, to lowest cider there should 

be no TIT decay mode. However, these predictions were made 7or a 0(1700) which 

was lighter than the current mass value. Thus, one might also expect to tee a K'K' 

signal just below threshold. Such a signal seems to be ruled out by the data. The 

other predictions agree with the data, with the possible exception of the * T mode 

(which is at least strongly suppressed). If this hypothesis is correct, then the total 

branching ratio for the state would be T(yi -» 7J) ~ l.S x 1 0 _ s . This is a rather 

large rate for the production of an unusual state, and one might expect to ft other 
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potential four quark states like the S*(97S) at a similar rate. This is not the case. 

The four quark hypothesis prefers a J = 0 state, since it can decay easily into two 

pseudoscalars. The J = 2 state decays to two pseudoecalaii via gluon corrections, 

and Chanowitz has suggested that this could produce three body decay modes like 

KRT in addition to the two body modes mentioned previously. 

A further flaw in this hypothesis has been discussed by Weinstein and 

Isgur.6 7 They have studied the stability of four quark states using a four body 

Schrodinger equation. This work indicate* that the four quark states are not stable, 

with the exception of the 0 + + states. These states can be associated with the *(980) 

and the 5*(975). Thus, although phenoraenologically appealing, the four quark 

scenario may not have any basis in reality. 

A Glwball State 

In considering this possibility, there are three features of the 9(1700) which 

will be discussed: the mass, the width and the decay modes. Although there are 

fairly rigorous indications that glueballs should exist (e.e/., a pure SU(3) gauge 

theory confines coior and has a 'mass gap'), the masses for glueball states cannot be 

rigorously calculated. Their masses have been estimated in the context of several 

different models: lattice Monte Carlo models, bag models, QCD mm rules, and 

potential models. Of these four, the bag model results are perhaps the most 

believable, and they are discussed in the greatest detail. However, none of the 

calculations are devoid of problems. These different models are in approximate 

agreement on the mass spectrum, and will be summarised here. 

The lattice Monte Carlo technique is an attempt at performing true QCD 

calculations in a non-perturbative manner. In order to estimate glueball masses, a 

pure (no fermions) 5(7(3) gauge theory is studied on a periodic lattice with 0(10*) 

sites. This calculations! technique is still quite young, and the ability to perform 
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the calculations is rapidly evolving. The result* of recent calculations have been 

summarized in a lengthy review by Teper.68 There appears to be agreement that 

the 0 + + state should be at a mass of ~ 750 MeV. Tic 2 + + state is more controversial 

and the calculation by bhikawa tt of.63 gives a mass of: 

m=1665tJJ°MeV. 

This is in agreement with the 9(1700) mass, but these calculations are for a theory 

with no fermions, and are still quite controversial. 

A different, somewhat more phenomenobgical, approach to understanding 

the glueball spectrum is through the bag model. In this approximation, the 

effects of confinement are accounted for by placing the quarks and gluons inside 

a cavity carved out of the QCD vacuum. This cavity in taken to be spherical 

and static. Inside this cavity, gluons behave like standing electromagnetic waves, 

and their lowest modes are classified using standard waveguide nomenclature as: 

[TEi),[TE2),(TMi). This model is relativists, and contains the proper degrees of 

freedom for the gluons. It has been successfully applied to the L = 0 mesons 

and batons ' 0 and recently, 0[a,) corrections have also been calculated.'2 It 

has difficulty with the L = 1 mesons and baryons 7 1 , 7 2 because of a dynamical 

uncertainty in the treatment of degrees of freedom associated with the bag Itself. 

This problem arises because the spherical bag is the equilibrium shape only for 

i = 0 states—for higher L states, the bag wants to deform. It would appear that 

there should be additional states, not present in the naive quark model, which 

correspond to these excitations of the bag. These states arise because of the non-

centra] forces associated with the bag and are traditionally labeled 'spurious' and 

discarded.*9 Rebbi'3 has investigated the effect of quantising the bag excitations. 

Bis work indicates that the extra states may be real (an interesting prediction for 

the mesonB, since these states have exotic quantum numbers), and appear at higher 
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masses, while the non-spurious states are pushed down slightly in mass. It is possible 

that these extra states should be called ' j j j ' states, with the bag excitation playing 

the role of a valence gluoa. These complications tend to raise doubts about the 

ability of current bag model calculations to describe the spectrum or excited state*. 

The lowest lying glueball state* are formed from two gluons u follows: 

{TEtf JPa = (0,2)++ 

{TE^TEi) J * 7 =[(1 ,2 .3)-+] 

{TEftTMt) Jpo = lo,2)-+, [S-+J 

(TAf,)* Jpc~iO,H/**, 

where the (TEif and (TA/j) s slates with Jpc = 1++ are forbidden by Bose 

statistics, and the bracketed states are conventionally labeled as spurious. 

If the radiative corrections are ignored, then the masse* of these glueball 

states are determined from fits to the hadron spectrum.49 The 0{a,) correction* are 

large, and have been computed by several group*.**''4 These corrections introduce 

unknown parameters to the glucball mass spectrum. The gluon self-energy ' n the 

bag is not yet calculable, and so there are two constants: CJE and C]-a/> wl>°>cb 

must be determined. The necessity of determining these constants make* the bag 

model glueball spectrum more of a consistency check than a prediction. It is hoped 

that is the future these constants can be calculated from the loop integrals in cavity 

perturbation theory, and the ambiguity removed. 

The results found by Chanowiti and Sharpe are: 

CTE/CTM = i/2 CJEICTM = 1 CTE/CTM — 2 

JFC = o + + m = 0.67 GeV m = 1.14 GeV m = 1.56 GeV 

J™ = i++ m = 1.75 GeV m = 2.12 GeV m = 2.47 GeV 

The sum CTE + CTM w a s 

fixed by forcing the Jpc = 0 _ + [TEMTMi) mode to 
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fie at the i(1440) man. In addition, Carlson it ni.u claim that the only reasonable 

value for CTEICTM >» V 2> >'•>« only in this case is the kinetic energy of the gluon 

greater than Us self-energy. 

A very different technique for understanding the QCD man spectrum is 

embodied in the QCD sum rules developed by Shifman <( al.n These sum rules are 

an attempt to calculate resonance parameters by including both perturbative QCD 

contributions (short distance behavior) and non-perturbative contributions (long 

distance behavior). The non-perturbative contributions are introduced via vacuum 

expectation values for higher dimensional operators like: 

(OIG^G^IO) , (o|g}|0) 

where Gtiv is the gluon field strength and q is thi> quark field. The trick is to 

represent the vacuum polarization in two different ways: one is a 'theoretical' 

perturbative expression using the operator product expansion for large <J4, the 

other is a 'phenomenological' dispersion relation which is approximated by a sum 

over resonances. The equality of these representations is a refinement of the idea 

of duality. In this manner, resonance parameters can be related to 'calculable' 

operator product expansion coefficients, provided that there is an intermediate Q2 

where both representations are valid. With the addition of some numerical trickery 

(Borel transforms, . . . ) , this scheme seems to yield many correct predictions for 

the charm sector, as well as for ordinary mesons. It is in disagreement with the 

bag model on one crucial point. In the bag model, the bag constant is assumed 

to be relatively independent of the contents of the bag—this is what provides a 

similar mass scale for both mesons and gluebaUs. In the sum rule picture, ther? 

are additional complications for 0 + and 0~ states arising from instantons (non-

trivial vacuum topologies). These complications alter the man scales, accounting 
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for the heavy I)' in the usual 0~ o? nonet. In effect, these state* interact much more 

strongly with the vacuum, and so the bag constant is very different. For gluonium, 

the predicted results are: 

0 + m ~ M G e V , 

0" m ~ I . 0 - 2 . S G e V , 

2 + m ~ l . 6 - 2 . 0 G e V . 

The 2 + prediction is simitar to that in the bag, while the J s 0 manes are much 

larger. The prediction for the pseudoscalar is particularly interesting because it 

would rule out any possible association of the i(1440) with this state. The crucial 

question is whether the instant on contributions present in these calculations an 

correct. If they are ignored, it is likely that the resulting man spectrum will be 

very similar to that found in the bag model. 

A final type of model, mentioned very briefly, use* massive gluona with a 

string potential70 for confinement. Thi* model gives a man for the 2 + + state of 

about 1.6 GeV for a gluon man of 0.5 GeV. The conclusion of this survey is that 

a mass of 1.7 GeV for a 2 + + glueball is roughly what would be expected, although 

many of these calculations were performed after the 0(1700) became available as a 

glueball candidate. 

The next measurement to consider is the width of the 0(1700). 

Conventional wisdom suggests that glueball states should be narrow, because their 

decay to <j3 states is OZI suppressed.77 This rule of thumb goes under the label 

y/OZI, since for a glueball decay, the initial g? annihilation is absent, and hence 

the suppression only acts at one vertex. This suppression is also predicted by the 

\/Nc expansion, where Nc is the number of quark colon, aud glueball widths of 

10 — 30 MeV are expected. The naive assumptions underlying this rule have been 

attacked in recent years. Chanowits72 suggests that some OZI suppressed decays 

http://m~I.0-2.SGeV
http://m~l.6-2.0GeV
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may be small because of cancellations, and OZI suppression Itself may not be as large 

as expected. Son!7 8 claims that glueballs should be roughly as wide as hadrons, and 

the l/Nc expansion does not suppress their decays. In addition, there are further 

complications if the gluebal! mixes with nearby j } states. The conclusion Is that 

the width of the 0(1700) is probably not an argument for or against the glueball 

Interpretation. 

A further topic is the branching ratios of the 0(1700). The conventional 

lore is that a glueball is an Sf/(3) flavor singlet, and so the decay rates to TIT, KR 

and IJI; should be related by SU(3): 

r(»r) = ^r(KR) = 3r(„). 

The general question of Savor symmetry breaking has been discussed,79 with the 

conclusion thai forbidden SU[Z) singlet decays such as G —* K*K remain forbidden, 

but St/(3) allowed decays like G -* ww or G -> KR may be substantially modified 

due to the large (inference between the strange quark man and the up and down 

quark masses. The simple S(/(3) singlet pattern is clearly violated by the *(1700). 

Several authors have claimed that this is definitive evidence against the glueball 

interpretation.10 Others have claimed that an 5 f ( 3 ) symmetry on the quark level 

may not be manifested on the hadron level.81 A further interesting discovery was 

made by Chanowits and Sharpe.M They find that for (TM) gluons in the spherical 

bag, decay modes to kaons are substantially enhanced. This is intriguing is light of 

the fact that both the i(1440) and the 6(1700) have a strong preference for decays 

to strange quarks. This feature appears to be present in the QCD sum rule* too." 

It is due to the appearance of the quark mass in the matrix element for decays of 

glueballs to quarts. In summary, it appears that no definitive conclusions follow 

from the observed pattern of decay modes. 
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Miiino Models 

To consider the details of the decays of the 0(1700), several theorists have 

studied mixing models for the /(1270)//'(1515)/fl(1700) system. None of these 

modeb is very successful at accounting for all the measurements. One of the goals 

is to take an underlying SU(3) singlet, and mix it with the /(1270)//'(1S15) in 

such a way as to make the physical 0(1700) state decay as a non-singlet. The model 

of Rosner83 uses linear mass formulas and an orthogonal mixing formalism. The 

result is that it is impossible to suppress both / ' - • «•« and t —t mr unless the / ' 

and the S are very close in mass. This failure rules out this model, but an earlier 

model'8 which considered only the mixing between the /(1270) and the B is still 

viable, o this model, the /(1270) picks up about 10% glue in its w**.'e-function 

and the 0(1700) ricks up about 10% (uS + <fl) in its wave-function. The model of 

Schnitier*4 is slightly more genera] than that proposed by Kosner. The results are 

that if there is an extra 517(3) singlet state, it is required to mix with the /'(1515). 

The small rate for / ' -» »*• then comes about because of a cancellation between the 

non-strange quark and the S 1/(3) singlet contributions to its wave-function. The 

model predicts a ratio: 

r ( 0 - . K K ) ~ 

The exact value for this ratio is very sensitive to the ij/fj' mixing angle. The small 

size of this ratio arises from the same mechanism which in suppressing the t -* jrir 

decaj mode—a cancellation between the -<i--trange and 517(3) singlet pieces of 

the wave-function. This same mechanism also suppresses the total width of the 8 

and makes it difficult to have a wide state which decays to only KS and IJIJ. Both 

Schnitier and Rosner have trouble with this pattern of decay modes in the mixing 

framework. A final model, due to Schechter85 is very similar to that of Kosner, 

but includes an additional term arising from an effective Lagrangiaa modeL This 
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results in the prediction that: 

r ( 9 - w ' ) " - 2 r ( 9 - i 7 ! , ) . 

This model also has difficulty with a wide £(1700) which does not have additions! 

decay modes to states like pp. 

Hrlir.itu Xmpll'fuJea 

A final topic for discussion is the result of the helicity amplitude analysis 

for the 0(1700). The values of x and y for the 0(1700) axe very different from 

those observed for the /(1270) and the /'(1S15). The principle difference is the 

strong presence of a helicity 2 amplitude. An additional feature is the relative 

sign of the amplitudes. For the /(1270), x it unambiguously positive. For the 

/'(151S), the sign of x is ambiguous. For the S(170O), both I and y are negative (or 

equivalently, the helicity 1 and 2 amplitudes have a phase of w relative to the helicity 

0 amplitude). Although the physical meaning of these results is unclear, it is an 

indication of a significant difference between the 9(1700) and the /(1270)//'(151S) 

mesons. This difference is very apparent in the three z - y contour plots presented 

in the preceding chapters. It is interesting to speculate on the significance of this 

result in the context of Close's conjecture.*4 Be points out that for a non-gj state, 

even in the limit Mx/My, there is no need for y - • 0, and to a non-99 state could 

well have a large value for y. Perhaps this is the first indication that the 4(1700) is 

really different from other 49 states... 

9.3 TUB £(2220) 

This new state appears as a very unexpected feature, and there have been 

many attempts to.explain its nature. There are three features requiring explanation: 

the high mass, the small width and the absence of non-strange decay modes. These 
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features have been addressed by explanations divided Into two broad categories. 

The first category contains various forms of 'ordinary' hadron* consisting of some 

number of valence quarks and gluons. These explanations can tolerate widths in 

the range of 30 - SO MeV, but are not easily reconciled with widths of less than 

15 MeV. This emphasises the Importance of setting a better limit on the width of 

the $(2220). The second category contains various 'extraordinary' states—a Hijgs 

boson being the most mundane of the possibilities. These explanations are highly 

speculative and are somewhat lacking in predictive power. They generally require 

that the spin of the {(2220) is sero. The possibilities in these two categories are 

discussed in more detail below, and the implications of the MARK Hi results are 

described. 

A aa «nte 

The presence of a broad enhancement in the sir final state is an important 

piece of evidence it favor of this picture. Since the srsr state is very broad (I" ~ 200 

MeV), it seems likely to be an excited a} state, possibly the ft(2040) or its JF = 2 + 

equivalent. These L = 3 nonets are expected to be ideally mixed, a* ire the 

h = 1 Jp = 2 4 and the L = 2 Jp = 3" nonets. This mean* that the excited 

/'(1515) (referred to as a 4') should appear with a rate comparable to that seen 

for the KW st.re (referred to as an u"). The «t* state should lie at ~ 2.2 GeV 

mass, and it is very suggestive that this is when the ((2220) is observed. The most 

problematic feature is the ratio of widths: 

There is a detailed prediction for this case which come* from Godfrey, 

Kokoiki and Isgur.S 9 They use a relativistic quark model with QCD corrections to 

predict the properties of meson states. They hypothesize that the f (2220) could be 
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a 3 F 2 or a *F< a state—this corresponds to an orbital excitation of the /'(1S15) 

with orbital angular momentum L = 3. Their model predict! that the ((2220) 

decays predominantly to KR and K'K, at about equal ratet, and that the total 

width of the state is ~ SO MeV. The K'K' decay is suppressed by quark model 

angular momentum factors. The ir+s-~ decay is OZI suppressed and the decay 

T —• 7f is suppressed as well. There is also the expectation of a eoiresponding 

non-strange isoscalar visible in JTJT. This picture of the ((2220) is very consistent 

with the measured results, with the exception of the width. If further study confirms 

the K'K decay mode, this explanation starts to look more plausible. In particular, 

as pointed out by Lipkia™ an SV(3) singlet, e.g., a glueball, would find it very 

difficult to decay to K'K. 

A~GlvtlM 

The traditional predictions for glueball states, discussed in the preceding 

section, suggest a mass scale of 0.5 - 2 GeV. These glueballs are associated with 

the lowest lying cavity modes in the bag model: 

(TJ5)2 Jpc = 0++,2*+ 

{TE)(TM) Jpa = 0 ~ + , 2 _ + 

The decays of such gluebaUj are expected to be approximately Stf(3) symmetric. 

This picture does not agree well with the observed £(2220) properties— 

the mass scale is too low and the decay pattern of the {(2220) does not seem to be 

SU{3) symmetric. However, there are several proposals involving excited states in 

the bag model which correspond to glueballa with higher masses. Chanowits and 

Sbaipe 6' predict that there is a bag model state with: 

(TM)1 J J ' c r = 2 + + 
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which could have a man in the 2.2 GeV region. They aiao make the interesting 

prediction that, due to the TM nature of this glueball, it should decay 

predominantly to strange quarks. This effect is due to the strong quark mass 

dependence of a vertex factor in their spherical cavity approximation. It arises 

whenever there is a (TM) gluon present. Further study of this hypothesis hat been 

carried out by Ward.** There is an additional prediction by Senba and Tanimoto*7 

that a three gluon state: 

(TE? Jpc=0++ 

could be associated with the ((2220). This is intriguing because it is a heavy scalar 

with a purely hadronic character, indicating that a spin measurement of aero may 

not be a definitive test. 

A q^o State 

Most predictions for Q$g states place the masses in the 1 — 2 GeV region. 

These states are made in the bag model using a (TE) gluon combined with a ?} 

pair in an s=0 or an s= l state. There are also excited states, made with a (TM) 

gluon. These have been discussed by Chanowits*1 and it has been suggested that 

the ((2220) could be an *u*-like tfsjJU object. This object is predicted to decay 

into KR, K'K' and the unusual mode ju. 

A HiQQt Boson 

The Biggs is a poorly understood feature of contemporary high energy 

physics. In simple models, a light Higgs should be narrow, and couple to fermions 

with a strength proportional to the fermion mass. If such an object had a mass 

of about 2 GeV, it would couple primarily to s i and, at a slightly lower level, 

to ft+p-. This makes the ((2220) a possible candidate for this state. A fairly 

complete discussion of this possibility has been given by Haber and Kane" and 
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alto by WiUey." A slightly different perspective on this question ha* been taken 

by Barnett it of.90 In the simplest scheme, there it i single Higgt doublet with a 

•ingle, neutral Eiggs which appears as a physical state. The rate for its production 

in radiative decays can be computed:"1 

IW - H+f-) 4>/lta \ m§) 

This predicts a branching ratio: 

BR{f — 7H 0) ~ (3.1 ± 0.5} x HT 5 . 

This total rate is a factor of about four smaller than the measured rate for ( -* K& 

alone, and probably rules out such a naive interpretation. A further argument 

against the single doublet model is that the minimum allowed mass for the neutral 

Higgs must be greater than the Linde-Weinberg bound 8 2 of fflg -» 7 GeV in order 

for the model to be stable against radiative corrections. 

It has been pointed out that an anomalously high rate for ip —»-lit3 is a 

signal for the existence of more than one Eiggs doublet. It is also true that the 

trade- Weinberg mass bound need not be satisfied if there is more than one Higgs 

doublet. Clearly, in the case of two or more Higgs doublets, tbe predictions are 

less restrictive. It is necessary that all fermions of a given charge couple to a single 

Higgs doublet, but quarks and leptons may couple to different doublets. For a two 

doublet model, there are several parameters, one of which is the ratio of vacuum 

expectation values, denoted by 1. In such models, the rate for the radiative decay 

^ _, r^gO c a n D e enhanced by a factor of x2. Such a model, with I s ~ 10, is quite 

compatible with the MARK EI measurements. Eowever, there are consequences 

in the T region, as pointed out by Willey. The rate for T -* 7 H 0 may be either 

suppressed or enhanced by tbe factor of z2. There is an additional prediction that 
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decays of tbe form B -* B°+X will be frequent. This is true even for models which 

have a suppressed T -»7.H 0 decay. Recent results from CLEOM indicate that there 

is no s 2 enhancement in T -t -j(, and the sequence B-+1 + X, ( -» X + K~ is 

not seen at tbe expected level. These results are inconsistent with the two doublet 

model.9 4 Thus, it appears that the ((2220) is not likely to be the neutral Hjggs in 

any plausible model. 

Something Truly Strange 

There have been several suggestions for strange new physics explanations. 

The current results have little to say about such speculations, but with larger 

statistics, these models could be tested. Hiber 8 5 has suggested that the ((2220) 

could be a technicolor object—a pseudo-goldstone boson.. Be predicts the possibility 

of very bizarre behavior. There could be two states with similar masses, within 

the experimental resolution, one of which is 1 scalar, the other of which is a 

pseudoscalar. This would appear to the naive experimenter as CP violation. It 

could be confirmed by seeing a spin tero object which decays to K'K and K + K~. 

A different possibility has been raited by Shati,8* who offers the 

speculation that the ((2220) is made up of a pair of heavy, neutral, colored scalar*. 

He predicts that one would see a series of new states, some of which could decay 

to the ((2220), and would be Been in V> -» !**£• The finiJ ttate «> -* iKKrr has 

been examined and there is no sign of the ((2220) in the KK mars spectrum. 

9.4 EXPECTATIONS K » THE FVtURB 

In this section, we discuss what one can expect to learn from further study 

of the analysis topics presented in this thesis. This is particularly germane in light 

of the possibility that the MARK EI experiment could acquire a sample of ~ 2 x I0 T 

produced $'» in the next few years. 
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The process $ —» i r + r~ is not primarily limited by statistics, but rather 

by the very large background from V -* (*• This situation could be improved 

somewhat with larger statistics, but is not likely to allow significantly better 

measurements. The best way to study ^ -* i * r is by using the x V final state. 

This has very little hadronic background because the processes i/i -» %vwv and 

^ - . T ° » 0 X ° are forbidden by C parity. In the past, the MARK ID has been unable 

to study this final state because of the absence of an all neutral trigger. For the 

future, there are plans to remedy this situation. Monte Carlo studies indicate that 

using G — C kinematic fits produces a mass resolution of •» 20 MeV, which is well 

suited to studying this region. 

A large sample of i * 0 * 0 events would allow a significant set cf 

measurements to be made. The previous hints of structure on the high mass side 

of tbe /(1270) can be explored. There should be a large enough sample of clean 

events to decide whether the present structure in the 0(1700) region has the correct 

mass, width and Jp to be the 9(1700). In addition, the signs of structure in the 2 

CeV region can be explored. This is relevant to understanding the {(2220), since if 

it is an >> state, the corresponding (uD + di) state should be in this region. Finally, 

the T°ir0 final state, which is free of p* background, is the best ptace to look for 

the missing 0 + glueball, predicted to lie below 1 GeV. 

The low mass K + K~ region has been thoroughly studied with the current 

data sample, and if there is nothing unusual happening, a larger sample will 

probably not add significantly to our knowledge of the 9(1700). However, the 

possibility has been raised that the 9(1700) region may contain more than one 

state. If this is the case, then a very large event sample is required to understand 

the overlapping resonances. The K$KS final state is badly statistics limited in 

the current data sample, and it is clear that a large increase in statistics would 
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allow an improved analysis. However, this final state should look like the K + K~, 

with potentially smaller backgrounds, and will probably not add anything to the 

understanding of the low mass region. 

There are several important questions abont the {(2220) which remain 

unresolved after the complete analysis of the current data sample. Due to the 

relatively high interest in this peculiar state,» study has been performed to assess 

the possibilities for progress. For the purpose* of this discussion, a reference sample 

of 107 produced ^'s will be used. This is roughly 5.5 times the site of the 1983 data 

sample. 

There are three general areas of Investigation: 

- measuring the resonance parameters, especially the width 

- measuring the spin 

• observation in other decay modes 

In order to study the first topic, a large Monte Carlo data set was used. It 

contained the expected X + K ~ signal plus K***!*1 background. For the reference 

sample of 10 7 produced *'s, one would expect ~ ISO signal events in the K + K~ 

channel above a background of ~ 100 events. This corresponds to ~ 107 statistical 

significance in the mass plot. Tbe limit on tbe width should improve slightly. If the 

true width is sero, one could expect to set a limit that I" < 15 MeV SSX CX. This 

estimate was obtained by taking the width analysis which was used on the current 

data sample and applying it to the Monte Carlo data sample described previously. 

This limit is significant since it is theoretically quite unlikely to have a hadronic 

state in this mass region with a width < 30 MeV. 

The question of the spin analysis is more difficult to evaluate, although it is 

very importut. One way to formulate the question is to ask whether one can expect 

a safe 3e- determination of the spin. The answer to this is, in general, so. A further 
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question concerns which channel to use for the analysis. The fundamental problem 

with the K +K~ channel it the K ^ K 7 background. With a larger event (ample, 

it might be possible to remove more of this background with a corresponding loss 

in efficiency. However, any lingering presence of this background will still impose 

serious limit at ions on the ability to resolve different spins. The KsKj channel should 

have — 35 events. It is very difficult to extrapolate the signal to background ratio 

from the current tiny sample. If the background level is favorable, the KsK$ channel 

may provide a less ambiguous determination of the spin. It h u good acceptance, 

since the K, efficiency has very little momentum dependence. The possibility of 

measuring the spin of the {(2220) depends very much on Nature. If the state is 

really J = 0, it will be difficult to prove this, even with ID7 produced V ' " t C v ! 

state is really J = 2, it is likely, though not guaranteed, that a spin measurement 

can be performed, despite the large background. 

The final topic involves other decay modes. The most interesting modes 

are probably: 

{(2220) -> it+!i-

- » i r + * -

->K*R' 

-*K'K 

If these modes remain elusive, it will only be possible to improve the upper limits by 

a factor of 2 to 3. This is not very significant for the non-strange modes, but one of 

the two K* modes should start to appear, since it is very hard to imagine an object 

decaying to KK and not to KK+n*. A further significant point is that a state with 

3fC = 0 + + cannot decay into a 1 0 " + final state like K'K. Thus, observation 

of this decay mode could provide the least ambiguous spin determination. The 

current limits on K'K' and K'K would indicate that possible new limits would 

be: K'R'/KR < 0.5 - 1 and K'K/KR < 0.3 - 0.5. If no signal is seen at these 
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levels, it would be intriguing but not yet astonishing. 

It is safe to conclude that a large increase in statistics is vital to an improved 

understanding of the physics of the radiative i> decays presented here. 

9.5 CONCLUSIONS 

The /(1270)//'(1515) system seems quite consistent with >n ideal o$ nonet. 

There is no indication of mixing, although it cannot be ruled out. 

The 0(1700) remains a mysterious particle. It appears most likely to be 

either a four quark state or a glueball. If it is a four quark state, it is unclear why 

such a state should appear for the first time a* a prominent signal in the radiative 

decays of the <fr. If it is a glueball, then further work is required to understand 

why it should decay in such a flavor non-symmetric way. The confirmation of a 

5(1700) - • ITS: decay mode at the observed level would be very useful. The presence 

of this decay at this rate causes difficulties for the four quark hypothesis. On the 

other hand, it may be quite compatible with an imperfect form of SU(3) flavor 

symmetry for a, glueball. If the 9(1700) b * single state, there is probably not too 

much more to be learned about it from radiative <t decays. If, on the other hand, 

there is more than one state in this region, a large increase in statistics will be 

required to understand it. 

The ((2220) is too poorly measured to be classified. It appears to be 

inconsistent with even some of the more unorthodox Higgi models. It could well be 

consistent with an orbitally excited quark state. It could also be consistent with a 

g}( state or a glueball state, especially if the Chanowitx and Sharps mechanism for 

enhancing strange decava proves to be coiTect. The most important measurement, 

besides the obvious need for confirmation, is a better limit on the total width of the 

state. 
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Appendix A . Formalism for Bielt-WIgner Fits 

In order to extract the parameters for resonances which appear in mass 

distributions, the maximum likelihood technique has been used. The model which 

has been chosen consists of a background plus a sum of Breit-Wiguera. The 

likelihood function for this model depends on only one input variable w, which is 

the invariant mats. The fit will be performed over a finite interval in the invariant 

mage, denoted by: | tu m j n , tu n M I ] . The model to be used does not include acceptance 

corrections, since they are usually described by a slowly varying function over the 

fit region. It does include the effects of resolution, since they are important for 

correctly desu ibing narrow resonances. 

The background can be represented either as an arbitrary shape by a sum of 

polynomials, or by a more physically motivated shape such as phase space. For the 

analyses performed here, only a two-body projection of three-body phase space is 

required. This can be evaluated analytically" for the case where m -> mi-t-m2+mj 

and tii = rnij, in the following form: 

2 

At = m* + m*j + m* - 2 (BATI |J + m 4 mj + m|jmf) 

*2 = ">23 + »>2 + m i ~ 2 ( m 2 3 m 2 + m 2 J m 3 + mt">*\ 

The only free parameter for this case is the fraction of the total signal which is 

attributed to background. The normalization of this function over the St interval 

is performed numerically: 

«*uk = / F,s[iu)du 
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and the likelihood function is defined to be: 

Aodfc = *>s(«0/JVh.c*(«O {A - 1) 

The polynomial background uses Legendre polynomials with the coefficient 

for each order being a parameter in the fit. These polynomials are convenient 

because they are orthogonal over their defined range of | - l , l | . This means that 

the correlations between the coefficients of the different verms in the polynomial 

sum will be small, and the stability of the fit is enhanced. The background part of 

the likelihood is written: 

Cx* = £ «*>'« 

where P' is the i'h Legendre polynomial and a scaled variable is defined as the 

argument of the Legendre polynomials: 

. - - ! + «[ "-"""•" 1 . •€ |-1,11 
Iwrnai-WmmJ 

In order for this to be a true likelihood, it must be normalised to unity by integrating 

over the input variable. The normalisation is: 

/ • « • • . . 

J*tac* = / LhukMtw = «o(«fciM - «Wr> 
' • W i n 

This simple form for the normalisation suggests defining new polynomial 

coefficients; 

and writing a normalised likelihood: 

A.* = , 1 „ • S W W <-* - 2> 
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The resonance part of the likelihood contains two separate models. The 

first model consists of an incoherent sum of Breit-Wigner probabilities convoluted 

with a resolution function. This is appropriate for the case where there are 

resonances with widths which are close to the limits of the detector resolution, 

or limply fc- states which do not interfere. The second model consists of a 

coherent sum of Breit-Wigner amplitudes with relative phases. This model contains 

no resolution function Jid is appropriate for the case where there are eeveral 

overlapping states with large widths. 

The resonance model which includes the effects of resolution is constructed 

in the following manner. The resolution function is assumed to be a Gaussian of 

the form: 

J2(ifl,tu') = - ? i=-e-(•'-•'') ^ /^» , 

and the Breit-Wigner is taken to be of the non-relativistic form: 

«•(«"- wo) 2 +r=74 

The non-relativistic form was chosen in part because the convolution can be 

performed analytically, and in part because the additional complication of a fully 

relativistic Breit-Wigner with an energy dependent width is only required for very 

wide resonances near threshold. Using these forms, the likelihood for a single Breit-

Wigner can be written: 

£BW = /dw'R{w,w')f{w') 

VSFo-» / _ « (tu-ufo)2 + r 2 / 4 

This can be evaluated analytically" using the error function of a complex argument: 

W(i + iy) = t~' er/c(-»>) , z = z + iy 
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and the result is: 

The Ml function can be evaluated numerically, and the normalisation over the fit 

interval: 

NBW = I Zswip>)dv> 

is evaluated by numeric integration. 

The resonance model which includes the effects of interference is 

constructed in the following msi.ner. The Breit-Wigner is taken to be of the non-

relativistic form: 

or of the relativists form without an energy-dependent width: 

(note: the natural normalization for a relativistic Breit-Wigner involves J da1 

rather than Jdw). The non-relativistic form was normally chosen in order to 

maintain consistency between the coherent and incoherent models. Using these 

forms, the likelihood for a sum of nAflF Breit-Wjgners can be written: 

j , "AMP 2 

The normalization for the likelihood function can be evaluated numerically over the 

fit interval: 
r « ~ . j 

NAMP= I £Atjplw)dw 
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The individual likelihood function* can now be combined to allow fill to 

any combination of background plus non-interfering Breit-Wignen plus interfering 

Bieit-Wigneu. This gives tbe final form for the likelihood function: 

The parameters involved are the n^y - 1 background polynomial coefficients 6,-, 

the ngn' eels of Breit-Wigner parameter! (<>j,ii>aj,Tj,Cj], the nAMF sett of Breit-

Wigner parameters {St,,Pic><"alsitk) and the fraction 0. 

In order to evaluate the total likelihood for a set of events, the (tandard 

procedure is to form a sum over the int. for each event: 

et»f# 

If there are many events in thii ium, it may be very time-consuming to evaluate. 

A faster technique involves 'classifying' or binning the data, e.jv, in a histogram. If 

the total data sample of n events is divided into N bins, then the total probability 

is given by the multinomial distribution: 

i - i " ' -

where p; is the probability to be in the i"1 bin and n, is the number of events in 

the i"' bin. The probability if approximated by the likelihood evaluated at the bin 

center, pj = £{WJ). Since the fit parameter dependence U all contained in the ft, 

one can ignore the other terms and write: 

InAotoI = 2 B«'"W " 2 - "•' , n i : (•* ~ e ) 
bint Wnt 

2 « 

It is therefore convenient to perform 'un-binned' 5ts where the likelihood is summed 

over individual events, or to perform 'binned' fits where the likelihood is summed 

over bins weighted by their contents. In either case, the general minimisation 

program MINUIT9' is used to find the minimum of the function / = —ln£lclai and 

estimate the parameter values and their errors. 

A topic requiring further discussion is the estimation of the quality and 

significance of the fit results. There are two broad areas which are important for 

the current discussion. The first is interval estimation, or estimating the errors on 

the fit parameters. The second is hypothesis testing, or deciding which fits beat 

describe the data and quantifying the significance of the conclusions. An excellent 

discussion of these topics may be found in Ref. 100 , and the present discussion 

draws heavily from those references. 

The question of interval estimation for maximum likelihood fits is a fairly 

simple one. The standard technique is to associate a change in the likelihood with 

confidence levels for a normal distribution. This assumes tint the likelihood function 

is approximately parabolic at the maximum, and ia a very general technique. The 

association is: 

where n» is the number of 'standard deviations' calculated Using a normal 

distribution, and 6[lnC) is the change in the likelkood function. To compute a 

n„ confidence interval for a parameten oi < a < aj, the following procedure is 

used. The function: 

is evaluated for a series of value* for a near the optimal value. Each calculation of / 

requires a re-maximization of the likelihood. The likelihood change f(a) - f(a/u) 

which corresponds to the correct confidence '• -el determines the desired values of 
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cri and 02- This procedure correctly accounts for the correlations among different 

fit parameters, and has been used whenever an interval estimate was required. It is 

implemented in the MiNUIT minimisation package using the subroutine MINOS. 

The question of hypothesis testing is, in general, a difficult problem. 

The goal is either to compare several hypotheses and choose the best using a 

relative test, or to make some absolute statement about 'goodness-of-fit' without 

discussing alternate hypotheses. There are three categories of comparisons which 

can be made. The first involves a comparison of two simple (i.e., completely 

determined) hypotheses. This has a simple, rigorous solution and poses no 

particular challenges. The eecisd category involves comparing composite (i.e., not 

completely determined] hypotheses from the same common family of functions. In 

this case, one hypothesis can be transformed into the other by changing the values 

of the parameters. This case also has a general solution for the large statistics limit. 

The final category involves comparing unrelated composite hypotheses. This case 

has no general solution, and the statistical significance of the standard test statistic 

generally depends on which hypothesis is correct, With this in mind, we proceed 

to discuss the test statistics which have been used for the Breit-Wiguer fits. 

Two tests have been used to discuss the fits. The first is a version of the 

standard Pearson's xZ test. ThiB is defined, for a given fit and a given histogram, 

using the test statistic: 

•=i n / " 

where n,- is the number of events in the t™ histogram bin and tw,-f is the number of 

event9 predicted by the fit for that bin. This statistic should be distributed like a 

)f* variable for nj0f degrees of freedom. The number of degrees of freedom for this 
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statistic is not always clear. The additional constraint: 

"Km nK„, 

1=1 i - I 

has been imposed on the fit. For the case where a 'binutd' likelihood fit is performed. 

For the case where an 'un-biuned' fit is performed, n&f should be the same, but the 

result is not at rigorous. This statistic, does have the advantage that it describe*, 

in absolute terms, whether the fit is consistent with the data or not. It it a son-

parametric statistic, and does not depend on the details of the hypotheses being 

compared. 

The second test is a form of the likelihood ratio test. If the fits contain 

identical numbers of parameters, then one is comparing two simple hypotheses, and 

the test statistic is: 

* = '»[£]• <*-10) 
This la the standard Neyman-Pearson test, and the change in likelihood can be 

interpreted in the manner discuued above for interval estimation. The more general 

case occurs when one fit ii a restricted form of the other. Then the following test 

statistic is defined: 

X 2 = -2»n M-i i ) 

where ft is the subset of the total parameter space over which the first fit Is 

performed, and (1 is the full parameter space over which the second fit it performed. 

This test statistic should be asymptotically distributed like a X 2 variable for r 

degrees of freedom, where r = <f>m(f)) — dim[{i), and Jim[) it the dimension of 

the parameter space in question. This statistic U only valid for the case where the 
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fits ire members of the lime family of composite hypotheses, aa diacuaaed above. 

la addition, although thii technique may work well for email statistics, it hai the 

disadvantage of providing only a relative probability for the specified hypotheiei. 

aso 

Appendix B . Calculation of Angular Dlatrlbntioas Tor Decays 

B . i THE SINGLE RESONANCE FORMULATION 

A Description in Term* of Helidtt Amttit%in 

The aim is to calculate the production and decay angular distribution! for 

the decay </> -* -jX, X -» 0" + 0". The calculation of these angular distribution! 

Is carried out using tbe helkity formalism. The canonical reference on the subject 

is i. Bichman's 'An Eiptrimtnicr't Guiit to Us HtUctiy FotmditmAai wherein 

the great mysteries of Jacob and Wick 1 0 2 are discussed with refreshing clarity. The 

fundamental formula for a two-body decay amplitude A(X -» uj + sj) is: 

where: 

M = the projection of the X spin along the I axil 

A], Aj = the helicities of the decay products 1 sod 2 

A = Ai - Ai 

6,ip= the angles of the decay products in the X center of mass 

The amplitude for the two sequential two-body decay processes; 

*->lX 

U a + o 

where a and t are both pseudoscilan involves a sum over the nnobeervable 

intermediate belicity. For the case of interest, it can be written in the following 

form: 

W O ) = E^'oCt) D>s Xx_xjni) AXxy, (B - 2) 
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where: 

M = the projection of the V> (pin along the » axis 

A-, = the helicity of the photon along the X direction of motion 

Xx = the helicity of the X along tbe X direction of motion 

ftl = (*1> #l) for the X in the lab frame (the 4> center of man) 

Oj = (ffj, #j) for the decay meson in the X center of mass 

The requirement of parity invariance impoiei the constraint that: 

where rj is the intrinsic parity. For the cue under consideration here, this means 

that: 

A~XX -A, = AXX^ 

Thus, the six initial amplitudes: 

{An , An > J*01 i 4 ) - l i ^ -1-1 . ^ - 2 - l } 

are reduced to the set: 

{An 1 Ml » A)l} 

where the second index wilt be suppressed in subsequent expressions. 

The total cross-SMtion is expressed as a sum over tbe probabilities for the 

(in principle observable) photon helicity and V> polarisation, weighted by the initial 

populations of the tji polarisation states. The t&, being a massive spin one particle, 

can exist in three possible M states: hi = 0,±1. However, the e*c~ production 

mechanism for the ^ results in a strong suppression of the hi = 0 component. This 

is due to the helicity conservation required at the tc\ vertex by QED, and results 

in a suppression of M = 0 by ~ nig/Be ~ 10* 3. In addition, at the beam energy 
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corresponding to tbe mast of the •> the polarisation of the beams found at SPEAR 

is not important. 1 0 3 This Is a delicate point, because synchrotron radiation in a 

magnetic field it a natural mechanism for producing polarisation at SPEAR. The 

characteristic build-up time for this polarisation • : 

This gives a build-up time for SPEAR at tbe «V of about twenty hours, in the absence 

of depolarization effects due to machine resonance*, which introduces a negligible 

polarization during the normal 1 — 2 hour data runs. This meant the 1> is prepared 

for ut in a simple initial state, consisting of an Incoherent turn of equal parts of 

M = ±1 . The photon helicity takes on the values A 7 = ± 1 , as expected for a 

massless spin one particle. The total crots-sectioa Is then expressed as: 

Th« result of completing the lumnutioui and lubfltituting for the D 

functions associated with tbe production of the X u; 

3 5 ~ l ^ o f d & W U + CO.4*-!) 

+ 2\Ai\2d{amiiiatel 

+ Mj[2d2oW>)2(J + cos**1) 

+ v^Jte[-M||tfo(»s)«w(»s)" 1'>»l «*(*» - #,) 

+ 2Jtt\Ao*'i\4>lh)i'a,V3) • » ' h "* *Ws - *l) 

- V2*e[ /M \]4Q{SS)d{0{Ss) sin 29! coef>, - 4fi 

This CUD be nimplified by writing: 

At = Mol«"" 
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(fl-S) 

J.I = | - i l l « i w 

and defining: 
Mil 

*=m • *=<*-*» 
Mil 

After theae substitutions, one gets the following expreuton: 

+ 2i 2 df 0 (»j) i ! i in I « 1 

+ v*4)(»a):!(>+«»,«i) 
+ Vjrew*>,itf0(«j)i«&(Sj)sin2S,coi(4, - * , ) 

+ 2y cot ty^Oa^ooPa) «'n* «l cos 2(4j - 4,) 

- >/2xy eo»((j„ - <e*)da)(Ps)i>io('s) •*» * ' l " • ( *» - * l ) 

The standard coordinate system for evaluating the angle* if defined as 

follows: 

lab frame: right handed system [x,y,t) 

coaff, s V ' 

^ !* the direction of the photon in the lab 

center of mast frame: right handed system (x',y',aJ) 

f = f x i ' 

K + = direction of the K + In the X center of maaa 
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The coordinate transformation to the 'standard' coordinate system requires 

that 0i and 63 refer to the photon direction rather than the X direction. Thii 

correspond* to a rotation about the x axis in the X center of maw frame. Thii 

produce! the following change: 

«j - .* -» , 4t~>2t-+s 

Examination of the expression for the cross-section shows that this coordinate 

transformation ii equivalent to a change In the sign of I in the cross-section 

expression. 

The association with the anglei in the standard coordinate system can then 

be made In the fallowing manner: 

t-, ** *i 

4 m " 4 i - 4 l 

The definition of 4 m a* the difference between the production angle 4i 

and the decay angle 4a is consistent because 4s is the tame in the X center of mass 

frame and the lab frame. It is also necessary that the cross-section depend on the 

difference of these angles, since there is no natural origin for either 4 l or 4s- This 

finally leads m to the general form tor the angular distribution: 

Wj(n)~fJo»(«m)S(l +cos**,) 

+ 2* 2d/ 0f»m) Ssin*» 1 

+ J (̂»m)*C> + «=•*«!) ( B _ 6 ) 

- •v'2rcosp Idi0(*m)oou(»ni)iin2ff-,co«4m 

+ 2y cos pydio(flin)ooo('>n) sin* fr\, cos 24m 

+ >/2ij(coi(«J,-Vi)''Mf»m)Jio(*m)«in2SlCO»4m 
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Note that a change of convention from J in (he positron direction (the convention 

wed here) to £ in the electron direction leaves the angular correlation function 

invariant, a* expected. This can be teen by performing a rotation about the z axis 

by r. The corresponding angular transformation !•: 

* • ) - • » - # . , 

'm-iSm 

im -> +m + «• 

Upon substituting into Eqn. (B-6), one Ends that the sign change in sin2fl7 ii 

compensated by the sign change in eos^ m . 

No restrktiont have been made on the relative phases of the helicity 

amplitudes. The standard approximation ii that the amplitude! are relatively real, 

which correspond* to ip, = »>„ = 0. The introduction of the phases corresponds to 

the following substitutions in the various terms in the angular correlation function: 

1 - 1 

2 2 
y* *-» y* 

x +-» xcoap x 

y *» y coi ipy 

ty*+zytot[tpv-<pt) 

The effect of varying the phases is felt only ID the off-diagonal terms and has a weak 

influence on the results since these terms integrate to lero when averaged over « V 

It is also useful to calculate the normalisation, denned by: 

Nj = / dcotJ, / deoi» m f 'i+m Wj{0) 
»— 1 •'—1 */Q 

ite 

and the one dimensional projections, denned by: 

Fjteosff.,) - J rfcos'm / ' • ?„ , Wj[tl) 

. [I fit 
Pj[to*em)= I d c o s » 7 / *tmWj\U) 

*— 1 JO 

Pj[M = J_ <fcos»,y dcos# m 

These equations may be explicitly evaluated for the cases of interest. This 

produces the formulae displayed on the following page*. 
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E=E! 

35S 

2=111 

iV2(n) = j(3 CM* J m - |)2(1 + cot* ft,) 

+ — S C M ^ C M * ^ - l)iiu2ff„iinZf-,a»tm 

+ 3I 3 «in2 S m V9?$m lln2 ft, 

- - g - * » «x(*>» - P») iin1 » m iin « m iin 2»7 «o« ^ 

+ |sl 4»in 4Sm(l + eo.aA>) 

Pftcoft,) = y x W f t 7 + £ ( 1 + y*)(l +CM*I7) 

P|(coiffm) = ^p™ 1 *™ - I)* + 8 » i W « m « m 4 f t m + 2*|lW*.n 

M^J+^+v 2) ff2 -
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\J~4:\ 

Wild) = ^j(35 co*4 9m - 30co»s »m + Sjr(l + coa**-,) 

+ ¥— i co* p , (7 cot* t m - 3)(3S co*4 6m - 30 eoea *„, + 3) lin 2 9 m (in 2S-, 
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+ ^ y COB p»(7co*a 0 m - 1)(35 co*4 tm - 30 eoa* tm + 3) *ina » m *raa A, co* 24 + -rr-ycoap,iYcoaKm- iJloaco* B m -ouco* crm +<s)tm vmMiav, 

+ i,*pa»*t„ _ 3 )*co . J * m i iB 2 « m a in J » T 

- — xya»[ipy - P l ) (7co»** m - l ) ( 7 c o * a » m - 3) aln'fc» cot * m .in 2»-,i 
lb 

+ g»*(Teoa*<im - l ) a *in 4 M » + CM* ft,) 

cot*™ 

+ 2**f,7eoa»#,- . 

+ ^V , (7« . a # m - l ) i ain«ff m 

f t * - ) = ^ ( t + * W ) - ^ c o ^ c o ^ 

32*(1+ *» + »*) 
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•d Datriwtim in 7Vn» ofUMtet* AmMtuJMt 

An alternate deacriptioB of the radiative decay a) -» 7JC caa be defined 

uaing a multipole expaiuion for the radiative photon. 1 0 4 In thla eaae, on* haa an 

initial atate with apin J and parity P+. Then are two Ina] atate particle* with 

ipiaa and parillw labeled t l t Pi (the X) and «j, ft (the 7) which combine with 

an orbital angular momentum I to give the total J « 1 4 «i + * j . The amputode* 

for thi* caae are claaaified by the angular momentum: j j • I + aj and the parity: 

P . [~l)»u, a = PiP^-lY* of the radiated photoa. 

J2 b> MnJtipole 

1 +1 SI 
1 - 1 m 
2 +1 Jto 
Z - 1 

Etc. 
H2 

The helicity amplitude* defined prerionary can be re-expreaaed in to-i_. of 

multipole amplitude*. The rault of performing the cakulationa ia: 

h 

where 

A1%lx2 are the helicity amplitude*, 

B j , . are calculated coefficient*, 

Jtfjjj are the multipole am^tude*. 

For the apecial caae of «V -f jX, the fljjj^ a n given by: 
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0 1 

1 1 

h = »\ ~ * 

;i+n 

•n-V^^f1 i-V'V^W »-«'Vp^fe 2 1 | (• 

The cases of interest here are: 

J P J ^ _ 2+ =* the allowed amplitudes are: El, M2, JB3. 

A» = v^«r - \TI*G - &*$ 
MI - \Zfwr + \ / 4 ^ + >/£*# 

The pure multipoles produce the following helidty amplitude ratios; 

El: * = >/3 » = v " 

Aft: * = \ / | V = - \ / s 

£3: * = - \ /S V=vS 
H one awune. that the E3 touUipote it negligible, then the following relation exists: 

and one solution is: x = \/3/2i V = 0. 

jP^jj _ 4 + => the allowed amplitudes are: £3, Mt, BS. 

AH - S/IM; - \flM; - V i w 
AH = \Zi< + Jh* + v ^ ^ 

» 2 

p . w t Decays of fte * 

The sequential two body decay helicity formulation e » also be Med to 

calculate the angular distributions for the direct decays of the * -* 1" + 0 " , with 

1- _ o- + <T- These decays appear u backgrounds for the radiative decays, in 

the form of * - /.r and V - K^K* The equivalent cf Eqn. (B-2) » written as: 

where: 

M = the projection of the pii spin along the I axis 

AV = the helicity of the vector alonf th* H» direction of motion 

Oi = («!, *ri for the vector in the lab frame 

n»=c*i>*»)*<* *« d w * y t o t K " ' t o ft* v * c t o r < " , e r rf , M , , 

The requirement of parity invariance U Imposed through Bqn. (B-3) 

resulting in the following relationship: 

TO. mean, that the amplitude for Ay - 0 * - » » " U h ' " d " " « n P B t u d -

for : . v = ± i « * «J»»J » * ***** '» »*»• h B 0 " fcUc"* * " * t b t M I t t l " 

distribution, are uniquely specified, since there » only n overall Kile left. The 

remainder of the calculation is straight-forward, and ths result is: 

W i , v ( n ) = « n J # » [ l + cos I#i + . in i #lCOi2{f»»*l)] < B _ 8 > 

There are several interesting properties of this r-ult. One if that the vector k 

completely polarted (it ha. a helicity cf ±1 only). This (We. riw to the .!»*# 

dbtribolta for the decay product, u> the vector center of m ~ . Another feature is 

file:///Zfwr
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that when the croae-aection ii integrated over at, the remaining dependence for *j 

u 1 + coe s 9. A final feature is that the crow-wction vaniahea when *j = r/2 and 

^, - a\, = jr/2. Thi> correspond! to the cue where the decay plane for the three 

pseudo-acalaia is normal to the beam axia. 

B.2 THE MULTIPLE RESONANCE FORMULATION 

The previous diacuiaion evaluated the formula! for the production and 

decay angular distribution! of a lingle resonance. In that caae, there U at) need 

to consider the mau dependence of the amplitude*. A more complex lituation 

ariaea if there are two overlapping reaonanees, Tkia aituation will be diactuaed in 

a qualitative manner in order to 'led aome light on the additional complication! 

which arise when the full maaa and angle dependant amplitudea at* aillowad to 

interfere. 

For the caae of two reaonancei, the total eroaa-aeciion will be of the form: 

5 - ^ j = M,KO) + J l 2 KD)|* IB-6) 

These amplitude! can be written aa a product of a Brelt-Wigner amplitude, auch 

aa that in Eqn. (A-4), for the maw dependence, and a helicity amplitude aum, auch 

a* that in Eqn. (B-2), for the angular dependence. In Appendix A the procedure 

for extracting Breit-Wigner parameter! from the maaa distribution waa diacuaaed. 

For the purpoee of companion with thoae rc*ult», it i i interutiag to atudy the tuui 

projection of the cross-section In Eqn, (B-9). The projection of the cxcm-teclioa la 

of the form: 

S£ = s£ + §+*/*<Hi(">.n)MJ(m.n)idn 
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Subitituting from Eqn. (B-2) gives the reault for the erosa-term: 

- Re {Adm)'A2[m))Y,J2foJl ' ( O O Z ^ n , ) ! ! 1 '(niJD^O^dnj 

Here we can use the orthogonality of the D* functions: 

/ Dj£B(n)B£B,(njdt» = 5 w . f n m . « . n „ 

to derive the remit that the interference term vanishes nnleaa Jx = Jt. This rtault 

dependa on our being able to perform the integration! av«r dfl correctly. Thia may 

not be atrictly true if the detector which ia measuring thia eroaa-aection doea not 

have complete acceptance, but it ahould still be a good approximation. 
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Appendix C. The Fall Spin Analysts Formalism 

C.i THE F I T FORMALISM 

The fitting technique to be wed for the ipin analysis ia the well known 

maximum likelihood method. This ha* a number of advantage* which will become 

more apparent at the formaliim ii described. 

For a perfect detector, the definition of the likelihood function for the spin 

analysis ii: 

where Wj and Nj are the angular correlation function and the normalitatioa 

described In Appendix B The fl, are the set of measured angle* for an event i. 

The z are the set of parameter! for the given hypothesis. Thil likelihood repreaenta 

tbe "probability" that the given set of eventa are distributed a* expected for a state 

with the given J and x. The InC function ia normally used for calculation aince 

it require! a aura over event probabilities rather than the numerically imprecise 

product of event probabilities. 

An imperfect detector has two feature* which require modification of tbe 

likelihood function: acceptance and resolution. Tbsy can be takes into account by 

defining two functions. The first function is tbe acceptance function «(0), which 

represents the probability that an event with angles f) will be detected. Tbe second 

function is a resolution function S{t\', fl), which represents the probability that 

an event with angles fl' would be measured to have angles (I. The full likelihood 

function then becomes: 

M = Tin [ I<MB(rt,nMV)WAtt';z) ] 
£t l7W*M(fl',n)e(n')ivj(n';i)J 

2 M 

For this analysis, the resolution in angles is very good and to the resolution function 

can be approximated by a S function: £((>', fl) = {(f l ' - f l ) . In this approximation, 

the likelihood function can be written: 

InC 

Since c(ft) does not depend on tbe parameters in tbe problem, tbe Inc 

term gives a constant contribution to the likelihood and can be ignored. This 

produces the very elegant result that the tnt function depends on the acceptance 

only through the normalisation integral. Aa a practical matter, this means that the 

acceptance function is never explicitly evaluated. This • one of the advantages of 

using the likelihood technique; a x1 fit would require evaluating the acceptance for 

each event. 

In order to evaluate the normalisation integral, a Monte Carlo technique1 0 5 

is used. We want to calculate the integral of a function / ( i ) : 

S = jj[I)iz 

To approximate this integral, tet X be a random variable, uniformly distributed 

over tbe integration interval |a, ij . Then: 

K~i±/M 
where the sum is over » values for the random variable X. For tbe integral required 

here: 



» T 

where the ft; u e uniformly distributed over the integration region. The measure 

u*ed for thii problem has the following variable* uniformly distributed: 

e o i » „ c o i « B , e | - l , l ] 

The definition of the acceptance function means that the rum: 

f 

ii the »ime a* the •urn: 

mectpttd 

wheie the acceptedsum menu that only events patting the analysis cult are wed. 
Thii givei the approximate value for the normalisation integral: 

accepted 

Thii ii not yet in optimal form since N depends on z. In evaluating the InC function, 

if the t change, then the Monte Carlo integration mutt be performed again. Thit in 

very inefficient. Fortunately, the dependence on I it simple and can be factoriied. 

The approximation i/>i = ifiy = 0 i* auumed to simplify the discussion. Is order 

to include the phases, one just uses the tubititutiotu defined in Appendix B. The 

factored form can be written: 

2 

The normalization factoritet in the same manner: 

*7(x)=Ewy iv 
U=0 

M4 

and the coefficients N'J need only be evaluated once. 

We now have a tractable expression for the InC function: 

etff (j 

The standard mioimiiation program MINUIT is then used to minikin; the function 

/ = -In£ and determine the value* and errors far the parameten. 

C.2 EVALUATING THE FIT RESULTS 

Once the: parameters are determined for the spin fits, the very important 

task of evaluating the significance of the results remains. The estimation of errors 

on the fit parameters hat been discussed in detail in Appendix A, and will not 

be repeated here. The most important question U: which Jp hypothesis a most 

probable, and how unlikely are the other hypotheses. For a maximum likelihood 

fit, thit question has no general answer. At best, for hypotheses which are members 

of the same family of functions, one can find a test statistic for comparing two 

hypotheses which hat a known (x1) distribution in the limit of large event samples. 

For the present case, even this asymptotic property is not available. 

The X7 technique discussed in Appendix A is not vtty well suited to the 

fits performed here. There are two reasons for thit. One it that the fit it three 

dimensional, and the one dimensional projections donot contain all the information. 

The more serious problem is that the acceptance function was sever explicitly 

evaluated. This means that there is no explicit form for the function which has 

been fit to the data, and using Ban. (A-B) becomes impossible. However, one would 

like to know the shapes of the angular distributions that correspond to the fit value* 

of the parameters. If the acceptance function were known, then the projection for 
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one of the variables could be evaluated: 

J>(coa07) = j dcoitf m ^^ m c(S 7 ,« r a ,^ m ) lKr(*7,»m,*m;s) 

and plotted. The technique which la used instead u to generate Monte Carlo 

distributions with shapes that correspond to thote expected for the fit results. 

This can be done by taking the uniformly distributed Monte Carlo events in the 

normalization sample and weighting them with the angular correlation function 
wj(8-i,Qm,-tm;z)- The resulting weighted histograms indicate the expected 

distribution for each of the variables and can be compared directly with the observed 

distributions. The acceptance corrections are implicitly present in the normaliiation 

sample. This comparison givee an Indication of how well the fit results match the 

real distributions. The Monte Carlo expected results can be used to define a x* for 

the one dimensional angular distributions. Such a test statistic has been defined and 

used for the cos lm angular distribution, since it contains the most information. The 

correct normalisation for this statistic it somewhat difficult, since it contains errors 

due to limited Monte Carlo statistics u well as potential systematic differences 

between the Monte Carlo and the real data. The conclusion is that this fitting 

procedure has no simple, conventional indicator of 'goodness-of-fit'. 

An alternate approach to evaluating the fit results relies more heavily on 

the Monte Carlo simulation, but it has the advantage of taking the true statistics 

and systematica of the problem into account. The technique is to generate a large 

representative sample of Monte Carlo events and then select many independent 

lub-aamplcs (experiments), each one the same siie as the real data sample. The 

full spin analysis is applied to each Monte Carlo experiment (sub-sample) in this 

ensemble, and the values of the InC and the fit parameters are tabulated. This gives 

a distribution of expected likelihoods which can be compared to the results from 
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the real data. It also gives a distribution of the measured parameters for known 

input values. 

There are many benefits which arise from this technique. 

1. It contains no explicit paratneterisation of the statistical fluctuations, 

but instead generates them using the known underlying statistics of the 

measurement process which are contained in ihe MARK ID Monte Carlo. 

Therefore, it should have no problems with small statistics experiments. 

2. The results of the ensemble of experiments serve to normalise the mean and 

variance for the likelihood. This can be done both for the correct hypothesis 

and for the incorrect hypothesis. It provides a measure of 'goodness-of-fit' 

for the correct hypothesis (this is the 'significance' of the test, in statistical 

language) as well as providing a measure of the discrimination against the 

incorrect hypothesis (this iavtbe 'power1 of the test, in statistical language). 

3. The result! of the Monte Carlo experiments check that the errors on the fit 

parameters are in agreement with the distribution of measured parameters. 

In addition, if there are any systematic biases in the fitting procedure, they 

will be easily observable. Such systematic biases are difficult to avoid in the 

presence of acceptance corrections which distort the observed event spectrum, 

since these distortions may be jimllar in shape to the theoretical fit function. 

For these reasons, this Monte Carlo technique is very powerful and will be 

used to understand the significance of the results of the spin analysis. 
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Abstract 

The MARK ID detector operating at the SPEAH storage ring ha* rMwHy 

acquired a simple of 2.7 x 10* produced yi(3097)'i. These events are uaed to 

investigate the radiative decays of the i> to two meton final atitet. Such decaya 

are of topical interest because of thu unusual QCD laboratory they provide—of 

particular interest is the possibility of observing 'glueball' states. 

The process «> - • 7r + ir" is studied. The /(12T0) tensor meson 1» observed 

and the helicity structure of Its production Is measured. The data Indicate, that 

helicity 2 is suppressed, in disagreement with lowest order QCD calculations. 

Evidence is presented for the first observation of the #(1700) ia the T+T~ final 

state. The strong, but not complete, suppression of this state in the r<r channel, 

combined with the absence of a J? =s 2 + signal ia a recent MARK HI analysis of 

V" -* Ififi suggest a very mysterious nature for the 9(1700). Additional alructuie— 

The process V> -* 'jK+K" is also studied. The /'(1515) tensor meson is 

observed with a branching ratio in agreement with the SU[3) symmetry prediction 

for the standard two gluon radiative decay diagram with no mixing correction*. 

The helicity structure of the /'(ISIS) is measured for the fint time, and is found 

to be similar to that of the /(1270), Ihs^hstrvatioTT^heifciVy^-aappreasioiriir---

butirJ(lETO) ,tucr^fo&15)-ia.difficulHtf-eltpliia-bnftuaffl 

*wave fuaetioaas— 

The 0(1700) ia observed with high statistics. Its spin and parity are 

measured, with the result that Jp = ? + is preferred over JF = 0+ at tiie B».9% C.L. 

Th«4»UciSy_AnipJit5id4.iatiD»}or4hiritate iadicate-apprtHdfiSately'eiluaTaiaplJtudes 

forJisJiclty-Orl-acdXJlhlaJsJn-mariieil^sntrwV^ 

. /if«l*)-n>eson-*tatesr-


